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ABSTRACT

Differential RNA sequencing has made it possible to determine the transcription start sites (TSS) 
for many of the genes in a genome. By using the TSS information, this study aimed to take 
advantage of the relatively simple transcriptional organization in bacteria and determine potential
transcription factor binding sites for the cyanobacterium Anabaena sp. PCC 7120. By revealing 
shared sequences adjacent to known TSS, shared TFBS and unique TFBS were identified. This 
may make this set of computer applications useful in determining which genes in a given dataset 
are possibly transcriptionally coregulated. This project made use of the transcriptional map of the
cyanobacterium Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 in order to narrow down the areas of the bacterial 
genome that may contain TFBS. The utilization of transcription start sites in locating TFBS is an 
additional unique feature of this study. This study culminated in tutorials (as shown in the 
Appendices) covering the programming involved in this project that may help biology students to
begin writing their own computer programs.
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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction

The language of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) consists of only four letters, A (adenine), C 
(cytosine), G (guanine), and T (thymine). The sequence of these letters or the order in which the 
letters are organized determines which regions of the genome constitute genes, regions of DNA 
that code for proteins or functional RNA molecules, and which regions are involved in regulating
gene expression. “DNA sequence motifs” consist of a conserved sequence of nucleotides that 
imbues regions of DNA with that DNA sequence with a distinct biological function. A subset of 
sequence motifs function in the recruitment of RNA polymerase to a specific region of DNA to 
promote the initiation of transcription.

Transcription and the purpose of promoters

In order to understand the importance of searching for DNA sequence motifs in promoters, one 
must first understand how gene transcription works. Transcription is a process by which regions 
of the DNA of an organism are used to make corresponding ribonucleic acid (RNA). This process
is essential to the creation of new gene products because ribosomes, the proteins involved in 
creating more proteins, can only recognize and use RNA as their coding material. The 
transcription of prokaryotic genes begins with the RNA polymerase holoenzyme recognizing and
binding to the promoter region preceding the gene of interest. The RNA polymerase holoenzyme 
consists of two main protein subunits, the RNA polymerase core enzyme and a sigma factor. The 
promoter positions the RNA polymerase holoenzyme on the DNA. The location of the catalytic 
site of the enzyme determines where transcription will begin, thus defining the transcription start 
site (TSS). The most abundant sigma factor associated with RNA is σ70 (a.k.a. the housekeeping 
sigma factor). The transcription of other genes (eg. Heat stress, iron transport, ammonia 
assimilation) is regulated by other sigma factors as these gene's products are associated with 
processes beyond the basic survival of the bacterial cell. The -10 and -35 elements are sequences 
6 nucleotides long in the DNA centered at 10 and 35 nucleotides upstream of a gene's TSS. For 
some promoters, the -10 and -35 elements have been reported to be the most important in 
recruiting the RNA polymerase holoenzyme. In Escherichia coli, a gram-negative bacterium, the 
consensus sequences of the -35 and -10 DNA sequence motifs recognized by σ70 are TTGACA 
and TATAAT, respectively (Harley and Reynolds 1987). These promoter motifs are the most 
commonly mentioned motifs when referring to the σ70 promoters of E. coli. However, for many 
promoters, the extended -10, UP element (motifs that bind to the α subunits of RNA polymerase),
and/or other binding motifs have been shown to play important roles as well. Even some σ70 
promoters of E. coli have been found to have less than optimal -35 elements and rely upon an 
extended -10 element (dinucleotide 5'-TG-3') that works in conjunction with the -10 element, 
coming in contact with domain 3 of σ70 while the -10 comes in contact with domain 2 (Barne et 
al. 1997, Shultzaberger et al. 2007, Feklistov and Darst 2009). Promoters that bind the most 
strongly to the RNA polymerase holoenzyme tend to have -10 and -35 elements that are similar 
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to the consensus sequences. Promoters that possess more weakly conserved -10 and -35 elements
rely upon additional regulatory elements in order to initiate transcription of those genes. For 
example, the Pminor promoter of E. coli has a strongly conserved -35 element but a weak -10 
element. In order to compensate for its weak -10 element, Pminor relies upon an extended -10 
element, 5'-TG-3' (Hook-Barnard et al. 2006).

Sigma factors of E. coli other than σ70 such as σ28 and σ32 also rely upon the 
combination of the extended -10 and -10 elements. The extended -10 element of σ32, CC located
at -16 bp from the TSS, works in concert with the -10 element, CCATNT, to recruit the third 
domain of σ28 (Koo et al. 2009a). The extended -10 element of σ28, GC located at -14 bp from 
the TSS, works in concert with the -10 element, CGATAA, to recriuit the third domain of σ28 
(Koo et al. 2009b). Conversely, the σ54 promoters of E. coli rely upon -12 and -24 elements 
rather than -10 or -35 elements, to recruit σ54. The -12 and -24 elements contain the consensus 
sequences TTTGCA and CTGGCA (Burrows et al. 2003). rrnB P1 promoters, that are 
responsible for the transcription of the largest group of genes during the growth phase of E. coli, 
rely upon an UP element (nnAAA(A/T)(A/T)T(A/T)TTTTnnAAAAnnn) in between positions 
-40 and -60 for recognition by RNA polymerase (Ross et al. 1993, Estrem et al. 1998). Further 
studies of other bacteria besides E. coli have revealed the types of binding motifs that are 
important for their groups of promoters. For example, the extended -10 motif is much more 
common in Bacillus subtilis, a gram-positive bacterium, than in E. coli, and the dinucleotide 5'-
TG-3' is found in many of its bacteriophage θ29 promoters (Camacho and Salas 1999). In short, a
number of DNA sequence motifs that constitute promoters have been identified, primarily 
through binding studies and comparison of the sequences of a relatively small number of 
promoters.

Activators and Repressors

In addition to the promoter region, there are other upstream and downstream binding sites in the 
DNA that recruit transcription regulatory proteins distinct from RNA polymerase that can either 
promote or inhibit initiation of transcription at a given promoter. Activator proteins may initiate 
transcription of a gene through positive regulation, thus improving the affinity between the RNA 
polymerase holoenzyme and the promoter region. Activators can also reduce the amount of free 
energy required to start transcription and help to create an open complex to allow for the RNA 
polymerase to proceed forward with transcription (Lee et al. 2012). In some cases multiple 
promoters are coordinately regulated by a single activator. DNA sequence motifs recognized by 
the activator protein facilitate this coordinate regulation of multiple TSS. 

Activation mechanisms can be categorized as one of the following types of activation, 
although in some cases an activator protein may belong to more than one class: 1) Class I 
activation, where the activator comes in contact with the αC-Terminal Domain (αCTD) of the 
polymerase, 2) Class II activation, where the activator comes in contact with domain 4 of σ70, 
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and 3) Activation by conformational change, where the -10 and -35 sigma factor binding sites are
realigned so that they are in a better position for the RNA polymerase holoenzyme to bind. In all 
cases, the activator binding site occurs upstream of the TSS. In Class II activation and 
conformational simple activation, these binding sites are typically centered at ~-41.5 and next 
to/at the promoter respectively (Browning and Busby 2004). Activators can have significant 
impacts on the recognition of a given promoter sequence by the RNA polymerase holoenzyme. 
The CRP (cyclic AMP receptor protein), a.k.a. the catabolite activator protein (CAP), is an 
example of a transcriptional activator. The CRP protein becomes dimerized upon coming in 
contact with cAMP (cyclic AMP) through an allosteric site. In the process of binding together, 
the resulting CRP – cAMP complex obtains a conformation that allows the C-terminal domains 
of CRP to recognize CRP binding sites in the genome. The CRP dimer also possesses a helix-
turn-helix DNA binding motif that is structurally essential for the CRP-cAMP complex to bind to
the DNA. This protein structure fits to the shape of the major groove of the DNA helix and 
supplies the underlying structure that aids in the recognition of the CRP binding site by the CRP-
cAMP complex. However, structure alone is not responsible for the complex being able to 
recognize a CRP binding site and there are less and more strongly conserved CRP binding site 
motifs (Brennan and Matthews 1989). The CRP protein can recruit the RNA polymerase 
holoenzyme by Class I, Class II, or Class III activation. Class III activation is similar to Class I 
activation in that the αCTD of RNA polymerase is bound. However, Class III activation refers to 
cases where more than one CRP binding site precedes a transcriptional start site and more than 
one CRP dimer is required for full activation of transcription (Busby and Ebright 1999, 
Popovych et al. 2009).

In addition to activator binding sites, it is also important to consider repressor protein 
binding sites, which can occur both upstream and downstream of the transcriptional start site. 
Repressors may inhibit transcription through negative regulation, where the absence of the 
repressor at the operator allows for the gene to be transcribed. Repressors can either 1) bind at 
the promoter to prevent RNA polymerase from binding, 2) bind to an activator to prevent the 
activator protein from initiating transcription, or 3) bind to upstream and downstream sites from 
the promoter region, causing the DNA to loop and blocking the promoter from RNA polymerase 
(Browning and Busby 2004). As for activator binding sites, DNA sequence motifs that promote 
binding of a repressor can facilitate the coordinated regulation of transcription from multiple TSS
by one repressor. The TrpR protein is an example of a transcriptional repressor. The TrpR 
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Figure 1: Example of Simple Activation. The activator enhances transcription of the gene by binding at a location upstream 
of the -35 element. The RNA holoenzyme is recruited to the promoter sequence and transcription begins.



repressor is responsible for regulating the transcription of the trp operon, which codes for the 
synthesis of tryptophan. If additional tryptophan is present that is not being utilized by the cell, 
the TrpR repressor protein binds to the tryptophan and the resulting complex binds to the 
promoter region of the trp operon and prevents transcription. Like the CRP protein, the TrpR 
protein also possesses a helix-turn-helix structure that helps it to recognize TrpR binding sites 
(Kelley and Yanofsky 1985).

Figure 2: Something Example of Simple Repression. The repressor in this drawing is binding to the promoter to prevent 
transcription from occurring. The RNA Holoenzyme is not recruited to the promoter region.

Regulons

By identifying the DNA sequence motifs of transcriptional binding sites, it is possible to find 
common motifs. While it is possible that two unrelated genes share the same regulatory 
sequence, a shared motif may help to explain how the transcription of these genes is regulated. 
For example, genes that are in different operons, may share the same regulatory motifs. A regulon
is a group of genes whose expression is controlled by the same regulatory element. Like 
eukaryotes, bacteria have also been found to possess regulons, where a single activator or 
repressor can control the transcription of multiple genes. The genes in a bacterial regulon may be 
spread out across the genome in different operons (Cases and Lorenzo 2005). The CRP regulon 
of Escherichia coli is regulated by the CRP protein, a single activator that controls the expression
of many genes. The CRP regulon has been found to contain at least 125 operons containing at 
least one CRP-binding site. Many of the genes in these operons are involved in the breakdown of
non-glucose carbohydrates into ATP or cellular energy. 

These operons were identified through a modified run-off transcription/microarray 
analysis (ROMA), where wild-type and Δcrp E. coli cells were grown on a minimal medium of 
fructose and briefly exposed to glucose (Zheng et al. 2004). Cells were collected before and after 
the addition of glucose so that later it could be determined which genes were transcribed in 
response to CRP. Transcription reactions were run with CRP and RNA polymerase holoenzyme 
(containing σ70) to obtain RNA transcripts, which were later reverse transcribed into aminoallyl-
labeled cDNA and differentially dyed to see which genes were upregulated or downregulated by 
CRP. Of these operons, 104 contain a Class II activator-binding site. The CRP binding sites 
occurred at various promoter-proximal locations (i.e. -61.5, -71.5, -81.5, and -91.5 positions 
relative to the TSS) and often contained the conserved DNA sequence motif TGTGAxTCACA 
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(Zheng et al. 2004). While the positions of most Class II CRP-binding site overlapped the -35 
promoter element, the presence of CRP-binding sites in other locations demonstrates the 
importance of looking for regulatory sites elsewhere.

Figure 3: Simplified schematic of Gene Coregulation by Regulatory DNA motif. Three of the open reading frames in this diagram 
share the same regulatory motif at the same positions upstream of their transcription start sites. These genes share a common 
binding site for a transcription regulator (eg. Activator). These genes may be coregulated by their sharing of the same binding 
motif and transcription regulator.

Bioinformatics and Promoters

Much of the research on transcription factor binding sites has been conducted in wet-lab 
experiments. Ideally, any binding site of interest should be investigated in vivo in order to 
determine its validity or importance. However, sequence alignment algorithms have aided in the 
process in finding new sites of interest.

The classification of promoters by their corresponding gene and the gene's functionality 
is based upon the idea that promoters of genes with similar functions should share similar motifs.
According to Hudson and Quail (2003), “the promoters of coregulated genes are likely to be 
responsive to the same pathway and therefore to share common regulatory motifs, providing a 
potential way to discover new mechanisms of transcriptional regulation.” Previous studies have 
focused on finding previously identified motifs in the promoters of other genes. However, these 
methods require that the important motif be identified and that there is reasonable expectation for
that motif to occur in another gene's promoter.

The primary goal of this project is to develop computer programs that can identify 
regulatory motifs de novo (without the existence of a well characterized motif) in promoter 
regions of bacteria. While other motif finding programs exist, this project will make use of 
transcription start site (TSS) information in order to narrow down the search region for activator 
and repressor binding sites. This project also makes use of the Waterman – Eggert algorithm in 
addition to the traditional Smith-Waterman. These algorithms will be explained in further detail 
below.

Current bioinformatics tools that study DNA patterns

Typically, most studies focus on the alignment of amino acid (protein) sequences. This is because
many amino acids are coded for by multiple DNA codons. Changes at the DNA level may not 
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result in the change at the protein level. Therefore, a change in protein represents a more 
significant difference in the protein's form and function. This study focuses on the alignment of 
DNA sequences because determining the motifs in the upstream regions of the genes will show 
the part of the sequence that is recognized by the RNA holoezyme complex. In addition, 
promoter regions are not transcribed into proteins. 

Existing online tools search for patterns in DNA. DNA sequence alignment involves the 
comparison of two or more DNA sequences at a given time to see if there are any patterns of 
similarity. The field of sequence alignment can be divided into two areas, global sequence 
alignment and local sequence alignment. Global sequence alignment includes algorithms such as 
Needleman-Wunsch, which is useful for comparing sequences of similar length and overall 
content. Local sequence alignment is useful for finding short patterns that are common to two 
DNA sequences of varied length. This makes local sequence alignment useful for determining 
DNA sequence regulatory motifs that are represented in more than one operon.

There are several common approaches to finding local patterns in DNA. One of the 
simplest approaches involves the longest common substring algorithm. The longest common 
substring algorithm searches for the longest sequence of adjacent letters that is shared between 
two DNA sequences. This is more useful in DNA sequence alignment problems than the longest 
common subsequence (LCS) algorithm as LCS does not require for all matches to occur in 
consecutive positions. Examples of programs that search for common substrings are the Original 
Gibbs Motif Sampler (Lawrence et al. 1993), Weeder (Pavesi et al. 2001), and MEME (Bailey et 
al. 2006). However this method has its weaknesses. Longest common substring is useful in cases 
where there is little to no expectation for mutations to occur. In other words, the substring 
method will find any motifs that are identical to each other. However, in the search for DNA 
motifs, it is unrealistic to expect that all important motifs will be exact matches to reported 
elements. Even within the -10 and -35 elements, the DNA motifs may contain one or more base 
pairs that differ from the reported conserved sequences.

A second common algorithm used for DNA sequence alignment is the Smith-Waterman 
algorithm. This algorithm, like Needleman-Wunsch, relies upon a scoring system that takes into 
account mismatches and gaps between the two sequences. A positive score is assigned to exact 
nucleotide matches between the two sequences and negative scores are assigned to any 
mismatches, where the nucleotides are different from each other, and gaps, where one sequence 
is missing nucleotide at the same position in the other sequence. Unlike the Needlemann-Wunsch
algorithm, which compares the entire lengths of both sequences, the local alignment algorithm 
Smith-Waterman compares portions of the sequences at a time to find the highest scoring shared 
motif. A commonly used sequence alignment program that uses a modified Smith-Waterman is 
NCBI's BLAST. However, BLAST does not possess the specificity of typical Smith-Waterman 
programs. In order to increase the speed at which BLAST makes sequence comparisons, BLAST 
identifies short matches between the two sequences before performing alignments (CLC bio 
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2007). Thus, BLAST is not useful in determining the DNA motifs of potential transcription 
factor binding sites. A recent online DNA motif finding program that uses Smith-Waterman is 
STAMP. This web-server allows for the user to choose between ungapped and gapped Smith-
Waterman. STAMP also allows users to specify the gap opening and extension penalties. 
However, STAMP requires the user to know the types of patterns that they expect to find 
(Mahony and Benos 2007). This limits STAMP from identifying de novo binding sites.

This study proposes to make use of the Smith-Waterman algorithm in a custom DNA 
motif finding program. In addition, the Waterman – Eggert algorithm will be offered as an 
additional analysis to the Smith-Waterman. Smith-Waterman reports only the highest scoring 
alignment between two sequences. Waterman – Eggert finds the next highest scoring alignments 
by removing the elements of the highest match and searching the remaining elements for the next
highest match (Hertz and Stormo 1995). This may be useful in uncovering alignments that are 
mathematically suboptimal but biologically important.

Research that has mapped out transcription start sites

Recently, there have been advancements in the methods that allow for determining transcription 
start sites. Differential RNA-seq (dRNA-seq) is a process that first involves extracting RNA from
cells and then enriching for primary transcripts by elimination of processed RNAs.  The primary 
transcripts can be differentiated from other cellular RNA because they possess a triphosphate 
(PPP) group at their 5'-end. In order to compare the profiles of primary transcripts vs. primary 
transcripts and processed RNAs, half of the RNA sample is treated with 5'P-dependent terminator
exonuclease (TEX+) and the other half is left untreated (TEX-). TEX is useful because it will 
degrade any 5'-monophosphate or processed RNAs, thus making the TEX+ sample primarily 
enriched with primary transcripts (Cho et al. 2013, Sharma and Vogel 2014, Martin et al. 2013). 
It is difficult to do analysis with the RNA alone due to the ever present RNAses degrading the 
RNA. Thus, a complementary DNA (cDNA) library is created. In order to create directional 
cDNA libraries, both samples may be treated with tobacco acid pyrophosphatase (TAP). TAP is 
currently preferred as its use limits the amount of adaptor-dimers generated in the cDNA libraries
and also allows for the capture of more small-RNAs (Pease 2011). TAP removes phosphate 
groups from the 5'-end so that all RNA samples become 5'-monophosphates. This process allows 
for a 5' oligonucleotide linker to be added to the 5' end of the RNA fragments. A polyadenine tail 
is also added to all RNA fragments using poly(A) polymerase. The di-tagged RNA can now be 
converted into cDNA using reverse transcriptase and a primer. Often an oligo(DT) – adapter 
primer is used as it can anneal to the attached poly(A) tail and prevents the reverse transcriptase 
from slipping and transcribing incorrectly (life technologies 2015). Once the cDNA is created, 
the RNA is degraded using RNAse and the cDNA is amplified using PCR. The resulting cDNA 
libraries are then sequenced at the region corresponding to the 5'-end of the RNA and mapped to 
the bacterial genome.
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The cDNA is mapped to the bacterial genome using an alignment algorithm such as 
segemehl, which is used for mapping short reads (Hoffmann et al. 2009).The transcription start 
sites are determined by looking for peaks in the cDNA enrichment patterns. The TEX+ peak 
should occupy the same location as the TEX- peak for a given open reading frame and the TSS is
the recorded as the sharpest point as the beginning of the peak in the 5' to 3' direction (Sharma 
and Vogel 2014). Multiple reads to the same location are counted as repeats and are usually 
required for a TSS to be considered valid.

dRNA-seq is a useful way of differentiating between the ribosomal RNA and the rest of 
the RNA. Most of the RNA in a cell (95 - 98%) is ribosomal RNA. A PCR amplification of 
predominantly rRNA will miss the other RNA that is present. However, mRNA is what is later 
transcribed into most of the enzymes that perform the other biological functions of the cell. By 
removing the rRNA from one group, the remaining RNA (including the mRNA) can be 
amplified. Thus, the cDNA enrichment patterns of the TEX+ (predominantly mRNA) and TEX-
(predominantly rRNA) will allow for the identification of both ribosomal and non-ribosomal 
TSSs. In this way, dRNA-seq has allowed for the development of a more complete picture of 
TSSs for a given bacterial or eukaryotic organism.

Bacteria that have had their TSSs mapped out include Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 (Mitschke
et al. 2011a ), Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 (Mitshke et al. 2011b), Salmonella typhimurium 
SL1344 (Kroger et al. 2012, Ramachandran et al. 2012, Ramachandran et al. 2014), 
Campylobacter jejuni (Dugar et al. 2013), Escherichia coli K-12 (Thomason et al. 2015), 
Helicobacter pylori (Bischler et al. 2015), and Vibrio cholerae (Papenfort et al. 2015). Because 
dRNA-seq is a relatively new procedure and the transcriptomes of only a small number of 
organisms have been determined, current DNA motif finding programs do not take into account 
the experimental locations of TSS. This research will attempt to make use of this information.

Background on Anabaena

Besides being one of the few bacterial species that have had their TSS mapped, Anabaena sp. 
PCC 7120 is an important model organism because it is one of the few bacteria capable of 
forming multiple types of cells. Therefore it is important in the study of cellular differentiation. 
Anabaena has evolved the ability to transform some of its vegetative cells into special nitrogen-
fixing cells called heterocysts. This occurs in response to low levels of environmental nitrogen. 
These heterocysts are capable of supplying neighboring Anabaena cells with nitrogen. 
Heterocysts do not possess a working photosystem II. This is because the nitrogenase enzyme, 
which is important in metabolizing nitrogen, cannot function in aerobic conditions. In exchange 
for the nitrogen that heterocysts receive from vegetative Anabaena cells, the vegetative cells, that
do possess a working photosystem II, supply the heterocysts with fixed carbon. The physical 
separation of nitrogen fixation and photosynthetic processes allows Anabaena to perform these 
normally incompatible processes at the same time.
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The organization of heterocysts in an Anabaena filament is also controlled by a network 
of genes. These genes ensure that all of the vegetative cells are supplied with nitrogen by 
positioning heterocysts at specific intervals throughout the filaments. The mechanism that 
governs the differences between heterocysts and vegetative cells, involves a complex interaction 
of numerous genes. These are the reasons why Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 was selected for this 
project.

Bioinformatics in Schools

Despite the increasing need for people trained in bioinformatics, universities have been slow to 
include bioinformatics in their academic programs. According to the International Society for 
Computational Biology (ISCB), there are only 79 universities/institutions that offer a certificate 
or degree in bioinformatics. For seventy-nine institutions to offer bioinformatics degrees is an 
achievement. However, that means only 2.7% of 4-year colleges and 1.7% of degree granting 
institutions in the United States offer bioinformatics as a major course of study. (These 
percentages have been calculated using the numbers of educational institutions as reported by the
U.S. Department of Education in 2015). Even in colleges that offer bioinformatics as a degree, 
bioinformatics courses are not necessarily required for biology or microbiology majors to 
graduate. Bioinformatics has become a field that is recognized as having potential, but is put 
aside by the majority of the academic programs that should be involved in bioinformatics.

Why does there seem to be an apathy towards bioinformatics in academia? A possible 
reason for bioinformatics being unpopular is the perception that it is more difficult than studying 
the individual fields alone. Universities may find that it is difficult to integrate bioinformatics as 
a program because of its interdisciplinary nature. Bagga (2012) asserts that the largest hurdle to 
overcome is that departments are not collaborating effectively to share resources or create new 
curricula to integrate bioinformatics as an essential part of their programs. According to 
Ranganathan (2005), students should be taught to problem solve.  Self-learning will be a major 
factor in whether or not they will be able to be successful in bioinformatics. If students are taught
how to self-learn programming skills, it is possible to overcome some of the barriers that 
surround bioinformatics in academia. The secondary goal of this project is to develop tutorials 
covering some of the more popular bioinformatic concepts such as sequence analysis, markov 
chains, and phylogenetic trees. These tutorials will start with basic programming skills necessary 
for bioinformatics and build into simple and more complex programs that students will be able to
try themselves. It is hoped that these stepwise tutorials will explain these key concepts in a way 
that makes bioinformatics more accessible to students who have little to no prior programming 
experience.
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Goals and Objectives

Goals

The main goal of this project was to characterize potential activator and repressor binding sites 
for Anabaena. A secondary goal of this project was to reconfirm the -10 and -35 motifs for 
Anabaena and other previously reported motifs (eg. DIF+ motif) to evaluate the validity of my 
alignment program(s).

Objectives

In order to meet the aforementioned goals the following objectives will be met: 1) develop a user
friendly program(s) capable of finding regulatory motifs in bacteria that makes use of 
transcription start site (TSS) information. Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 will be used as the original 
test organism. 2) Develop tutorials that help explain how common bioinformatic questions may 
be approached and how students can develop their own computer programs.

These were the goals and objectives for this project for the following reasons: 1) Creating
my own program(s) helped to develop my own ability in computer programming. 2) Creating 
program(s) tailored to using TSS information and implementing Striped-Smith Waterman and 
Waterman-Eggert served as a test to see whether such a combination of methods allowed for 
accurate DNA motif finding. 3) Providing tutorials on how other people can create similar 
programs offered an additional resource for the development of bioinformatics.

CHAPTER 2 - Methods

Python programming

The language being utilized for this project was Python. Python is one of the easiest 
programming languages to learn. At the same time, Python is used to solve a variety of scientific 
problems. For example, the BioPython library consists of a number of routines that can be used 
for bioinformatic purposes. Compared to Perl, it is easier to understand Python programs that 
were written by someone else. This is because there are many different ways of accomplishing 
the same process in Perl; there is no standard approach to solving problems. With Python, there 
is usually just one good way of carrying out a process. Compared to Java, the process of writing 
the code is simpler in Python because it is not necessary to define everything inside of classes. 
C++ is a much more difficult language to learn than Java or Python and requires a lot more code 
than Python to complete the same processes. This project dealt with the creation of new 
programs that needed to be tested often as they involved problems that have not been solved 
before. Therefore, Python was more convenient to program with for this project.
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Extract Upstream/Downstream DNA sequences

This project required a program that extracted the upstream or downstream DNA regulatory 
sequences for a given gene. The program that was created used the transcription start site 
information to determine the location of the upstream sequences. This program also kept track of 
the type of TSS being used. For Anabaena sp. PCC 7120, the types of TSS that were analyzed 
were genomic TSS (gTSS), antisense TSS (aTSS), and internal TSS (iTSS). A gTSS refers to a 
TSS in the direction of the gene. An aTSS refers to a TSS that is opposite from the orientation of 
the gene. An iTSS refers to a TSS that is occuring in the middle of a gene. In addition, this 
program kept track of the strand orientation (i.e. forward or reverse). The strand orientation as 
recorded by Mitschke et al. (2011a) was already matched to the directionality of the TSS. 
Therefore, the strand orientation could be used as the primary key in determining the 
directionality of the range.

The extract range program also allowed the user to specify the number of base pairs 
upstream or downstream of the TSS that they wished to study. The output of this program 
included the gene name, the direction of the gene, and the beginning and ending positions of the 
upstream sequences. The graphical user interface (GUI) programs performing the Waterman-
Eggert and Striped-Smith Waterman alignments will make use of this output to determine which 
areas of the genome are to be extracted for sequence alignment.

Striped-Smith Waterman

A reason why online programs like BLAST use a modified Smith Waterman algorithm at the cost
of accuracy is because longer sequences takes a significantly longer time using the original 
Smith-Waterman algorithm. The time complexity of the Smith- Waterman algorithm is described 
as O(MN) where M = length of the first sequence and N = length of the second sequence. If 
affine gap penalties are included, the time complexity may increase to O(M2N) when deletions 
or insertions are included. The Striped-Waterman algorithm reduces the number of actual 
calculations by storing the result of calculations that would be reused rather than recalculating 
the same values again.

This project made use of the existing scikit-bio (2014) wrapper of the C/C++ Striped-
Smith Waterman library by Zhao et al. (2013) to do the Smith-Waterman alignment. The scikit-
bio implementation of the Striped-Smith Waterman allows for the C/C++ program to be run from
within a Python program. The scikit-bio implementation also contains methods that allow for the 
gap opening and gap extension penalties to be modified.

The GUI program created for this part of the project took the range file that was created 
by the previous GUI program for extracting regions of interest, and gave users the ability to use 
the existing parameters as suggested by Zhao et al. (2013) or to optimize the scoring system to 
their organism. So far, the extract regions GUI program has only been applied to Anabaena sp. 
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PCC 7120. However, it should be able to analyze other organisms given that their data has been 
organized in a similar way. Once a valid range file has been created, the GUI program for 
Striped-Smith Waterman should be able to continue along with creating the command to populate
a PostgreSQL database with Striped-Smith Waterman alignments.

Storing data in databases (PostgreSQL Databases)

Initially, the sequence alignments obtained in this project were planned to be directly output to 
tab-delimited files. These tab-delimited files could be opened by a spreadsheet application (eg. 
Excel or LibreOffice Calc) for analysis. However, the size of such files for genome-wide analysis
were too large to be displayed completely in a spreadsheet and exceeded the maximum number 
of rows. Perusing through a text-file without more powerful search and sort capabilities would 
have made the task impossible to complete in a realistic amount of time. Thus, the alignments 
were stored in a database instead.

Other important advantages to using databases is that the database can be viewed in read-
only mode, preventing the user from inadvertently changing the results and preserving the 
fidelity of the data. Databases allow for more complex queries to be performed and give the user 
great flexibility in searching through a large number of results. In addition, it is not necessary for 
the computer to have a lot of RAM in order to store results or read results from a database. Once 
results are written to the database the memory used to hold those results is freed, allowing for 
other processes to be performed.

The sequence alignments were stored in PostgreSQL databases. PostgreSQL was chosen 
because it is open source, it is easy to use, and is capable of handling very large numbers of 
records. A python program was written to connect to a PostgreSQL database so that Striped-
Smith Waterman alignments could be stored.

Waterman – Eggert

The Waterman – Eggert algorithm is capable of finding the optimal alignment and any other 
alignments overlooked by Smith-Waterman. As mentioned earlier, the Waterman – Eggert 
algorithm was used because it has the potential to find biologically important alignments that 
would be missed by Smith-Waterman.

Originally, it was planned that the lingpy module by List et al. (2014) would be utilized 
for Waterman – Eggert alignments. However, lingpy was inefficient at finding the alignments. 
This was not acceptable considering the many comparisons that would be involved in analyzing a
whole genome. In place of the lingpy module, the align module of the Seqan Library (Gogol-
Döring and Reinert 2009) was implemented instead. This module is written in C++, which has a 
higher performance. Fortunately, Python programs can interface with C++ programs which 
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makes this possible.

The GUI program created to perform Waterman-Eggert alignments takes a range file 
produced by the previously mentioned GUI program for extracting regions of interest. It creates a
command to be entered at the command line in a terminal to run other programs that were created
to populate a PostgreSQL database with Waterman-Eggert alignments. As with the GUI program 
to set up a Striped-Smith Waterman database, the alignment finding process was kept separate 
from the GUI as keeping it within the GUI would have tied-up additional memory.

Applying multiprocessing and subprocessing methods

When developing the programs that performed the pairwise alignments and stored those results 
in databases, it became immediately apparent that the large number of sequences involved was 
taking up a lot of the computer's memory. Even though the memory is freed when the results are 
written to the database, the sheer volume of results caused the computer to run out of memory 
before the results could be stored. At first, the simplest solution appeared to be limiting the types 
of alignments that were kept to those that occurred at the same position in two or more genes. 
However, this method could miss potential biologically significant motifs that occur in different 
positions for different genes. Later, when reading about subprocessing and multiprocessing, I 
realized that it could be possible to divide up the genes being compared into smaller groups and 
utilize the available cores/threads in a computer to run multiple alignments at the same time. The 
multiprocessing module was used to perform multiple runs at the same time. The subprocessing 
module was used to call the program that handled the multiprocessing so that all of the genes in 
the dataset could be analyzed without running out of memory. Adding both subprocessing and 
multiprocessing functions not only made it possible to obtain all alignments without exceeding 
the hardware capability of the computer, but maximized the efficiency of the programs involved.

Determining Statistically Significant Alignments

DNA sequence alignments follow an Extreme Value Distribution (EVD) rather than a Gaussian 
distribution due to the selection for optimal alignments (Altschul et al 2001). This type of 
distribution is represented by the equation E(x) = Kmne-λx , where m and n = length of 
sequences A and B, x = score threshold, and K and λ  = constants. The probability of a given 
score being statistically significant is represented by the equation P(S' ≥x) = 1 – exp(- Kmne-λx )
or P(S≥x) = 1 - e-E. To obtain K and λ, the probability equation can be linearized into ln(-
ln(P(S<x))) = ln(kmn) – λx. Using the linear form y = mx +b where m = slope and b = y-
intercept, b = ln(kmn) and m = - λx, makes it possible to determine K and λ by graphing their 
scores vs. ln(-ln(P)). If the least square fit (R2)of all the points is less than 0.9, then the 
distribution will be broken up into parts and the K and λ will be calculated for each of the parts.
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While the alignments in Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 followed an EVD, six character motifs 
were not found to be statistically significant in most cases. Thus, alternative statistical methods 
were required as many biological motifs are 6-mers (D'haseleer 2006). Waterman-Eggert 
alignments and Striped-Smith Waterman alignments were analyzed using a posteriori method of 
calculating the 95% confidence interval for the largest fractions for each motif. It was decided 
that fractions were a better choice than the counts of a motif alone, as fractions allowed for the 
identification of motifs that were not necessarily the most common but were overrepresented at 
certain positions in the genome. For each motif (6bp or greater), its frequency distribution was 
determined. The largest fraction for each motif was calculated, where the largest fraction equaled 
the maximum number of occurrences at a particular position divided by the number of times the 
motif occurred.

Determining Consensus by Calculating the Information Content (Iseq)

Other than the -10 and -35 elements, most other transcription factor binding sites are palindromic
sequences. Thus, for the Waterman-Eggert alignments, programs were written to find 
palindromic sequences. This was a position-independent analysis, accounting for the possibility 
that two genes might share the same palindromic sequence but at different distances from the 
TSSs. The previously described measures of significance for the 6-mers and other short 
sequences required that the motifs occur at the same position because the probability of finding 
any sequence with short lengths is very high. For palindromic sequences, the lengths are greater 
(12 bp or more) and so different statistical methods may be used.

To define statistically significant palindromes, a search was performed for the existence 
of possible palindromes of different lengths. A separate program was created to find the 
consensus sequences for groups of palindromes of the same length. The statistical basis of the 
consensus sequences is rooted in the theory behind the log-likelihood ratio. The Log-likelihood 
ratio assumes that the most interesting alignments are those alignments whose letter frequencies 
differ the most from the background frequency. Stormo (1995) described an algorithm for 
calculating the information content (Iseq) of a consensus sequence as a way of rating how rare 
the sequence is in comparison to a random sequence. Iseq is maximized for sequences where one 
letter shows up exclusively for a letter that is least predicted by the background frequency. The 
letter that appears most frequently at a given base position is recorded as part of the consensus 
alignment.

The Iseq algorithm, accounting for gaps in any one of the palindromes being aligned, was
applied to the consensus finding program. In the same paper that described Iseq (Stormo 1995), 
Stormo mentioned that it is important to consider whether the observed probability (e-IC) of a 
consensus is different from the expected probability. If the observed probability is very different 
from the expected probability (based upon the base frequencies in the DNA), then the consensus 
sequence does not accurately summarize the alignments that it is comprised of. From this 
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definition, it seemed that a good consensus is one that minimizes the difference in probabilities 
and maximizes the information content. I refer to this difference as diff or D and represent it as a 
percent in the results (D = the percent difference between the information content and the 
probability).

How Programs are Used (Walk-through)

Appendix A gives a detailed walk-through of each of the programs described above. This 
includes screen shots of the programs and their output files. Some of the most interesting results 
are featured in Chapter3 - Results/Discussion. Some of the programs were able to be used in 
more than one type of analysis. So, the various combinations of using the programs can be 
summarized into three main methods.

The first method involved finding motifs that are statistically significant at certain 
positions for a large range. This employed a search for motifs that are associated with two or 
more genes at the same position from the transcription start site. Motifs that have a significant 
fraction of their occurrences at a given position were recorded and their frequency distributions 
displayed in user-interactive graphs. The positional dependency of this method allowed users to 
identify motifs that are highly conserved throughout the range. This method used Waterman-
Eggert alignments and is useful when the user does not have a clear idea of where in the range 
he/she expects to find motifs of interest. In the 100 bp upstream region, this method was 
particularly helpful in identifying the -10 element (See Chapter 3 – Results/Discussion).

The second method involved the search for inverted repeat palindromic sequences. Many
of the transcription factors function as homo-dimers that recognize inverted palindromic 
sequences. This method identified which inverted repeat palindromes were present in the 
specified range and determined which palindromes have the highest information content with 
minimal diff values. Unlike method 1, method 2 is position independent and identified 
palindromes preceding genes at different distances from the transcription start site. This method 
also used Waterman-Eggert alignments that were obtained from analyzing relatively large ranges 
(100 bp or greater).

The third method involved the use of Striped-Smith Waterman to search for the optimal 
alignment between two genes. This process ran more quickly than the Waterman-Eggert 
alignment programs because it focused on identifying the optimal alignment rather than finding 
all sub-optimal alignments. If the user has a good idea where he/she expects to find motifs of 
interest, this method can be used as an alternative to the two methods presented above. The range
for Striped-Smith Waterman alignments is recommended to be 20 bp or less. The resulting 
alignments can be run through the same graphing process as in method 1. With smaller ranges, it 
is possible that a motif that did not meet the cutoff earlier will be considered significant for a 
smaller portion of genes.
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Setting Up Virtual Machine

Appendix B explains how someone can set up their own virtual machine for Python 
programming. By setting up a virtual machine, it is possible to run a different operating system 
(eg. Ubuntu) on a computer without creating a partition.

CHAPTER 3 - Results/Discussion

This section shows the types of results that can be obtained by methods 1 - 3. In this example, the
region 100 bp upstream of each chromosomal gene's transcription start site was searched for 
statistically significant motifs.

Method 1: Finding statistically significant motifs for a given position

The extract regions GUI program was run to obtain a range file for the 100 bp upstream region of
each chromosomal Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 gene. The Waterman - Eggert GUI program was run 
to find Waterman-Eggert alignments, both optimal and suboptimal, for that range. The 
parameters of the program were set so that motifs do not need to occur in the same position for a 
pair of genes in a comparison. This was so the Waterman-Eggert database that was created is 
useful in both position dependent and independent analyses. For method 1, the get results GUI 
program was run to extract position dependent motifs. Duplicate reports of genes with the same 
motif at the same distance to the transcription site were removed. A first pass through the get 
significant motifs GUI program allowed for the identification of 6-character motifs that are 
present in the 100 bp region. This narrowed down the search of 6-character motifs from the 
possible 4,096 combinations. The original database results file was then searched a second time 
for these 6-character motifs. However, in this second search the user was able to identify whether
or not a longer motif contains one of the 6-character motifs. If another instance of a motif was 
found, the newly found gene id was recorded and the distance to the transcription start site was 
corrected to the position of the 6-character motif. After all of the records in the results file were 
double-checked for 6-character motifs, any duplicate records were removed and a new output file
was created that contained the 6-character motifs, their associated genes and positions. This file 
now contained the correct number of occurrences for a given 6-character motif. The file was run 
through the get significant motifs GUI program again to find which of the 6-character motifs 
were statistically significant at a given position. The second run through allowed for the 
identification of the correct number of genes with a 6-bp motif, even if the 6-bp motif had 
originally been hidden in a longer sequence alignment. The frequency distributions of the 
significant motifs were then graphed using the we grapher GUI program. This allowed the user to
visualize how these motifs were most prevalent for a given position.

For the 100 bp upstream region, 2,772 6-bp motifs were located. Of these 2,772 motifs, 
143 motifs were found to be prevalent at a single position. The cutoff fraction for significance 
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was 0.12 or 12% of a motif's occurrences being at a single position. This cutoff fraction was 
determined by the 95% confidence interval for the largest fractions for each motif. A cutoff value 
had to be used to determine the relative importance of a 6-bp motif because a 6-bp motif is too 
short to be statistically significant just by considering its length and without taking position into 
consideration. At a given position, a cutoff value signifying prevalence may show that a short 
motif is more prevalent than another motif of the same length at the same position. In this case, 
then the 6-bp motif is shared among a greater number of genes than other 6-bp motifs at the same
position. For the cutoff value, a fraction was used rather than a specific number of genes. This is 
because it is possible for a motif to occur a smaller number of times but be present more often at 
a single position. Having a cutoff fraction rather than a cutoff number allowed for the direct 
comparison of motifs associated with a large number of genes and motifs associated with a 
smaller number of genes. The 143 motifs in the 100 bp upstream region were found 
predominately centered around the -10 element region, with 55 motifs located at the -12 or -13 
bp positions. 22 motifs were found at the -14 bp position, 22 motifs at the -15 bp position, 23 at 
the -16 position, 1 motif at -9 bp position, 1 motif at -10 bp position, and 1 motif at the -17 bp 
position.

The following three figures are screen shots of the frequency distributions (number of 
occurrences vs. position from TSS) of three different motifs. Figure 4 on page 28 is of TACAAT, 
the motif with the largest fraction of its counts at one position. Figure 5 on page 29 is of 
TAAAAT, the motif with the largest number of occurrences in the 100 bp region with a smaller 
but still significant fraction of its counts at one position. Figure 6 on page 30 is of CGGTAT, the 
motif with the smallest number of occurrences in the 100 bp upstream region with a significant 
fraction of its counts at one position. These graphs are visual representations of the 
overwhelming prevalence of these motifs at a single position in this 100 bp upstream range of 
interest. Applying the union and intersection methods, set operations of Python, to create 
findIntersect.py, it was determined that all of the genes w/ their corresponding TSSs were unique 
at a given position when comparing gene sets for different motifs. This verifies that this method 
is returning true motifs for these positions. This finding also suggests that genes may be grouped 
into smaller sets to find regulatory motifs. The 55 motifs that were located at the -12 and -13 bp 
positions may be considered to be 55 unique -10 elements (Table 1 on page 31).
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Figure 4: Frequency distribution of TACAAT. 39% or 313 of its 811 occurrences in the 100 bp upstream region 
were found at the -12 bp position.
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Figure 5: Frequency distribution of TAAAAT. 29% or 580 of its 2031 occurrences in the 100 bp upstream region 
were found at the -12 bp position.
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Figure 6: Frequency distribution of CGGTAT. 13% or 22 of its 173 occurrences in the 100 bp upstream region 
were found at the -15 bp position.



Method 1 was useful in determining -10 elements in the 100 bp upstream range. In the 
original version of this method, where longer alignments were not checked for the presence of 
hidden motifs, a -35 element was also determined. This was CTTGAC at the -37 bp position. 
However, once the additional counts of the 6-bp motifs from the longer alignments were added to
the dataset, CTTGAC was found to no longer longer significant. CTTGAC had just missed the 
cutoff for significance (Fraction: 0.11, p = 0.0516, α = 0.05) in the 100 bp range. However, a 
look at the frequency distribution of CTTGAC showed a sharp peak at the -37 position (Figure 7 
on page 32). As biological significance does not necessarily depend on statistical significance, it 
is recommended that the 95% confidence interval be used as a filtering method to reduce the 
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Motif dtss Genes
GTAAAA -13 197
CTAAAA -13 159
TTATAA -13 102
GTAGAA -13 99
CTACAA -13 97
GTATAA -13 94
ATATAA -13 94
GTACAA -13 87
TTACAA -13 81
CTATAA -13 75
GTAAAC -13 69
ATACAA -13 68
GTATGA -13 58
CTAAAC -13 55
GTATAT -13 53
GTAAGA -13 51
GTATCA -13 45
CTATAC -13 44
CTATGA -13 39
GTATAG -13 36
CTAAGA -13 34
GTAGAC -13 28

Table 1: 55 potential -10 elements with a count of 
their uniquely associated genes.

Motif dtss Genes
TAAAAT -12 580
TACAAT -12 313
TATAAT -12 303
TAGAAT -12 235
TAAACT -12 206
TAATAT -12 198
TATGAT -12 182
TATTAT -12 181
GATAAT -12 165
TATATT -12 155
TAAGAT -12 152
TATACT -12 143
TATCAT -12 120
TAAAGT -12 106
TATAGT -12 98
TATTCT -12 98
TACACT -12 95
CATAAT -12 87
TACCAT -12 82
TATGCT -12 80
TAGACT -12 76
TACTAT -12 75
TAACAT -12 72
TACGAT -12 69
TAGTAT -12 69
TAGGAT -12 64
TAAGCT -12 61
TACAGT -12 60
TATCCT -12 54
TACATT -12 54
TAGCAT -12 50
TAGAGT -12 47
TAACCT -12 41



number of motifs to a shorter list that might be potentially interesting. Then, the user can look at 
the frequency distributions of the motifs to visually inspect the prevalence of a motif at a given 
position. The user may also use method 3 to focus on shorter ranges around the locations where 
motifs had a high peak but were not significant in the 100 bp upstream range (See Method 3 for 
further details).

To test if the genes had different -10 elements due to having different gene functionalities,
the gene functions and functional categories for Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 was downloaded from 
CyanoBase (http://genome.microbedb.jp/cyanobase/Anabaena). These functions were added to 
their corresponding genes and displayed using html tables (getFuncfor6Char.py; see 
we_um100_d0_motifs.html). See Table 3 on page 34 for the html table of CGGTAT, whose 
frequency distribution was displayed earlier on page 30. Not all of the genes were placed in a 
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Figure 7: Frequency distribution of CTTGAC. 11% or 40 of its 361 occurrences in the 100 bp upstream region were found at 
the -37 bp position.

http://genome.microbedb.jp/cyanobase/Anabaena


functional category on CyanoBase and so the functional category column was left blank in those 
cases. For the 100 bp upstream region, each of the 143 significant 6-bp motifs shared at least two
genes with the same functional category. Yet, function as a whole was not unique for a given 
motif. The motifs had a wide variety of functional categories associated with them as shown in 
Table 2 on page 33 for the motif TACAAT at the -12 bp position.
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Table 2: Functional categories for the genes with TATAAT at the -12 bp position. This table excludes 
those genes with no reported functional category or genes that were listed as having a functional category 
of “Other” on CyanoBase.

Functional category Number of Genes

Conserved hypothetical protein: Conserved hypothetical protein 85
Regulatory functions: Regulatory functions 20
Transport and binding proteins: Transport and binding proteins 18
Translation: Aminoacyl tRNA synthetases and tRNA modification 6
Biosynthesis of cofactors, prosthetic groups, and carriers: Thioredoxin, glutaredoxin, and glutathione 5
Translation: Degradation of proteins, peptides, and glycopeptides 5
Amino acid biosynthesis: Aromatic amino acid family 4
Cell envelope: Murein sacculus and peptidoglycan 4
Central intermediary metabolism: Polysaccharides and glycoproteins 4
DNA replication, recombination, and repair: DNA replication, recombination, and repair 4
Energy metabolism: Sugars 4
Translation: Protein modification and translation factors 4
Fatty acid, phospholipid and sterol metabolism: Fatty acid, phospholipid and sterol metabolism 3
Purines, pyrimidines, nucleosides, and nucleotides: Purine ribonucleotide biosynthesis 3
Translation: Ribosomal proteins 3
Biosynthesis of cofactors, prosthetic groups, and carriers: Thiamine 2
Energy metabolism: Amino acids and amines 2
Purines, pyrimidines, nucleosides, and nucleotides: Pyrimidine ribonucleotide biosynthesis 2
Amino acid biosynthesis: Aspartate family 1
Amino acid biosynthesis: Branched chain family 1
Amino acid biosynthesis: Glutamate family / Nitrogen assimilation 1
Biosynthesis of cofactors, prosthetic groups, and carriers: Biotin 1
Biosynthesis of cofactors, prosthetic groups, and carriers: Cobalamin, heme, phycobilin and porphyrin 1
Biosynthesis of cofactors, prosthetic groups, and carriers: Menaquinone and ubiquinone 1
Cellular processes: Cell division 1
Cellular processes: Detoxification 1
Cellular processes: Protein and peptide secretion 1
Central intermediary metabolism: Nitrogen metabolism 1
Energy metabolism: Pentose phosphate pathway 1
Energy metabolism: Pyruvate dehydrogenase 1
Energy metabolism: TCA cycle 1
Other categories: Adaptations and atypical conditions 1
Other categories: heterocyst differentiation (HetR) 1
Other categories: Hydrogenase 1
Other categories: WD repeat proteins 1
Photosynthesis and respiration: ATP synthase 1
Photosynthesis and respiration: NADH dehydrogenase 1
Photosynthesis and respiration: NADH dehydrogenase 1
Photosynthesis and respiration: Photosystem II 1
Photosynthesis and respiration: Soluble electron carriers 1



In summary, method 1 is useful in finding motifs that are prevalent at a given position. 
While genes may share a motif at the same position, the genes do not need to have the same 
function or functional category. This indicates that searches using gene sets that have been pre-
determined to be functionally related, may miss genes with different functions that have the same
motifs. A common motif also does not necessarily indicate that the following genes all share the 
same gene functionalities. A relatively large range was used for this analysis (100 bp). As this 
method is position dependent, changing the size of the range or the starting and ending positions 
may highlight different motifs as being more or less prevalent (See Method 3 for this type of 
analysis).

Method 2: Finding inverted repeat palindromes

A palindrome is normally defined as a phrase that reads the same forwards as it reads backwards.
In DNA, palindromes refer to sequences that are complementary to each other either 1) occuring 
at the same position on opposite DNA strands or 2) as inverted repeats where the back-end 
characters of the sequence are the reverse complement of its front-end characters. Inverted 
repeats have been found in the binding sites of bacterial transcription factors. In these cases, the 
transcription factors bind to their binding sites in a homo-dimeric fashion. The two identical 
molecules that make up the dimer recognize the same pattern that reads the same in the 5' to 3' 
direction as it reads in the 3' to 5' direction.

In order to investigate the inverted repeats associated with transcription in Anabaena sp. 
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Table 3: Genes associated with the motif CGGTAT at the -15 bp position. The first column contains the gene names with their 
transcription start site positions. The second column contains the genes' functions. The third column contains the functional 
categories of the genes.

CGGTAT       Frac: 0.13      dtss: -15      Num at dtss: 22 of 173
all2623_3132635 ABC transporter, ATP-binding protein Transport and binding proteins: Transport and binding proteins
alr0656_758913 Na+/H+ antiporter Transport and binding proteins: Transport and binding proteins
all4257_5107401 acetyl-coenzyme A synthetase Energy metabolism: Pyruvate and acetyl-CoA metabolism
alr1459_1717298 fdxN element site-specific recombinase XisF Central intermediary metabolism: Nitrogen metabolism

all4609_5511746 glycine cleavage system protein T 
all2062_2469277 hypothetical protein Conserved hypothetical protein: Conserved hypothetical protein
alr2338_2820359 hypothetical protein Conserved hypothetical protein: Conserved hypothetical protein
all2930_3567362 hypothetical protein Conserved hypothetical protein: Conserved hypothetical protein
all1237_1468919 hypothetical protein Conserved hypothetical protein: Conserved hypothetical protein
all2547_3050713 hypothetical protein Conserved hypothetical protein: Conserved hypothetical protein
alr0943_1096314 hypothetical protein Conserved hypothetical protein: Conserved hypothetical protein
all2487_2988265 hypothetical protein Conserved hypothetical protein: Conserved hypothetical protein
alr2679_3254010 polyketide synthase Other categories: Other
alr0834_960832 porin; major outer membrane protein Cell envelope: Membranes, lipoproteins and porins
alr3156_3820332 two-component response regulator Regulatory functions: Regulatory functions
alr0264_283001 two-component system, regulatory protein Regulatory functions: Regulatory functions
all3288_3963515 unknown protein 
all2200_2641120 unknown protein 
asr0098_103612 unknown protein 
alr0965_1123232 unknown protein 
all1318_1564603 valyl-tRNA synthetase; ValS Translation: Aminoacyl tRNA synthetases and tRNA modification

Purines, pyrimidines, nucleosides, and nucleotides: 
Interconversions and salvage of nucleosides and nucleotides



PCC 7120, it was first necessary to identify all possible iterations of characters for a palindrome 
of a given length. I started by looking at palindromes with a 6-character motif, as the core length 
of many transcription factor binding sites are typically 6 characters long. Since a DNA fasta file 
contains a single genomic sequence (i.e. does not separate out the information by forward and 
reverse DNA strands), an inverted palindrome will be presented as how the motif would appear 
on one strand (eg. CTTGAC  GTCAAG).

For a 6-character motif palindrome, there are 4^6 or 4,096 possible iterations. To identify 
all 4,096 iterations, a function was created within findpalindrome.py that used a nested for loop  
and appended all iterations to a list. Two separate programs, runmulti.py and runmulti2.py were 
called to query the Waterman-Eggert database for the palindromes. A unique feature of this 
program is that by putting the results in a PostgreSQL database, users may search for wild cards 
using the percent symbol, “%”. Wild cards are characters that do not have to match a given 
sequence in a query. A search for the palindrome CTTGAC%GTCAAG would reveal any entries 
with the palindromic sequence and also account for a variable gap/spacer size between the core 
motifs. If users wanted to search for only palindromes of a certain spacer size, they could modify 
the query statements in runmulti.py and runmulti2.py to include “_” instead of a “%” symbol. 
Each underscore in the PostgreSQL query would relate to a single base wild card.

For this 6-bp core motif palindrome search, palindromes were organized by gap length 
and all palindromes of the same gap length were compared to produce a consensus sequence. In 
DNA, palindromes may have mismatches in their sequences. This method also accounts for these
mismatches because Waterman-Eggert alignments can contain mismatches and gaps.

The results from the queries were split into 4,096 files. Each file contained all of the 
palindromes that begin with the same 6-bp core motif. Each of these files was processed by 
findUnique_all.py to find all of the unique instances (i.e. gene with palindrome at a given TSS) 
and another 4,096 files were created containing the corrected results with no repeats. Within each
file, the palindromes were organized based upon their gap size length. Users could tell at this 
point just from looking at the size of the corrected palindrome files if a palindrome is more 
prevalent in the 100 bp upstream region than other palindromes. For example the file of the 
palindrome with the 6-bp core motif of AAAAGG was 0 bytes and contained no records of genes
with this palindrome. The file of the palindrome with the 6-bp core motif of AAATTT was 59.9 
kB and contained 1,444 records of the palindrome.

The program calc_information.py was then run to find the information content for a 
group of palindromes. For a given range of DNA (eg. 100 bp upstream region), the background 
frequencies of the nucleotides A, C, T, and G were calculated. Palindromes within each of the 
4,096 files were grouped together based upon their gap size and a consensus sequences were 
created. Along with each consensus sequence, the information content and diff value was also 
calculated. Two output files were created: 1) a file with all of the consensus sequences and their 
respective genes, 2) a file with only those consensus sequences that came out as exact 
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palindromes. For the consensus sequence, the IUPAC nucleotide code was followed: R(A or G), 
Y (C or T), S (G or C), W (A or T), K (G or T), M (A or C), B (C or G or T), D (A or G or T), H 
(A or C or T), V (A or C or G), and N (any base). For the 100 bp upstream region, 6,700 
consensus sequences were found with 3,078 being exact 6-bp core motif palindromes. The 
palindromes were organized by information content in descending order. 176 palindromes were 
exactly 12 bp in length with no gaps.

The html table below (Table 4 on page 37) represents one of the 18-bp palindromes from 
the exact palindrome consensus file for the 100 bp upstream region. This table was created using 
makeMotif.py. This program added the function and functional category along with every gene, 
allowing the user to see if the genes that shared a particular consensus motif also shared gene 
function. In addition, the position of the motif in the chromosome was calculated for each gene.
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Similarly to the html tables produced by method 1 (See Table 3 on page 34), some of the 
genes in Table 4 shared the same functional category. Other genes had different functional 
categories. Thus, a shared palindromic motif was not a pre-requisite for shared functionality.

In this method 2, the user was allowed to search for the motifs in a position-independent 
manner. This revealed some interesting results where a palindrome, such as 18-bp 
GTTTTTCCNTTDAAAAAC was found to be associated with 10 different genes at different 
positions from the TSS. The palindrome was found between positions -45 bp and -95 bp 
upstream of the corresponding genes' TSSs. The actual palindromic portions of this sequence are 
the 6-bp motifs, GTTTTT at the beginning and AAAAAC at the end. These 6-bp core motifs are 
separated by a 6-bp spacer of CCNTTD.
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Table 4: Genes that share the palindromic sequence GTTTTTCCNTTDAAAAAC. p = 0.000001

GTTTTTCCNTTDAAAAAC IC: 13.787149814 D: 1.54446871021e-07

Gene function functional category strand sense position

alr2433_2925681(-60) rev aTSS 2925741

psbE_4644168(-70) rev aTSS 4644238

all1707_2048319(-95) hypothetical protein rev gTSS 2048414

all4499_5388560(-68) hypothetical protein rev iTSS 5388628

all1371_1625874(-64) polyphosphate glucokinase rev gTSS 1625938
2048334_2048334(-80) potential non-coding RNA rev nTSS 2048414
3975594_3975594(-45) potential non-coding RNA rev nTSS 3975639

alr1171_1374720(-63) fwd iTSS 1374657

alr3701_4470188(-67) rev aTSS 4470255
asr1257_1493009(-59) unknown protein fwd iTSS 1492950

ABC transporter, ATP-binding 
protein 

Transport and 
binding proteins: 
Transport and 
binding proteins 

cytochrome b559 alpha-subunit 

Conserved 
hypothetical protein: 
Conserved 
hypothetical protein 

Conserved 
hypothetical protein: 
Conserved 
hypothetical protein 
Other categories: 
Other 

two-component sensor 
histidine kinase 

Regulatory functions: 
Regulatory functions 

type II site-specific 
deoxyribonuclease 

DNA replication, 
recombination, and 
repair: DNA 
replication, 
recombination, and 
repair 



A consensus motif is the best representation of a group of genes' sequences. A shared 
consensus does not necessarily indicate that the same transcription factor is binding to or 
controlling these genes at these sites. However, it is interesting to note that such a long sequence 
was shared among multiple genes. The D or diff value of the consensus sequence was small 
(1.54e-7) and so the p-value was accurately represented by the observed probability, e-IC. The p-
value of GTTTTTCCNTTDAAAAAC was 0.000001 and so this sequence was considered to be 
rare against the background frequencies of A, C, T, and G in this 100 bp upstream region. The 
dtss' where GTTTTTCCNTTDAAAAAC were found were also interesting because they 
occurred in the proximity of where Class I and Class II activator sites have been found in 
Escherichia coli. To see the sequences that were used to create a consensus, users can refer back 
to one of the 4,096 files labeled with the first 6-letters of the palindrome.

The following tables (Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 on pages 38 - 41) are examples of some other 
palindromic sequences that were found in the 100 bp upstream region. For the 6-bp core 
palindromes, there were consensus sequences with gap/spacer sizes up to 54 bp. In this section, 
only sequences with spacer sizes of 6 bp were shown. The rest of the palindromic consensus 
sequences will be posted on a public website later.

In Table 5, 6 genes were found to share the consensus sequence 
AACAATTACANCATTGTT. Two of these genes, argJ and all2453, had known functions and 
both encoded for enzymes. argJ codes for ornithine acetyl transferase and all2453 codes for 
plastoquinol, a plastocyanin reductase. It is unclear why these two genes might share this motif. 
However, this motif would probably not have been identified for these two genes had the basis 
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Table 5: Genes with the consensus palindrome AACAATTACANCATTGTT. p = 0.00000013.

AACAATTACANCATTGTT IC: 15.8697640315 D: 7.63479849669e-08
Gene function functional category strand sense position

alr0776_900072(-61) hypothetical protein fwd iTSS 900011

alr4114_4957646(-42) hypothetical protein fwd iTSS 4957604

all4508_5398649(-99) hypothetical protein (ycf49) rev gTSS 5398748

argJ_5071218(-66) ornithine acetyl transferase fwd gTSS 5071152

all2453_2949951(-65) rev gTSS 2950016
alr0838_963556(-69) unknown protein fwd iTSS 963487

Conserved hypothetical 
protein: Conserved 
hypothetical protein 

Conserved hypothetical 
protein: Conserved 
hypothetical protein 

Conserved hypothetical 
protein: Conserved 
hypothetical protein 

plastoquinol--plastocyanin 
reductase 

Photosynthesis and 
respiration: Cytochrome b6/f 
complex 



for grouping genes together been gene function or functional category.

In Table 6, 5 genes were found to share the consensus sequence 
CAGTAGDNGAAGCTACTG. This consensus sequence was found for three different 
transcription start sites of ccmK. However, the corrected positions for the consensus (see position
column in Table 6) indicated that there is only one instance of CAGTAGDNGAAGCTACTG 
preceding ccmK. It is possible that all three internal TSSs for ccmK are controlled by the same 
motif. On the other hand, alternative TSSs are generally thought to possess alternative promoter 
elements as well. It is unclear just from this data what the process of transcriptional control is for 
ccmK and if there is more going on that is not represented by this single motif.
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Table 6: Genes with the consensus palindrome CAGTAGDNGAAGCTACTG. p = 0.000000014.

CAGTAGDNGAAGCTACTG IC: 18.1105660748 D: 3.32154093598e-08
Gene function functional category strand sense position

all2894_3533365(-60) fwd aTSS 3533305

ccmK_997204(-74) rev iTSS 997278

ccmK_997212(-66) rev iTSS 997278

ccmK_997218(-60) rev iTSS 997278
3703246_3703246(-83) potential non-coding RNA rev nTSS 3703329

all1281_1524620(-49) fwd aTSS 1524571
all1849_2212630(-47) unknown protein rev iTSS 2212677

Holliday junction DNA helicase 
RuvB 

DNA replication, 
recombination, and repair: 
DNA replication, 
recombination, and repair 

carbon dioxide concentrating 
mechanism protein 

carbon dioxide concentrating 
mechanism protein 

carbon dioxide concentrating 
mechanism protein 

two-component response 
regulator 

Regulatory functions: 
Regulatory functions 



Table 7 shows that there are 18 different genes that share the consensus sequence 
ATTGATAAATTTATCAAT. This includes two different genes encoding potential non-coding 
RNA (4726937 and 4726937), two genes encoding two-component response regulators (all1703 
and alr3920), and six different genes encoding proteins of unknown function (all0400, all0721, 
alr0963, alr2476, alr2949, and alr3453). In addition, the genes alr1128 (chromosome segregation 
protein) and alr2884 (circadian oscillation regulator) have ATTGATAAATTTATCAAT at similar 
positions away from their TSSs (-45 bp and -44 bp respectively). This is interesting because 
circadian rhythms are considered to be responsible for controlling the division of cells. As seen 
with the previous palindrome in Table 6, some genes had multiple TSSs but the same palindrome
preceding both TSSs occuring at the same location.
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Table 7: Genes with consensus palindrome ATTGATAAATTTATCAAT. p = 0.000017.

ATTGATAAATTTATCAAT IC: 10.9890074026 D: 9.15080451323e-07
Gene function functional category strand sense position

alr1128_1325095(-45) Translation: Nucleoproteins fwd gTSS 1325050

alr2884_3522767(-44) Other categories: Other fwd iTSS 3522723

all3939_4758688(-37) hypothetical protein rev gTSS 4758725
4726937_4726937(-86) potential non-coding RNA fwd nTSS 4726851
4907795_4907795(-17) potential non-coding RNA rev nTSS 4907812

secD_123614(-85) fwd aTSS 123529

alr1600_1881149(-78) fwd iTSS 1881071

all1696_2030524(-84) Other categories: Other rev iTSS 2030608

alr0999_1170765(-69) transposase rev aTSS 1170834

alr0999_1170785(-49) transposase rev aTSS 1170834

all1703_2044050(-49) rev gTSS 2044099

all1703_2044057(-42) rev gTSS 2044099

alr3920_4726946(-95) fwd gTSS 4726851
all0400_470613(-59) unknown protein fwd aTSS 470554
all0721_840356(-42) unknown protein rev iTSS 840398
alr0963_1118967(-18) unknown protein rev aTSS 1118985
alr2476_2972538(-16) unknown protein rev aTSS 2972554
alr2949_3588622(-18) unknown protein rev aTSS 3588640
alr3453_4164351(-56) unknown protein rev aTSS 4164407

alr3666_4422769(-18) urease accessory protein D fwd gTSS 4422751

chromosome segregation 
protein 

circadian oscillation regulator 
KaiA 

Conserved hypothetical 
protein: Conserved 
hypothetical protein 

protein-export membrane 
protein 

similar to aluminum resistance 
protein 

Other categories: Drug and 
analog sensitivity 

similar to fibrinogen-binding 
protein 

Other categories: 
Transposon-related 
functions 

Other categories: 
Transposon-related 
functions 

two-component response 
regulator 

Regulatory functions: 
Regulatory functions 

two-component response 
regulator 

Regulatory functions: 
Regulatory functions 

two-component response 
regulator 

Regulatory functions: 
Regulatory functions 

Central intermediary 
metabolism: Other 
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Table 8: Genes with consensus palindrome ATTAAANHTNNATTTAAT. p = 0.000091.

ATTAAANHTNNATTTAAT IC: 9.30817247307 D: 2.26229388572e-06
Gene function functional category strand sense position

alr1978_2364320(-24) fwd gTSS 2364296
cbiM_4764760(-93) cobalt transport protein fwd gTSS 4764667
all3879_4681687(-55) cyanophycin synthetase Other categories: Other rev gTSS 4681742
nth_4786939(-42) endonuclease III fwd aTSS 4786897

alr2339_2821713(-92) fwd iTSS 2821621

all3110_3762206(-21) hypothetical protein rev gTSS 3762227

all4307_5164023(-84) hypothetical protein rev gTSS 5164107

alr0614_714724(-57) hypothetical protein fwd gTSS 714667

alr1546_1806139(-65) hypothetical protein fwd gTSS 1806074

alr2711_3306883(-35) hypothetical protein fwd gTSS 3306848

asl4317_5171333(-90) hypothetical protein rev gTSS 5171423

all0388_454723(-38) rev iTSS 454761
2082192_2082192(-24) potential non-coding RNA rev nTSS 2082216
2169374_2169374(-85) potential non-coding RNA rev nTSS 2169459
2804070_2804070(-58) potential non-coding RNA fwd nTSS 2804012
833995_833995(-35) potential non-coding RNA fwd nTSS 833960

alr2682_3269728(-48) rev aTSS 3269776

alr3406_4116223(-75) fwd gTSS 4116148

all2342_2825472(-96) rev gTSS 2825568

all2342_2825522(-46) rev gTSS 2825568

all2342_2825529(-39) rev gTSS 2825568

alr3336_4032158(-45) rev aTSS 4032203

all0126_130662(-53) rev gTSS 130715

all3371_4081021(-64) transposase fwd aTSS 4080957

all2875_3506507(-89) rev gTSS 3506596

all2875_3506538(-58) rev gTSS 3506596

all3765_4551662(-69) rev iTSS 4551731
all0937_1091392(-31) unknown protein rev gTSS 1091423
all2320_2794853(-26) unknown protein fwd aTSS 2794827
alr3505_4223809(-36) unknown protein fwd iTSS 4223773
asr5145_6139676(-71) unknown protein fwd gTSS 6139605

ABC transporter, ATP-binding 
protein 

Transport and binding 
proteins: Transport and 
binding proteins 

heterocyst differentiation protein 
HetR 

Other categories: heterocyst 
differentiation 

Conserved hypothetical 
protein: Conserved 
hypothetical protein 

Conserved hypothetical 
protein: Conserved 
hypothetical protein 

Conserved hypothetical 
protein: Conserved 
hypothetical protein 

Conserved hypothetical 
protein: Conserved 
hypothetical protein 

Conserved hypothetical 
protein: Conserved 
hypothetical protein 

Conserved hypothetical 
protein: Conserved 
hypothetical protein 

iron(III) ABC transporter, 
periplasmic iron-compound-
binding protein 

Transport and binding 
proteins: Transport and 
binding proteins 

serine/threonine kinase with 
two-component sensor domain 

Regulatory functions: 
Regulatory functions 

similar to abortive phage 
resistance protein 

Other categories: 
Adaptations and atypical 
conditions 

similar to chloroplast 
membrane-associated 30 kD 
protein 

Cell envelope: Membranes, 
lipoproteins and porins 

similar to chloroplast 
membrane-associated 30 kD 
protein 

Cell envelope: Membranes, 
lipoproteins and porins 

similar to chloroplast 
membrane-associated 30 kD 
protein 

Cell envelope: Membranes, 
lipoproteins and porins 

similar to methionine 
adenosyltransferase 

Biosynthesis of cofactors, 
prosthetic groups, and 
carriers: Cobalamin, heme, 
phycobilin and porphyrin 

sulfate ABC transporter; ATP-
binding protein CysA 

Transport and binding 
proteins: Transport and 
binding proteins 

Other categories: 
Transposon-related 
functions 

two-component hybrid sensor 
and regulator 

Regulatory functions: 
Regulatory functions 

two-component hybrid sensor 
and regulator 

Regulatory functions: 
Regulatory functions 

two-component hybrid sensor 
and regulator 

Regulatory functions: 
Regulatory functions 



In Table 8, 28 different genes were found to share the consensus sequence 
ATTAAANHTNNATTTAAT. This included four different genes encoding for proteins of 
unknown function (all0937, all2320, alr3505, and asr5145), four genes encoding for transport 
proteins (alr1978, cbiM, all0388, and all0126), and two genes encoding for two-component 
hybrid sensors and regulators (all2875 and all3765). In addition, alr2339 (HetR; heterocyst 
differentiation protein) and all2342 (chloroplast - like membrane protein) were found to share 
this consensus sequence. This is interesting because cyanobacteria are thought to be precursors to
chloroplasts. Cyanobacteria such as Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 are capable of obtaining fixed 
carbon through photosynthesis in their vegetative cells while heterocysts fix atmospheric 
nitrogen (Muro-Pastor and Hess 2012). It is also interesting to note that alr2682 (serine/threonine
kinase) shared this consensus sequence. While alr2682 was not one of the serine/threonine 
kinases studied by Saha and Golden (2011), they showed that pknE, another serine/threonine 
kinase affects the development of heterocysts.

In addition to looking at all of the palindromes organized by length, a user may also 
search through the consensus palindromes to find all palindromes of all lengths for a particular 
gene. The following Table 9 on page 43 was the result of a search for the gene HetR. Note that 
there are three different transcription start sites associated with HetR in Table 9. The consensus 
motifs AACTATATAGTT and TATTATATAATA are actually at different positions in the genome 
even though they are recorded as being -86 bp and -85 bp away from the TSS. On the other hand,
when corrected for the actual position in the chromosome, the CAATAATTATTG found at -10 bp
for alr2339_2821862 and -12 bp for alr2339_2821874 was the same sequence preceding alr2339.
This kind of result, where two different TSSs for the same gene result in the same palindromic 
motif, was also shown in Tables 7 and 8.

A TSS for a gene may also have more than one consensus motif at the same location. As 
stated previously, sequences that are close matches but not exact matches to a palindrome are 
likely to be of similar biological interest. This is accounting for mutations that may have 
occurred in the genome. When querying a database containing Waterman-Eggert alignments, 
alignments that are not an exact but are a close match are referred to as secondary alignments. 
Their overall structures are similar enough that they are returned along with sequences that are 
exact matches to the query. In Table 10 on page 43, two such secondary alignments are shown for
nifJ. The actual sequence of nifJ at the -11 bp position from that TSS is TATATTAAATTA. When
aligned with other palindromes of the same length, the consensus sequence for nifJ, 
TATTTTAAAATA, had a higher information content (I.C.: 8.73) than the consensus sequence 
TAAATTAATTTA (I.C.: 8.09). This means that TATTTTAAAATA is the best consensus 
sequence for nifJ.
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Typically, consensus motifs that are longer tend to have a higher information content. 
This is because there are more nucleotides involved in the sequence of the motif. However, this is
not always the case as shown below (Tables 11 and 12 on page 43). The existence of shorter 
consensus sequences with a higher information content show that a higher information content is 
not simply a byproduct of longer sequence length. Rather, the quality of the consensus sequence 
(i.e. whether the sequence contains specific nucleotides or Ns), is reflected in the information 
content.
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Table 9: Consensus palindromes for the gene HetR.

Table 10: Consensus palindromes for the gene nifJ.

Consensus Motif Gene w/ dtss Diff Value
TATTTTAAAATA nifJ_2290404(-11) 8.7280265977 0.0021313073
TAAATTAATTTA nifJ_2290404(-11) 8.0910096785 0.0107935311

Information 
Content

Consensus Gene w/ dtss Gap IC D
AACTATATAGTT alr2339_2821454(-86) 0 8.18 3.19E-003
TTCTCAATTAATTGAGAA alr2339_2821454(-76) 6 16.08 5.08E-007
TATTATATAATA alr2339_2821713(-85) 0 7.64 1.04E-002

ATTAAANHTNNATTTAAT alr2339_2821713(-92) 6 9.31 2.26E-006
CAATAATTATTG alr2339_2821862(-10) 0 8.6 4.98E-003
CAATAATTATTG alr2339_2821874(-12) 0 8.6 4.98E-003
TTATCTTDAANHNAAGATAA alr2339_2821874(-78) 8 10.07 2.23E-007

Table 11: Consensus palindromes for gene 103363.

Consensus Gene w/ dtss Gap IC D
TAAGATAATCTTA 103363_103363(-72) 1 9.62 1.51E-003
TAAGATTTATCTTA 103363_103363(-72) 2 8.85 8.48E-004



In summary, method 2 is useful in finding palindrome sequences that are spread 
throughout the range of interest. The use of Waterman-Eggert alignments allowed for the 
detection of sequences that are close matches to the palindromes as well as exact matches. 
Consensus motifs represent the best combination of alignments. Consensus motifs with higher 
information contents are considered to be more statistically significant. Therefore, users should 
look for the consensus sequences that have the highest information content for a given gene.

An unexpected result from the analysis of the 100 bp upstream region, was that 
sometimes different TSSs for the same gene shared the same consensus palindrome. This was not
where multiple instances of the palindrome was found the same distance away from the TSS. 
Rather, the palindrome was found at different distances from the TSSs but when corrected for the
difference in the distances, was positioned to one palindrome preceding the TSSs. For some 
genes, they had other palindromes associated with them at other locations. For other genes, a 
single palindrome associated with multiple TSSs, was the only significant motif associated with 
the gene in the 100 bp upstream region.

Method 3 - Finding Striped-Smith Waterman Alignments

Methods 1 and 2 focused on finding potential motif hotspots and palindromic motifs in large 
ranges of interest (100 bp or greater). This was done using the Waterman-Eggert algorithm that 
found all alignments, and by creating programs that took these alignments and applied different 
statistical approaches to determining their significance. Method 3 employed the Striped-Smith 
Waterman algorithm that returns only the optimal alignment for each pair of sequences in a given
range. The optimal alignment is directly related to the sequences being compared. Therefore, 
method 3 was most useful in 1) finding significant motifs in smaller ranges of interest (30 bp or 
less) and 2) finding potential motifs of interest in a shorter amount of time. Where it took ~2 
days to populate a database with Waterman-Eggert alignments for a range of 100 bp, it took 51 
minutes to populate a database with Striped-Smith Waterman alignment for a range of 20 bp. 
Method 3 is recommended if the user has an idea of where in the genome he/she expects to find 
motifs of interest or is confirming the presence of motifs described by other researchers.
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Table 12: Consensus palindromes for gene psbO.

Consensus Gene w/ dtss Gap IC D

ATTTTTATAAAAAT psbO_4651398(-63) 2 8.68 3.14E-004

GCTAACGCTGTTAGC psbO_4651398(-48) 3 17.51 3.46E-007

AGCTATAVATAATAGCT psbO_4651398(-49) 5 14.52 7.54E-007

AATTTTNHNNNNCAAAATT psbO_4651398(-79) 7 11.01 1.73E-007



In Method 1 for the 100 bp upstream region, a -35 element, CTTGAC, was identified but 
was not found to be statistically significant at the 95% confidence interval. However, a glance at 
the frequency distribution for CTTGAC showed that many of its occurrences were found 
centered around the -37 bp position (See Figure 7 on page 32). The chart's shape seemed to 
indicate that CTTGAC was an important motif. Reducing the range to between -40 bp and -20 bp
upstream and finding Striped-Smith Waterman alignments, showed that this motif is statistically 
significant for this reduced range(Figure 8 on page 46). For the -40 bp to -20 bp upstream region,
the cutoff fraction for statistical significance was found to be 0.17. This is in contrast to the 
cutoff fraction of 0.12 for the entire 100 bp upstream region. These results suggest that a user 
could study overlapping small ranges with Method 3 to find motifs that may have been missed 
studying the larger ranges of Method 1. Method 1 is useful for finding motifs that are showing up
consistently at the same place throughout the genome (eg. -10 element). Method 3 is useful for 
finding motifs that show up a lot of times but are not exactly at the same location with respect to 
the TSS.

In the -40 bp and -20 bp upstream, Method 3 showed that there were twenty 6-bp motifs 
that were significant. None of these motifs were the DIF+ sequence, reported to occur around the
-35 bp position by Mitschke et al. (2011). However, when Mitschke et al. (2011) reported the 
DIF+ sequence, they allowed for a single mismatch at any given position for the 6-bp motif. The 
methods in this study, while allowing for mismatches in finding Striped Smith-Waterman and 
Waterman-Eggert alignments, do not consider a 6-bp motif with a single character difference to 
be the same motif. With the current gap and mismatch parameters, the addition of a single 
mismatch in a 6-bp motif lowers the score from 12 to 9. Thus, only exact matches for 6-bp long 
motifs were compared in Methods 1 and 3. For longer motifs, such as the palindromes, a single 
mismatch does not drastically lower the score. Therefore, mismatches were only counted for 
motifs of longer lengths such as the palindromes in Method 2. As a result, the counts of the DIF+
consensus sequence, TCCGGA, in the -40 bp to -20 bp region were much lower than what was 
reported by Mitschke et al. (2011). For motifs like TCCGGA that the user is expecting to find but
were not identified by Methods 1 - 3, it is recommended that the user query the PostgreSQL 
database directly in a terminal. If there are any instances where the motif occurred in an 
alignment, it will be displayed.
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Figure 8: Frequency distribution of CTTGAC in the -40bp to -20bp upstream region of the TSS. 40 out of 129 occurrences were found 
at the -37 position.



get_motif.py

This is an additional program that calculates single mismatches in a short sequence and finds a 
consensus sequence. This program was used to demonstrate how allowing for single mismatches 
starting from a given 6-bp motif may result in a very different motif for the consensus sequence. 
This program takes advantage of the Striped-Smith Waterman alignments obtained through 
Method 3.

This program is easily modified to connect to the user's database of choice and to search 
for single base mismatches at a certain position. In the following example, the program 
connected to the ssw_20_db database that looked specifically in the -20 bp upstream region from
the TSS. The conserved motif was set as TATGAT and the position was set to -12 as the motif 
was found to be statistically significant was at the -12 bp position. The program looked for single
mismatches to the motif starting at the first position and determined the prevalence of the 
original nucleotide vs. other nucleotides. It proceeded forward one base pair and tested the 
prevalence of each nucleotide at each additional position. It continued in increments of one base 
pair until it reached the end of the length of the motif (eg. 6 bp).
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Table 13 - Significant 6-bp motifs for the -40bp to -20 bp upstream region of the TSS.

CTTGAC 0.31 129 -37 40 of 129
TTGACA 0.25 174 -36 44 of 174
ATTGAC 0.25 140 -37 35 of 140
ATCTTG 0.24 105 -39 25 of 105
TTGACT 0.23 172 -36 39 of 172
GTTGAC 0.22 114 -37 25 of 114
CTATTG 0.21 104 -39 22 of 104
TCTTGA 0.2 124 -38 25 of 124
TATTGA 0.2 142 -37 28 of 142
GACAAA 0.2 125 -34 25 of 125
TGACAA 0.18 162 -35 29 of 162
TGTTGA 0.18 111 -38 20 of 111
CTGTTG 0.18 109 -39 20 of 109
ACAATT 0.18 107 -33 19 of 107
TTGCCA 0.17 155 -35 26 of 155
TTGATA 0.17 126 -37 21 of 126
TTTGAC 0.17 116 -38 20 of 116
TCCCCA 0.17 102 -26 17 of 102
CTTGAT 0.17 122 -37 21 of 122
AAATCC 0.17 101 -29 17 of 101



Based upon the output above (Figure 9 on page 48), the consensus sequence for the motif 
TATGAT would be TATAAT if all of the nucleotides starting from the -12 position were taken 
into account. This is because the nucleotide A is more common at position 4/ -9 bp position (0.56
or 56%) than nucleotide G (0.19 or 19%).

When the program was modified to start with the motif TATAAT, the following results 
were obtained (See Figure 10 on page 49).
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Figure 9: Screenshot of output from get_motif.py (TATGAT)



The consensus sequence for TATAAT (See Figure 10) after looking at all single base 
mismatch combinations was TAAAAT. This is because the nucleotide A was more common at 
position 3 (0.57 or 57%) than nucleotide T (0.16 or 16%). In fact, TACAAT was slightly more 
common than TATAAT with nucleotide C occuring 18% vs 16% of the time at position 3.

Both TATGAT and TATAAT in the previous examples were motifs that were found to be 
statistically significant in Method 1. The following example is of the DIF+ motif (TCCGGA) 
that was not significant but was supposed to be found around the ~35 bp region.
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Figure 10: Screenshot of output from get_motif.py (TATAAT)



From Figure 11, it was evident that allowing for single base-pair mismatches had a strong
impact on the consensus sequence for TCCGGA. Based upon the nucleotide percentages, the 
consensus sequence for TCCGGA was TGATGA. This resulted in a three nucleotide change from
the original sequence of TCCGGA.

In summary, this additional program to Method 3 allowed users to have more control over
which alignments to include when finding a consensus. An idea behind finding the consensus for 
single base-pair mismatches from an original sequence is that only those sequences that are 
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Figure 11: Screenshot of output from get_motif.py (TCCGGA)



related will be included. This is in contrast to finding a blanket consensus for a motif of a certain 
length at a given position. This method of allowing for single-base pair matches might be useful 
for finding the consensus sequences of motifs that had previously been found to be statistically 
significant (as shown in Figures 9 and 10). However, for short motifs that were not found to be 
statistically significant, a consensus may be very different from the original motif.

Summary of Methods 1, 2, and 3

Method 1 used the Waterman-Eggert alignments found in a larger region of interest (100 bp or 
greater) to identify 1) where short motifs (eg. 6-bp long) are more prevalent in the genome and 2)
to identify motifs that are consistently found at a single position throughout the genome.

Method 2 used the Waterman Eggert alignments to search for palindromic sequences 
because many transcription factors act upon the DNA as homo-dimers. As these palindromic 
sequences were long (eg. 12-bp or greater for 6-bp core palindromes), they were expected to be 
rarer in the genome than the shorter motifs identified by Method 1. Method 2 identified all 
occurrences of a given palindrome regardless of position. A consensus sequence for palindromes 
of similar content (i.e. they shared the same core motif) and length was calculated along with the 
information content and diff value for the consensus sequence.

Method 3 used the Striped-Smith Waterman alignments found in a smaller region of 
interest (eg. 20 bp) to identify motifs that were centered around a single position but whose 
location was not as static as the motifs identified in Method 1.

An analysis of the 100 bp upstream region with Method 1 showed that there were 
multiple 6-bp long motifs located at the -10 element position. The genes with corresponding 
TSSs that were associated with these motifs did not overlap, and so these motifs might be 
considered unique -10 elements for smaller groups of genes within Anabaena sp. PCC 7120. The
results using Method 2 showed that there are a number of palindromes that are found within the 
100 bp upstream region. A given palindrome could show up at multiple locations with respect to 
the TSS. Some palindromic sequences were found in regions where Class I and Class II binding 
sites have traditionally been found. This suggests that Method 2 might be useful in identifying 
potential activator and repressor binding sites. Analyses of 20 bp regions with Method 3 showed 
that it is possible for a 6-bp motif to be located within a small range of distances from a TSS as 
opposed to showing up at a single location.

In cases where a user expects to see a motif but it is not identified by Methods 1 -3, a 
direct query of the PostgreSQL database may be performed in a computer terminal. Methods 1 
and 3 were tailored to finding short motifs that were shared by a relatively large number of genes
in comparison to the total number of genes with that motif in the genome. Method 2 was made to
find palindromic motifs that were long enough to be considered statistically significant, even 
though they occurred at different distances from a TSS. If a motif of interest was not identified 
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by any of these methods, then a direct query will return any instances of the motif, as long as the 
motif occurred with two or more genes. If a motif is not present along with more than one gene, 
then the user may need to reconsider whether the motif is actually important or not. Because 
DNA is comprised of only four letters, any combination of letters for any given length is 
possible. A main reason behind Methods 1 - 3 was to pull out those motifs that might be 
important because they are found more than once.

CHAPTER 4 - Short Motifs

Methods 1 and 3 focused on finding short motifs with a high number of occurrences at a 
single position. In the 100 bp upstream region, Method 1, which focused on finding short motifs 
in larger ranges, found 143 significant 6-bp motifs. All of these motifs were found between -9 bp 
and -17 bp upstream of the TSS. Of the 143 significant 6-bp motifs, 33 motifs were found at the 
-12 bp position. This is where potential -10 elements would be expected because the center of a 
motif at -12 bp is centered at the -10 bp position. 22 motifs were also found at the -13 bp 
position. These 22 motifs are likely to be -10 type elements as well because of their positions. 
The 22 motifs found at the -14 bp position, 22 motifs at the -15 bp position, and the 23 motifs 
found at the -16 bp position likely contained potential extended -10 elements due to their 
positions as well (See Table 14 on page 54).

Method 1 did not find a significant -35 element. However, upon inspection of all of the 
prevalent 6-bp motifs in the 100 bp upstream range, it was found that some motifs that were not 
significant also had a strong peak at a single position. Therefore, Method 3 was used to consider 
those 6-bp motifs that had just missed the cutoff for significance.

Method 3 took a look at which 6-bp motifs were significant in a smaller range to see if 
motifs that just missed the cutoff for significance in a larger range (eg. 100 bp or greater) were 
more prevalent compared to other motifs in a smaller range. Previously, in the 100 bp upstream 
region, Method 1 had identified what was thought to be a potential -35 element CTTGAC. 
CTTGAC had just missed the cutoff for significance in the 100 bp upstream region. Using 
Method 3 to focus on the narrower range of -40 bp to -20 bp upstream of the TSS, 20 6-bp motifs
were identified as significant (See Table 15 on page 55). This included the motif CTTGAC. 
Upon further inspection of these 20 motifs, some of them were found at slightly different 
positions but contained similar content when aligned. As only 6-bp motifs were searched for, the 
6-bp motifs that were found at slightly different positions might be smaller sections of  a longer 
motif. A longer motif would not be consistent with a -35 element as -35 elements are typically 6-
bp long. However, in E. coli, the -35 element has been shown to be sometimes replaced by a 
Class II CRP binding site (Busby and Ebright 1999). Further study would need to be done to 
show if a similar phenomena is occuring with Anabaena sp. PCC 7120.

One of the purposes of this study was to see if common motifs share similar gene 
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functions. With the 55 potential -10 elements found in the 100 bp upstream region, the most 
common functions were 1) Unknown proteins/Conserved hypothetical proteins, 2) Transport and 
binding proteins, 3) Potential non-coding RNA, and 4) Regulatory functions. Many other 
functions between the potential -10 elements were also shared (See Table 16 on page 55). While 
these potential -10 elements were different 6-bp sequences, these findings can be explained by 
the following reasons. Methods 1 and 3 searched for short motifs that were globally prevalent. 
Since many genes must share these 6-bp sequences in order for them to be considered significant,
it makes sense that these motifs would share many housekeeping functions. The TSS dataset that 
was used in this study (Mitschke et al. 2011a) was also created from dRNA-seq of RNA 
extracted at t=0 hrs after nitrogen deprivation and t = 8 hrs after nitrogen deprivation. The 8 hour 
time point is within the early phases of heterocyst differentiation and is before the cells are 
committed to becoming heterocysts (Videau et al. 2014). Therefore, many of the genes associated
with mature heterocysts were unlikely to have been activated and were not part of the TSS 
dataset. Rather, most of the genes that were activated would have associated with the normal 
housekeeping processes of Anabaena. In addition, while consensus sequences have been 
suggested for -10 elements, there is some variation within -10 elements. Some of the 55 potential
-10 elements may not be unique but simply variations of one or more of the other 6-bp motifs.
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CTATGA 0.13 306 -13 39 of 306
ATACAA 0.13 533 -13 68 of 533
TTACAA 0.12 690 -13 81 of 690
CTAAGA 0.12 273 -13 34 of 273
CTAAAC 0.12 462 -13 55 of 462
ATATAA 0.12 795 -13 94 of 795
GCTATA 0.23 374 -14 86 of 374
GGTATA 0.2 373 -14 75 of 373
GGTAAA 0.18 915 -14 161 of 915
GGTACA 0.18 373 -14 67 of 373
GGTAGA 0.17 446 -14 78 of 446
GTTATA 0.16 448 -14 70 of 448
GGTATG 0.16 264 -14 43 of 264
GCTACA 0.16 358 -14 57 of 358
TGTATA 0.15 425 -14 64 of 425
GTTAAA 0.15 827 -14 124 of 827
GGTATC 0.15 290 -14 43 of 290
GCTAAA 0.15 824 -14 122 of 824
GTTACA 0.14 390 -14 54 of 390
GCTATG 0.14 262 -14 37 of 262
GATACA 0.14 395 -14 56 of 395
GATATA 0.14 567 -14 80 of 567
GCTAGA 0.13 378 -14 49 of 378
GATAAA 0.13 940 -14 124 of 940
GTTATG 0.12 364 -14 42 of 364
GGTAAG 0.12 355 -14 44 of 355
GCTAAG 0.12 240 -14 29 of 240
AGTATA 0.12 482 -14 59 of 482
TGGTAC 0.18 332 -15 61 of 332
TGGTAT 0.18 621 -15 111 of 621
TGCTAA 0.18 717 -15 126 of 717
TGCTAC 0.17 374 -15 62 of 374
TGCTAT 0.17 428 -15 73 of 428
TGGTAG 0.16 526 -15 82 of 526
CGCTAT 0.16 290 -15 45 of 290
CGGTAA 0.16 277 -15 43 of 277
TGTTAT 0.15 456 -15 70 of 456
TGATAA 0.14 865 -15 125 of 865
TGGTAA 0.14 904 -15 131 of 904
TGATAC 0.14 387 -15 54 of 387
TGATAT 0.14 723 -15 103 of 723
TGATAG 0.13 497 -15 67 of 497
TGTTAA 0.13 707 -15 95 of 707
TGTTAC 0.13 379 -15 50 of 379
TGCTAG 0.13 454 -15 59 of 454
CGGTAT 0.13 173 -15 22 of 173
GGGTAT 0.12 365 -15 43 of 365
GGCTAT 0.12 301 -15 37 of 301
AGCTAT 0.12 365 -15 44 of 365
AGGTAT 0.12 359 -15 44 of 359
ATGGTA 0.21 563 -16 121 of 563
GTGCTA 0.2 331 -16 66 of 331
CTGCTA 0.2 475 -16 93 of 475
GCGCTA 0.19 179 -16 34 of 179
GCGGTA 0.18 269 -16 48 of 269
GTGATA 0.17 455 -16 77 of 455
ATGCTA 0.17 477 -16 79 of 477
GAGGTA 0.16 252 -16 41 of 252
CTGGTA 0.16 550 -16 88 of 550
GTGTTA 0.15 347 -16 52 of 347
GGGGTA 0.15 256 -16 39 of 256
CTGATA 0.15 584 -16 88 of 584
ATGTTA 0.15 449 -16 69 of 449
ATGATA 0.15 587 -16 88 of 587
ACGGTA 0.15 196 -16 30 of 196
AGGCTA 0.13 290 -16 38 of 290
TTGGTA 0.12 815 -16 95 of 815
TTGCTA 0.12 712 -16 82 of 712
GCTGTA 0.12 390 -16 45 of 390
CTGTTA 0.12 459 -16 54 of 459
CGCCTA 0.12 264 -16 32 of 264
CCGCTA 0.12 193 -16 23 of 193
ACGCTA 0.12 203 -16 25 of 203
GTGGTA 0.17 500 -17 87 of 500Table 14: 143 significant 6-bp motifs in the 100 bp 

upstream region

Motif Fraction Total Count Position Count at Position
AATAGA 0.15 524 -9 77 of 524
AAATAG 0.12 722 -10 84 of 722
ACAATG 0.25 355 -11 89 of 355
ATAATA 0.22 972 -11 215 of 972
ATAATG 0.2 611 -11 125 of 611
ACAATA 0.19 642 -11 122 of 642
ATAATT 0.16 1401 -11 220 of 1401
ACAATT 0.16 863 -11 139 of 863
AAAATA 0.16 1842 -11 297 of 1842
ATGATG 0.15 579 -11 87 of 579
AGAATA 0.15 701 -11 105 of 701
ACACTG 0.15 234 -11 35 of 234
ATAATC 0.14 626 -11 85 of 626
AGAATG 0.14 346 -11 47 of 346
ACAATC 0.14 447 -11 63 of 447
ATACTT 0.13 614 -11 77 of 614
ATACTA 0.13 462 -11 59 of 462
AGAATT 0.13 973 -11 127 of 973
AAAATG 0.13 837 -11 111 of 837
AAACTA 0.12 788 -11 95 of 788
TACAAT 0.39 811 -12 313 of 811
TATAAT 0.33 914 -12 303 of 914
TAGAAT 0.33 717 -12 235 of 717
TATGAT 0.3 614 -12 182 of 614
TAAAAT 0.29 2031 -12 580 of 2031
TATACT 0.25 571 -12 143 of 571
TACACT 0.24 403 -12 95 of 403
TAAGAT 0.24 638 -12 152 of 638
TACGAT 0.23 294 -12 69 of 294
TAAACT 0.22 933 -12 206 of 933
TATCAT 0.22 535 -12 120 of 535
TATTAT 0.2 917 -12 181 of 917
TATAGT 0.19 512 -12 98 of 512
TAGGAT 0.19 339 -12 64 of 339
TATGCT 0.19 422 -12 80 of 422
TAGACT 0.19 392 -12 76 of 392
TACCAT 0.19 433 -12 82 of 433
TAATAT 0.18 1100 -12 198 of 1100
GATAAT 0.18 915 -12 165 of 915
CATAAT 0.17 512 -12 87 of 512
TACTAT 0.16 457 -12 75 of 457
TAAGCT 0.16 383 -12 61 of 383
TATTCT 0.16 624 -12 98 of 624
TATATT 0.16 953 -12 155 of 953
TACAGT 0.15 402 -12 60 of 402
TAACAT 0.15 471 -12 72 of 471
TATCCT 0.15 370 -12 54 of 370
TAGCAT 0.15 343 -12 50 of 343
TAGTAT 0.14 501 -12 69 of 501
TAGAGT 0.13 372 -12 47 of 372
TAAAGT 0.13 789 -12 106 of 789
TAACCT 0.12 333 -12 41 of 333
TACATT 0.12 454 -12 54 of 454
GTACAA 0.23 382 -13 87 of 382
GTAAAA 0.19 1054 -13 197 of 1054
GTATAA 0.18 523 -13 94 of 523
CTACAA 0.18 532 -13 97 of 532
GTATGA 0.17 333 -13 58 of 333
GTAGAA 0.17 568 -13 99 of 568
CTATAA 0.17 450 -13 75 of 450
TTATAA 0.16 622 -13 102 of 622
GTAAGA 0.16 314 -13 51 of 314
CTATAC 0.15 300 -13 44 of 300
CTAAAA 0.15 1051 -13 159 of 1051
GTAAAC 0.14 480 -13 69 of 480
GTATAT 0.13 403 -13 53 of 403
GTATAG 0.13 269 -13 36 of 269
GTAGAC 0.13 215 -13 28 of 215
GTATCA 0.13 358 -13 45 of 358
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Table 15 - 20 significant 6-bp motifs in the -40bp to -20 bp upstream region.

CTTGAC 0.31 129 -37 40 of 129
TTGACA 0.25 174 -36 44 of 174
ATTGAC 0.25 140 -37 35 of 140
ATCTTG 0.24 105 -39 25 of 105
TTGACT 0.23 172 -36 39 of 172
GTTGAC 0.22 114 -37 25 of 114
CTATTG 0.21 104 -39 22 of 104
TCTTGA 0.2 124 -38 25 of 124
TATTGA 0.2 142 -37 28 of 142
GACAAA 0.2 125 -34 25 of 125
TGACAA 0.18 162 -35 29 of 162
TGTTGA 0.18 111 -38 20 of 111
CTGTTG 0.18 109 -39 20 of 109
ACAATT 0.18 107 -33 19 of 107
TTGCCA 0.17 155 -35 26 of 155
TTGATA 0.17 126 -37 21 of 126
TTTGAC 0.17 116 -38 20 of 116
TCCCCA 0.17 102 -26 17 of 102
CTTGAT 0.17 122 -37 21 of 122
AAATCC 0.17 101 -29 17 of 101

Table 16: Top 21 gene functions associated with the potential -10 elements TACAAT and TATAAT. All highlighted gene
functions are unique to each motif. All non-highlighted gene functions are shared between the motifs. Other potential 
-10 elements had similar functions as their most common functions.



CHAPTER 5 - Palindromic motifs

Method 2 focused on finding palindromic motifs. These motifs were inherently more rare 
than the short 6-bp motifs because they were longer. It was important to develop a palindromic 
motif tool for Method 2 because many TFBS are palindromic in nature. This is because many 
transcription factors work in a homodimeric fashion. In addition, palindromic motifs had been 
identified as TFBS in Anabaena. These were for two genes essential for the development of 
heterocysts, HetR and ntcA.

Both ntcA and HetR are genes that are expressed during the heterocyst patterning stage in 
Anabaena. This patterning occurs before the cells are committed to becoming mature heterocysts.
NtcA is the global nitrogen control factor that is necessary in both the metabolism of nitrate and 
the expression of nitrogen fixation enzymes. NtcA is constitutively expressed, meaning that its 
product is always found at some level in Anabaena. However, its peak expression is during the 
Commitment stage. HetR is known as the master regulator of heterocyst differentiation. Its 
expression is controlled by NtcA through NrrA. When NrrA is upregulated, NtcA is also 
upregulated and causes HetR to be transcribed (Sarma 2013).

The TFBS for NtcA is TGTAN8TACA (Ehira and Ohmori 2006). This sequence was 
found in the 100 bp upstream region using Method 3 (See Table 17 starting on page 58). In 
addition, Method 3 allowed for the identification of other palindromes associated with ntcA. 
Specifically, the palindromes for ntcA_5265235 were analyzed (See Table 18 on page 63) 
because this TSS was only upregulated in the absence of nitrogen whereas the other TSSs were 
found in all growth conditions (Muro-Pastor et al. 2002). In Table 18, those palindromes with a 
smaller gap size than 5 may not represent homo-dimer binding sites as some gap is required to 
accommodate the bend in the DNA when the dimer binds. A gap size of 5 was only 
recommended as a potential cutoff value because shorter gap sizes for bacterial TFBSs were not 
identified in other studies. As ntcA belongs to the CRP-family of transcriptional activators, a 
potential ntcA binding site candidate was viewed as one that occurred in a similar location to 
where other CRP binding sites have been found. According to Zheng et al. (2004), Class II CRP 
activators are most frequently found at the -35 bp position but are also found at the -61.5 bp, 
-71.5 bp, -81.5 bp, and -91.5 bp positions. According to Busby and Ebright (1999), Class I CRP 
activators are typically found between -62 bp and -103 bp upstream of the gene TSS. In Table 18,
many of the genes had a ntcA-like site occuring around these positions. Some of the positions 
where potential ntcA TFBS were found were where repressor binding sites have been reported. 
This makes sense as ntcA has been shown to act as both an activator and repressor (Sarma 2013).

The TFBS of hetR is GGGN5CCC (Hu et al. 2015). This motif was also identified using 
Method 3. However, I thought it would be interesting if longer consensus palindromes could be 
found. Other consensus palindromes were found for hetR through Method 3 in addition to a 17-
bp long palindrome with the GGGN5CCC motif in the middle (See Tables 19 and 20 on page
64). The 17-bp palindrome was also found in positions where activator binding sites would be 
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expected for its associated genes.

Method 3 also identified many other palindromic sequences. In the 100 bp upstream 
region, 222 6-bp core palindromes were found. In the 100 bp downstream region, 156 6-bp core 
palindromes were found. Palindromic sequences of interest were classified based upon their 1) 
positions in which they were located (eg. were found were activators or repressors have been 
typically found) and 2) if they had a sufficiently low D value (difference between the expected 
and predicted probabilities of occurrence). Zheng et al. (2004) also identified TGTGAxTCACA 
as a Class II CRP activator binding site. A similar palindrome was also found in the 100 bp 
region, TGTGACAVTTTTGTCACA for three genes at positions -71, -91, and -91 bp upstream 
of the gene TSS respectively. These positions are nearly identical to where TGTGAxTCACA was
identified by Zheng et al. (2004) for E. coli.

In conclusion, this bioinformatic tool is useful in finding not only potential -10 and -35 
elements, but may also be useful in identifying potential extended -10 elements and palindromic 
transcription factor binding sites. Previously reported TFBS were  located using this set of 
programs. The programs were also able to identify other genes where these binding motifs were 
associated. Although in many cases the location of these potential TFBS were where activator or 
repressors are typically found, further wet-lab experiments beyond the scope of this study would 
need to be performed to make sure that these are actual binding sites of transcription factors. 
Such wet-lab experiments may include but are not limited to Electrophoretic mobility shift 
assays (EMSA) (a.k.a. gel mobility shift assays). EMSA could be used to see whether a 
transcription factor protein binds to the relatively short DNA sequence that is the consensus 
palindromes that were found. In vitro transcription assays could also be performed where the 
short DNA sequences could be deleted to see if there is a significant decrease in the transcription 
of the associated gene.
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Table 17: Genes with ntcA-like consensus palindrome TGTAN8TACA.
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Table 18: Other palindromic sequences associated with ntcA_5265235.



Appendix A - Run-through of How to Use Programs

The following section is a tutorial showing how the programs in this project can be used to find 
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Table 19: Other palindromes associated with hetR.

Table 20: 17-bp palindrome with CCCN5GGG in the middle. p = 0.00000075.



potentially important motifs.

Obtaining Range Files

extractRegions

This program may be used to extract ranges of interest for use by either the Smith-Waterman or 
Waterman - Eggert packages. It is recommended that the user uses larger ranges for Waterman-
Eggert (50 bp and up) and smaller ranges for Smith - Waterman (~20 bp). The background 
behind the development of the extract Regions package is in Appendix B.

The graphical user interface (GUI) program that runs extractRegions may be accessed by 
typing the following command into a terminal.

python gui_extract_regions.py

The following interface should appear (Figure 12 on page 65). There are two tabs that are visible 
in this interface: the Configure tab, and the Run tab. The first tab that is selected by default is the 
Configure tab.

As shown in Figure 12 on page 65, the Configure tab can be filled in by one of two 
methods. Firstly, the user may open an existing configuration file that will fill out all of the text 
fields with information. Secondly, the user may enter in the upstream and downstream values 
manually and browse for the Genes w/TSS file and create a name for their Output range 
filename. Since the 100 bp upstream region was analyzed in the Results/Discussion section, this 
walk-through will also focus on this region.
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Figure 12: Configuration tab of the Extract Regions program (Part 1). This tab must be filled out before Extract Regions can 
be run.



Once the Configure tab information has been inputed (Figure 13 on page 66), the user 
may save their configuration if they have not already done so, or continue onto the Run tab. By 
clicking the Extract Regions button on the Run tab, the range file with the specified filename on 
the Configure tab will be created (Figure 14 on page 66). Once run, the user will be reminded to 
save the configuration in case they have not already saved it (Figure 15 on page 67).
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Figure 13: Configuration tab of the Extract Regions program (Part 2). The upstream distance was specified as 100 base pairs
upstream of the TSS for every gene. The downstream region of the TSS was not analyzed in this example so the downstream 
distance was specified as zero.

Figure 14: Run tab of the Extract Regions program (Part 1). Once the user has filled in the configuration tab, they may click 
on the “Extract Regions” button to run Extract Regions.



The range file that is created will look something like the following table (Table 21). If 
the function and function category was provided in the Genes w/TSS file, then this information 
will also be recorded along with the ranges.
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Figure 15 - Run tab of the Extract Regions program (Part 2). Extract Regions has finished running. The user may now click 
on File and Quit to end the GUI program.

Table 21: Screenshot of an Extract Regions Output File. The user specified upstream and downstream distances are recorded
in the top left hand corner of the output. For each of the gene names (a.k.a. anno2), the calculated starting and ending 
positions based upon the TSS location are recorded. The output file also keeps track of the strand, source (eg. Chromosome, 
plasmid), tss_class, and gene function.



Setting up PostgreSQL database

The following commands may be used to create a PostgreSQL database to store 
Waterman-Eggert or Smith-Waterman alignments. Since this is the first run through of the 
program and we are searching for areas of interest within a 100 base pair upstream range, the 
database was called “we_um100_d0_db.” In my own note-keeping process, this name told me 
that this is a database of Waterman-Eggert alignments and that the range is 100 base pairs 
upstream of the TSS and zero bases downstream. The process behind the program (init.sql) that 
is used to initialize a new database is explained in Appendix D.

The following is a short walk-through of setting up PostgreSQL for use and creating a new 
database.

Login to create a superuser

sudo -u postgres psql postgres
create role dbman login createdb create user;
alter role dbman encrypted password 'password';
create database superdb owner dbman;
\q

Modify the PostgreSQL connection settings

sudo gedit /etc/postgresql/9.3/main/pg_hba.conf

If you scroll down in the file, you will see the following lines that deal with the socket 
connections. You should comment out line 7 and replace it with line 8.

# Database administrative login by Unix domain socket 
local   all             postgres                                peer 

# TYPE  DATABASE        USER            ADDRESS                 METHOD

# "local" is for Unix domain socket connections only 
#local   all             all                                     peer 
local all all md5

Create a general user

psql -U dbman -W superdb
create role username login;
alter role username encrypted password 'password';
grant username to dbman;
\q

Create database and give access to general user

psql -U dbman -W superdb
create database we_100_db owner username;
\q
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Initialize database to store records

psql -U username -W we_100_db
\i init.sql

Applying Waterman-Eggert

Setting parameters

This set of Waterman-Eggert applications employs the following specifications to allow 
for the discovery of motif clumps and hot motifs. The Waterman-Eggert algorithm is set with a 
match score = 2, mismatch score = -3, gap open = -5, and gap extension = -2. The Waterman-
Eggert algorithm developed by Seqan is used to perform the actual alignments. However, this set 
of programs allows for many alignments to be performed at the same time. The user is only 
required to enter in a single run command to run Waterman-Eggert on a whole genome. 
Biologically significant motifs are typically 6 characters long (a.k.a. 6 bp long) or longer. 
Therefore, the only alignments that are stored in the subsequent database have a minimum score 
of 12. This length requirement was necessary to limit the computation time for storing the 
alignments. This was also an additional modification of applying the Waterman-Eggert 
algorithm. This process was necessary in handling the massive numbers of alignments that result 
from the Waterman-Eggert calculation for longer and more numerous ranges. The algorithm 
would have given all suboptimal alignments (including one character matches, with scores of 2) 
unless some limitation was put in place. The resulting database contains only those alignments 
that are 6 bp long or longer (i.e. looking for biologically and statistically significant motifs).

gui_make_we_db_command.py

This program provides the GUI interface to set up the command to run Waterman-Eggert 
on the ranges specified by the range file (eg. ana7120_u100_d0.tab.txt). This program can be 
accessed by the following command.

python gui_make_db_command.py

The following interface should appear (Figure 16 on page 70). The user is presented with 
three different tabs, the Database configuration tab, Sequence and Range files tab, and the Setup 
command tab. When the window first opens, only the Database configuration tab is active. The 
user must enter the database configuration information either manually or by opening a 
configuration file (File -> Open database config file).
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Once the database configuration information has been filled (Figure 17 on page 70), the 
Sequence and range files tab should become active. Similar to the Database configuration tab, the
Sequence and range files tab may be filled manually or by a configuration file (File ->Open 
JSON config file) (Figure 18 on page 70).
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Figure 16 - Database configuration tab of the WE setup program (Part 1).
Figure 17 - Database configuration tab of the WE setup program (Part 2). The PostgreSQL database that was created for 
this example was we_100_db. Therefore, in the “Database name” field was entered “we_100_db.” The owner of this 
database is “taryn.” Users would input their own username and password here.

Figure 18 - Sequence and Range configuration tab of the WE setup program (Part 1).



New configurations for either the Database configuration tab or Sequence and Range file 
tab can be saved by clicking on the “Save JSON configuration button.” Once both of these tabs 
have been filled, the Setup command tab should become active (Figure 19 on page 71).
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Figure 19 - Sequence and Range configuration tab of the WE setup program (Part 2). The fasta file that was chosen was 
“ana.fasta”, which is the chromosomal sequence of Anabaena sp. PCC 7120. The range filename is the name of the range 
outputfile that was created in the earlier run of Extract Regions.

Figure 20 - Setup command tab of the WE setup program. This command is created based upon the configuration tabs that 
were filled out in the previous steps. This command calls the “run_make_we_db_all.py” and the configuration file 
“we_100_ranges_config.json.” This JSON file calls the database configuration file “we_100_config.json.”



On the Setup command tab (Figure 20 on page 71), the text field box should contain a 
command to run the make_we_db programs. Before entering this command in a terminal, the 
user should double-check that the database was initialized. Once this command has been entered 
into a terminal, the make_we_db programs will compare all of the genes' ranges and identify 
alignments. If alignments are found, they will be stored in the database.

The original version of this program was set to store only those alignments that occurred 
at the same position as each other. This only allowed for method 1 to be performed. Once 
multiprocessing and subprocessing had been implemented, it was possible to remove this 
restriction and allow for all alignments (position-dependent and position-independent) to be 
stored. This program also prints out the percentages of A, C, T, and G in the range that the user is
looking at to the terminal.

taryn@ubuntu:~/Desktop/masters_python_current/final_source/new_make_we
_db_2$ python gui_make_db_command.py 
A%: 30.7674988801 
T%: 30.4355832161 
C%: 18.7813201888 
G%: 20.0155977151 

Method 1

gui_get_db_results.py

This program provides the GUI interface to run the programs that will extract the 
position-dependent alignments in the database into a single tab-delimited text file. This program 
is to be used for method 1. It can be accessed by entering the following command into a terminal:

python gui_get_db_results.py 

The two tabs that should be visible in this program are the Configure tab and the Run tab. 
As with the previous GUI programs, the Configure tab may be filled either manually or by 
opening an existing configuration file (File -> Open JSON configuration file) (Figure 21 and 22 
on pages 73 and 73).
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Figure 21 - Configure tab of the Get Results from Database program (Part 1).

Figure 22 - Configure tab of the Get Results from Database program (Part 2).



On the Run tab (Figure 23 on page 74), the user can click on  the “Get results from 
database” button to retrieve all of the alignments in the we_um100_d0_db database. The Clock 
will record the time it takes to retrieve the alignments and Status will report “Finished” when all 
of the alignments have been retrieved.

Finding conserved motifs: Setting parameters

For this set of programs, the motifs that occur in the query and target sequences need to 
be equivalent. This allows for the identification of conserved motifs. In addition, the distance the 
alignment occurs away from the transcription start site needs to be equivalent in both the query 
and target sequence. This allows the programs to find clumps of motifs.

gui_get_significant_motifs.py

This program allows the user to determine potentially biologically important motifs by 
looking for motifs that are overrepresented at a single position. In contrast to focusing on only 
those motifs that have the highest number of overall occurrences, this program allows for the 
discovery of important motifs that may not occur the most times throughout the genome, but 
occur a significant number of times at a given position. This program does this by determining 
the 95% confidence interval of the frequency distribution for the largest fractions of all of the 
motifs. Those motifs with a largest fraction greater than the cutoff are considered to be 
statistically significant.

To access this program, the following command is entered into a terminal:

python gui_get_significant_motifs.py 

There are two tabs in the window: the Configure tab and the Check Memory/Run tab 
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Figure 23 - Run tab of the Get Results from Database program.



(Figure 24 on page 75). Like the previous GUI programs, the Configure tab may be filled 
manually or by opening an existing configuration file (File -> Open JSON configuration file). 
Users may save new configurations by either clicking File ->Save JSON configuration file or by 
clicking the “Save JSON configuration” button.

On the Check Memory/Run tab (Figure 25 on page 76), the user can specify the length(s) 
of motifs that they are interested in investigating. The user can then click the “Check memory 
requirements” button to check if their computer has enough RAM to run the process. The user 
will be prompted to split the input file. If this is the first time that the user has run this program 
for a given dataset, they should select “Yes” to split the file.
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Figure 24 - Configure tab from Get Significant Motifs.
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Figure 25 - Check Memory/Run tab from Get Significant Motifs (Part 1).



The user should watch the “Check memory requirements” process and pay attention to 
the percentages for runFindFraction memory (Figure 26 on page 77). If this percentage is less 
than 80%, the user should be able to run the get_significant_motifs programs without running out
of memory(Figure 27 on page 78). The user can click on the “Run” button to get the significant 
motifs (Figure 28 on page 79).
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Figure 26 - Check Memory/Run tab from Get Significant Motifs (Part 2).
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Figure 27 - Check Memory/Run tab from Get Significant Motifs (Part 3).



This gui program produces several output files. For the next part of the analysis, the user should 
locate the accumulate motifs file. The accumulate motifs file contains all 6 bp motifs that were 
found, including those that did make the statistical cutoff. The next step (involving the program 
find6charWithinAllMotifs.py) takes the accumulate motifs file and searches for those motifs in 
the original database results file. Currently, find6charWithinAllMotifs.py is not a gui program 
and so the user will need to open find6charWithinAllMotifs.py in a text editor.

find6charWithinAllMotifs.py

Once find6charWithinAllMotifs.py is open in a text editor, the user should edit the 
filenames for infile and infile2. The filename for infile should be the accumulate motifs file that 
was just produced by gui_get_significant_motifs.py. The filename for infile2 should be the 
results file that was produced by gui_get_db_results.py (See Figure 29 on page 80).
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Figure 28 - Check Memory/Run tab from Get Significant Motifs (Part 4).



Once the user saves their changes to the program, they can now run it in a terminal using 
the command “python find6charWithinAllMotifs.py.” This program will look in all of the 
alignments from the original results file and identify any longer alignments that contain one of 
the 6-bp motifs that was identified in the accumulate motifs file. This program was written with 
the idea that users could be missing some of the counts of a 6-bp motif if the motif was hidden in
a longer alignment. This program will correct the dtss of the record to the position of the 6-bp 
motif. If the alignment contains a gap, the gap will be removed as a gap does not have an actual 
position. Rather, a gap signifies that the other sequence that the alignment was originally paired 
with had another base pair at that position. If a combination of a gene name, corrected dtss, and 
6-bp motif was already present in the list of 6-bp motifs, it will not be added to the list.

The resulting output file from running find6charWithinAllMotifs.py is a results file that 
contains all of the unique instances of 6-bp motifs that were found either as a 6-bp sequence or 
were previously hidden in longer sequences in the original results file. The user will take this 
output file and use it instead of the original results file in running gui_find_significant_motifs.py 
a second time.
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Figure 29: Screenshot of find6charWithinAllMotifs.py open in a text editor.



When running gui_find_significant_motifs.py a second time, the user should split the 
input file again because the input file has changed. Once the program has finished running, the 
user can take a look at the results files that were produced. The reduced results file contains all of
the significant motifs, their associated genes, and the distances from the genes from which the 
motifs were found. The counts file shows the number of motifs for a given largest fraction of 
occurrences. The accumulate motifs file contains all 6-bp motifs, including those that were not 
found to be statistically significant. The accumulate motifs file also shows which genes were 
located at the position where the motif was most prevalent. The significant motifs file contains 
all of the siginficant motifs. It records the motif, its highest fraction of occurrence, the number of 
times it was found in the range of interest, the position of its highest fraction of occurrence, and 
the number of genes with that position. An example of the significant motifs file is shown below 
in Table 22 on page 82. The following program gui_we_grapher.py takes the significant motifs 
and graphs their frequency distributions across the 100 bp upstream range.
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Table 22: 143 significant 6-bp motifs in the 100 bp 
upstream region.

Motif Fraction Total Counts dtss Count at dtss
TACAAT 0.39 811 -12 313 of 811
TATAAT 0.33 914 -12 303 of 914
TAGAAT 0.33 717 -12 235 of 717
TATGAT 0.3 614 -12 182 of 614
TAAAAT 0.29 2031 -12 580 of 2031
TATACT 0.25 571 -12 143 of 571
ACAATG 0.25 355 -11 89 of 355
TACACT 0.24 403 -12 95 of 403
TAAGAT 0.24 638 -12 152 of 638
TACGAT 0.23 294 -12 69 of 294
GTACAA 0.23 382 -13 87 of 382
GCTATA 0.23 374 -14 86 of 374
TAAACT 0.22 933 -12 206 of 933
TATCAT 0.22 535 -12 120 of 535
ATAATA 0.22 972 -11 215 of 972
ATGGTA 0.21 563 -16 121 of 563
TATTAT 0.2 917 -12 181 of 917
GTGCTA 0.2 331 -16 66 of 331
GGTATA 0.2 373 -14 75 of 373
CTGCTA 0.2 475 -16 93 of 475
ATAATG 0.2 611 -11 125 of 611
TATAGT 0.19 512 -12 98 of 512
TAGGAT 0.19 339 -12 64 of 339
TATGCT 0.19 422 -12 80 of 422
TAGACT 0.19 392 -12 76 of 392
TACCAT 0.19 433 -12 82 of 433
GTAAAA 0.19 1054 -13 197 of 1054
GCGCTA 0.19 179 -16 34 of 179
ACAATA 0.19 642 -11 122 of 642
TGGTAC 0.18 332 -15 61 of 332
TGGTAT 0.18 621 -15 111 of 621
TGCTAA 0.18 717 -15 126 of 717
TAATAT 0.18 1100 -12 198 of 1100
GTATAA 0.18 523 -13 94 of 523
GGTAAA 0.18 915 -14 161 of 915
GGTACA 0.18 373 -14 67 of 373
GCGGTA 0.18 269 -16 48 of 269
GATAAT 0.18 915 -12 165 of 915
CTACAA 0.18 532 -13 97 of 532
TGCTAC 0.17 374 -15 62 of 374
TGCTAT 0.17 428 -15 73 of 428
GTGGTA 0.17 500 -17 87 of 500
GTATGA 0.17 333 -13 58 of 333
GTAGAA 0.17 568 -13 99 of 568
GTGATA 0.17 455 -16 77 of 455
GGTAGA 0.17 446 -14 78 of 446
CTATAA 0.17 450 -13 75 of 450
CATAAT 0.17 512 -12 87 of 512
ATGCTA 0.17 477 -16 79 of 477
TTATAA 0.16 622 -13 102 of 622
TGGTAG 0.16 526 -15 82 of 526
TACTAT 0.16 457 -12 75 of 457
TAAGCT 0.16 383 -12 61 of 383
TATTCT 0.16 624 -12 98 of 624
TATATT 0.16 953 -12 155 of 953
GTAAGA 0.16 314 -13 51 of 314
GTTATA 0.16 448 -14 70 of 448
GGTATG 0.16 264 -14 43 of 264
GCTACA 0.16 358 -14 57 of 358
GAGGTA 0.16 252 -16 41 of 252
CTGGTA 0.16 550 -16 88 of 550
CGCTAT 0.16 290 -15 45 of 290
CGGTAA 0.16 277 -15 43 of 277
ATAATT 0.16 1401 -11 220 of 1401
ACAATT 0.16 863 -11 139 of 863
AAAATA 0.16 1842 -11 297 of 1842
TGTATA 0.15 425 -14 64 of 425
TGTTAT 0.15 456 -15 70 of 456
TACAGT 0.15 402 -12 60 of 402
TAACAT 0.15 471 -12 72 of 471

Motif Fraction Total Counts dtss Count at dtss
TATCCT 0.15 370 -12 54 of 370
TAGCAT 0.15 343 -12 50 of 343
GTGTTA 0.15 347 -16 52 of 347
GTTAAA 0.15 827 -14 124 of 827
GGGGTA 0.15 256 -16 39 of 256
GGTATC 0.15 290 -14 43 of 290
GCTAAA 0.15 824 -14 122 of 824
CTATAC 0.15 300 -13 44 of 300
CTAAAA 0.15 1051 -13 159 of 1051
CTGATA 0.15 584 -16 88 of 584
ATGTTA 0.15 449 -16 69 of 449
ATGATG 0.15 579 -11 87 of 579
ATGATA 0.15 587 -16 88 of 587
AGAATA 0.15 701 -11 105 of 701
ACGGTA 0.15 196 -16 30 of 196
ACACTG 0.15 234 -11 35 of 234
AATAGA 0.15 524 -9 77 of 524
TGATAA 0.14 865 -15 125 of 865
TGGTAA 0.14 904 -15 131 of 904
TGATAC 0.14 387 -15 54 of 387
TGATAT 0.14 723 -15 103 of 723
TAGTAT 0.14 501 -12 69 of 501
GTAAAC 0.14 480 -13 69 of 480
GTTACA 0.14 390 -14 54 of 390
GCTATG 0.14 262 -14 37 of 262
GATACA 0.14 395 -14 56 of 395
GATATA 0.14 567 -14 80 of 567
ATAATC 0.14 626 -11 85 of 626
AGAATG 0.14 346 -11 47 of 346
ACAATC 0.14 447 -11 63 of 447
TGATAG 0.13 497 -15 67 of 497
TGTTAA 0.13 707 -15 95 of 707
TGTTAC 0.13 379 -15 50 of 379
TGCTAG 0.13 454 -15 59 of 454
TAGAGT 0.13 372 -12 47 of 372
TAAAGT 0.13 789 -12 106 of 789
GTATAT 0.13 403 -13 53 of 403
GTATAG 0.13 269 -13 36 of 269
GTAGAC 0.13 215 -13 28 of 215
GTATCA 0.13 358 -13 45 of 358
GCTAGA 0.13 378 -14 49 of 378
GATAAA 0.13 940 -14 124 of 940
CTATGA 0.13 306 -13 39 of 306
CGGTAT 0.13 173 -15 22 of 173
ATACAA 0.13 533 -13 68 of 533
ATACTT 0.13 614 -11 77 of 614
ATACTA 0.13 462 -11 59 of 462
AGGCTA 0.13 290 -16 38 of 290
AGAATT 0.13 973 -11 127 of 973
AAAATG 0.13 837 -11 111 of 837
TTGGTA 0.12 815 -16 95 of 815
TTACAA 0.12 690 -13 81 of 690
TTGCTA 0.12 712 -16 82 of 712
TAACCT 0.12 333 -12 41 of 333
TACATT 0.12 454 -12 54 of 454
GTTATG 0.12 364 -14 42 of 364
GGTAAG 0.12 355 -14 44 of 355
GGGTAT 0.12 365 -15 43 of 365
GGCTAT 0.12 301 -15 37 of 301
GCTGTA 0.12 390 -16 45 of 390
GCTAAG 0.12 240 -14 29 of 240
CTAAGA 0.12 273 -13 34 of 273
CTAAAC 0.12 462 -13 55 of 462
CTGTTA 0.12 459 -16 54 of 459
CGCCTA 0.12 264 -16 32 of 264
CCGCTA 0.12 193 -16 23 of 193
ATATAA 0.12 795 -13 94 of 795
AGCTAT 0.12 365 -15 44 of 365
AGTATA 0.12 482 -14 59 of 482
AGGTAT 0.12 359 -15 44 of 359
ACGCTA 0.12 203 -16 25 of 203
AAATAG 0.12 722 -10 84 of 722
AAACTA 0.12 788 -11 95 of 788



gui_we_grapher.py

This program takes the reduced results file and the significant motifs file produced by the 
gui_get_significant_motifs.py and produces a graph for each of the significant motifs. Once the 
run button is pressed, a message showing the progress of the loading process is displayed (Figure
30 on page 83.

The user can use the scrolling button on the mouse to zoom in and out on portions of each
graph (Figures 31 and 32 on page 84).
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Figure 30 - Screenshot of gui_we_grapher.py (Part 1). The motifs are still in the process of being loaded.
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Figure 31: CGCCTA - a siginficant motif at the -16 bp position. Original view.

Figure 32: CGCCTA - a siginficant motif at the -16 bp position. Zoomed-in view.



getFuncfor6Char.py

For each significant motif, getFunchfor6Char.py will add on the function and functional category
for each gene. This is also not a gui program yet and so the user will need to open the program 
and edit it in a text file. The user will need to edit the inputfile, inputfile2, inputfile3, and outfile 
names. The inputfile is the accumulate motifs file. Infile 2 is the range file that was produced by 
gui_extract_regions.py which also contains the gene function information. Infile3 is the 
functional category information that was downloaded from CyanoBase. The output file name can
be changed on Line 65. The user should write in the appropriate path to getting to the file on Line
66 (See Figure 33 on page 85). The html tables can be opened in a web browser and will look 
like Table 23 on page 86).
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Figure 33: Screenshot of getFuncfor6Char.py open in a text editor.



If the user wants to find 7-bp, 8-bp, 9-bp, 10 bp, or 11-bp motifs, he/she can repeat the 
previous steps used to determine which 6-bp motifs were statistically significant.

findIntersect.py

This program is used to determine whether or not all 6-bp motifs that share the same position 
have unique genes or not. If everything was working correctly so far (eg. the dtss was being 
properly calculated, the motifs were being properly stored), this should return a negative result 
for any intersecting gene values.

Method 2

findPalindrome.py

First, the user must run the findPalindrome.py program. This program is used to find 
palindromes that are 12 bp in length or longer that have a 6-bp core motif. This program and the 
rest of the programs involved in finding inverted repeat palindromes are currently not in GUI 
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Table 23: Screenshot of html tables for 6-bp siginficant motifs in the 100 bp upstream region.



form. Therefore, these programs will need to be run from the command line in a terminal. If the 
user wanted to find palindromes with different core motif lengths (eg. 3-bp core motif, 4-bp core 
motif), findPalindrome.py is the program that would need to be edited so that the nested for-loop 
goes over the desired length of characters.

findPalindrome.py performs the queries for all possible palindromes for a given database 
using runmulti.py and runmulti2.py. The user will need to edit the database connection string 
(“conn_string”) in both runmulti.py and runmulti2.py to connect to their own database.

In its original format, findPalindrome.py creates 4,096 files for the 4,096 possible 
combinations of inverted repeat palindromic sequences that have a 6-bp core motif.

findUnique_all.py

This program is used to remove any repeat records. This is so a reported motif for a given gene at
a particular position is only reported once. This program opens the 4,096 motif files and creates a
new file for each of them containing the corrected results. These new files are given the prefix 
“unique_sorted.” The records in each file is sorted by gap length. Gap length refers to the number
of wild card base pairs that are in between the 6-bp that make up the front and end of the 
palindrome. An example file is shown in Figure 35 on page 88.
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Figure 34: Screenshot of runmulti.py. The conn_string is on Line 64. This line needs to be edited to the user's database and user 
information.



calc_information.py

This program opens each of the 4,096 unique_sorted files. For each file (eg. 
unique_sorted_AAAAAA%.txt), it takes all of the sequences that have the same gap length and 
finds the consensus sequence. It then calculates the information content and diff value. The user 
will need to open up calc_information.py in a text editor to enter the range filename, the fasta 
sequence filename, and the two output filenames. Outfile will include all of the consensus 
sequences, including those that no longer returned a perfect palindrome sequence once all of the 
corresponding sequences were compared. Outfile2 will include only those consensus sequences 
that have an exact palindrome.
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Figure 35: Screenshot of unique_sorted_AAAAAA%.txt. This file includes all palindromes with the 6-bp core motif of AAAAAA. 
(From left to right) Palindromic-like motif, gene name w/ tss position, length of gap, dtss, and number of gaps in sequence.



makeMotif.py

This program is used to read in either outfile or outfile2 from calc_information.py and 
display the information in html tables that include the gene's functions and functional categories. 
The user will need to open makeMotif.py in a text editor and change the infile and infile2 
filenames. Infile will be the palindrome file ( outfile or outfile2 from calc_information.py) and 
infile2 will be the range file for the ranges where these motifs were found. This is because the 
range file contains the gene function information. Infile3 is the functional categories downloaded
from CyanoBase. See Figure 37 on page 90 to see which lines in makeMotif.py need to be 
changed.
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Figure 36: Screenshot of calc_information.py open in a text editor.



This program produces separate html files for the palindromic motifs separated by gap 
length. Table 24 on page 91 is a screenshot of gap0.html, that contains the html tables for all 
palindromic motifs with a gap size of 0.
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Figure 37: Screenshot of makeMotif.py open in a text editor.



Method 3 - Striped Smith-Waterman

Reasoning behind using SSW

The reason why Striped Smith-Waterman is provided as an additional package for analysis is 
because it can be used to find the optimum alignments (including gaps and mismatches) in the 
now reduced ranges based upon the motif clumping found with the Waterman-Eggert package. 
To use Waterman-Eggert to find hot spots for motifs, it was necessary to limit its ability to find 
gaps and mismatched base pairs. With the ranges for a motif pinpointed to a particular location, 
the optimum alignments given by SSW are likely to be biologically significant.

gui_setup_make_ssw_db.py

This programs provides a GUI interface for the user to setup the command line to run 
Striped Smith-Waterman. The following command is used to run this program:

python gui_setup_make_ssw_db.py 
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Table 24: Screenshot of gap0.html. This contains exact palindromes that are 12bp long. The palindromes are organized by 
information content.



The GUI interface has four tabs: the Database configuration tab, the Sequence and Range 
files tab, the Smith Waterman parameters tab, and the Setup command tab. As with the previous 
GUI programs, the Database configuration tab can be filled out either manually or by opening an 
existing configuration file (Figure 38 on page 92).

The new database for the Striped-Smith Waterman alignments can be created using the 
commands in the Setting up PostgreSQL database section. This SSW database in this run-
through was called “ssw_um40_dm20_db.”
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Figure 38 - Database configuration tab of SSW database setup program (Part 1).

Figure 39 - Database configuration tab of SSW database setup program (Part 2).



In Figure 39 on page 92, the user enters in the name of their new database for the Striped-
Smith Waterman alignments. The user enters his/her username and password so that when they 
run the final setup command, the SSW alignments will be able to be entered into the database. In 
Figure 40 on page 93, the fasta file that was chosen was the chromosome of Anabaena sp. PCC 
7120. The range filename is the file that was created using the narrower range of 20 to 40 bp 
upstream of the chromosomal TSS (ana7120_um40_dm20_ranges.tab.txt).
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Figure 40 - Sequence and Range files tab of the SSW database setup program.

Figure 41 - SmithWaterman parameters tab of the SSW database setup program.



In Figure 41 on page 93, the user is shown the SSW parameters that are being used. The 
user can also  change these parameters. In Figure 42 on page 94, the setup command is created. 
This command is created once the user has saved their new configuration as a JSON file.

Appendix B - Setting up a Virtual Machine with Ubuntu 14.04

Virtual Machine Setup (VMware Workstation 12 Player)

This tutorial explains how to set up the VMWare Workstation 12 Player to run Ubuntu 14.04.3. 
The VMware Workstation is able to use multiprocessing more efficiently than VirtualBox.

1. Download the iso file for Ubuntu 14.04.3 (ubuntu-14.04.3-desktop-amd64.iso) from:
http://mirror.ancl.hawaii.edu/linux/ubuntu-releases/14.04.3/
2. The VMWare Workstation 12 Player may be downloaded from: 
https://my.vmware.com/web/vmware/free#desktop_end_user_computing/vmware_workstat
ion_player/12_0
3. Run VMware-player-12.0.1-3160714.exe to install the player. Click Finish. For free non-
commercial use, you will be prompted to enter a valid e-mail address when booting the 
VMware player for the first time.
4. In the VMware player setup interface, select the option Installer disc image file (iso) to 
select and install the Ubuntu iso file that was previously downloaded.
5. Set your username and password. Pick a strong password as this is your administrative 
account for the Vmware player.
6. The recommended hard disk requirements are a minimum of 20 GB. Choose to Split the 
virtual disk into multiple files.
7. The recommended memory requirements are a minimum of 1 GB. Click “Finish” to end 
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Figure 42 - Setup command tab of the SSW database setup program.



the setup and start the installation process.
8. You will be prompted to install the Vmware Tools for Linux. Install the Vmware Tools 
by selecting Download and Install.

Ubuntu configuration

Switch to gnome desktop (optional)

A gnome desktop is preferred because the default interface (Unity) is slower.

1. Open up a terminal (CTRL-ALT-T). Type the following command to install GNOME.

sudo apt-get install gnome-session-flashback

2. Before the desktop configuration is switched to GNOME, you must restart the interface 
with this command:

sudo restart lightdm

3. On the login screen, select GNOME Metacity. Once you login. you should see the 
GNOME interface.

Change repositories (optional)

In order to increase downloading speed, you may want to change the repositories to the mirrors 
provided by the University of Hawaii.

1. Open up a terminal. Set the directory to the /etc/apt directory.

cd /etc/apt

2. Use the cp (copy) command to make a backup copy of the sources.list file.

sudo cp sources.list sources.list.ubuntu

3. Edit the sources list by opening the file with gedit using the superuser do. This is 
running the edit command as an administrator.

sudo gedit sources.list

4. One of the standard repositories is us.archive.ubuntu.com. You will replace this with the 
UH repository (Use Search -> Replace All).

Original: us.archive.ubuntu.com
Replace with: mirror.ancl.hawaii.edu/linux

5. Another of the standard repositories is security.ubuntu.com. You will replace this with 
the UH repository as well.

Original: security.ubuntu.com
Replace with: mirror.ancl.hawaii.edu/linux
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6. Update the repositoriesusing the following command. This allows the local repositories 
to be updated using the latest packages from the server's repositories.

sudo apt-get update

Installing additional programming software

If you are planning on doing some Java programming, you can install Java:

sudo apt-get install openjdk-7-jdk

Installing python-pyside

To write the kind of GUI (Graphical User Interface) programs in Python that I wrote as part of 
my project, you need to install python-pyside:

sudo apt-get install python-pyside

Installing the gedit-gmate plugin

You will be writing your programs using a text editor. The basic text editor on Ubuntu Linux is 
called gedit. This is a capable text editor, but installing the gedit-gmate plugin makes it a better 
text editor. This involves several steps because the gedit-gmate plugin is not part of the standard 
repositories:

sudo add-apt-repository ppa:ubuntu-on-rails/ppa
You will need to hit <enter> to complete this part:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install gedit-gmate

To configure gmate, type gmate in the terminal. Go to Edit => Preferences => View. Turn 
off Enable text wrapping and turn on Display line numbers. Then go to Editor preferences and 
choose Enable automatic indentation and Insert spaces instead of tabs. Set your tab width to 3 or 
4 spaces depending on your preference.

Install python-numpy

The python-numpy package has some powerful math routines that will come in handy. 
This is especially true if you are going to rewrite old Matlab programs with Python equivalents:

sudo apt-get install python-numpy
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Install cython

The cython package allows converting Python programs into C like programs without 
knowing much C programming. The advantage of this is that the cython programs usually run 
faster than the Python programs. So, install this for some advanced programming that allows 
certain Python programs to run faster.

sudo apt-get install cython

Install gnuplot

The gnuplot package is capable of producing some nice looking and fancy plots. This can
be useful if you need to make plots of some data:

sudo apt-get install gnuplot

Adding a Network Printer

Select Applications->System Tools->System Settings->Printers. For an HP printer, choose add, 
expand the Network Printer option, and select AppSocket/HP JetDirect. For the Host, enter the IP
Address of the printer. Leave the Port at 9100. Click forward and select HP and the model of the 
printer.

The drivers provided by the Ubuntu repository are not updated often enough to properly 
install a relatively new Brother printer model. Sometimes a similar model number can be chosen 
for the driver, but this often results in some of the printer features not working and/or slow 
printing from Linux. In this case, google for “Brother linux driver” + the printer model number. 
You should find a link to the printer model on the support.brother.com website. Select linux as 
the operating system, Linux(deb) for the OS Version, and click on the Search button. Download 
the Driver Install Tool and extract the installer file (eg. linux-brprinter-installer-2.0.0-1) to the 
Desktop. Open a terminal  and change to the Desktop directory.

cd ~/Desktop
chmod u+x linux-brprinter-installer-2.0.0-1
sudo ./linux-brprinter-installer-2.0.0-1

chmod changes the permissions of the file to make it executable. The next line runs the script.

You will be prompted to specify the following:

Input Model name - eg. MFC-8910DW (for a Brother MFC-8910DW printer)

You are going to install following packages. 
   mfc8910dwlpr-3.0.0-1.i386.deb 
   mfc8910dwcupswrapper-3.0.0-1.i386.deb 
   brscan4-0.4.3-1.amd64.deb 
   brscan-skey-0.2.4-1.amd64.deb 
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OK? [y/N] -> 

Since this is the correct printer, respond with a 'y'.

Do you agree? [Y/n] -> 

Type 'y' to agree to the license.

Do you agree? [Y/n] -> 

Type 'y' to agree to the second license. Now you will see it starting to install many 
packages.

Will you specify the Device URI? [Y/n] -> 

Type 'y' to specify the method for connecting to the printer.

0: lpd 
1: https 
2: ipp 
3: http 
4: smb 
5: socket 
6: ipp14 
7: hp 
8: serial:/dev/ttyS0?baud=115200 
9: ipps 
10: hpfax 
11 (I): Specify IP address. 
12 (A): Auto. (usb://dev/usblp0) 

select the number of destination Device URI. -> 

If you know the IP address, select '11' to specify the IP address. If the IP address is valid, 
you should now be able to print.

Installing scikit-bio

On Ubuntu 14.04 64-bit, you can start by installing the following packages:
sudo apt-get install python-numpy
sudo apt-get install python-matplotlib
sudo apt-get install python-scipy
sudo apt-get install python-pandas
sudo apt-get install libfreetype6-dev (new requirement?)
sudo apt-get install python-pip

The last package installs the python-pip package that allows installation of python packages 
related to math and science.  Once this has been installed, you can install scikit-bio by entering this 
command:
sudo pip install scikit-bio
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The latest version of future breaks the scikit-bio package.  To fix this, perform the following steps:

sudo pip uninstall future
sudo pip install future==0.13.1

You will need to respond 'Y' on the first step.
Update:  As of at least 1/17/2015, the future package has been fixed.  So, you don't have to 

uninstall future and install the old version.
Update:  As of 9/9/2015, needed to do this:

sudo pip uninstall scikit-bio
sudo pip install scikit-bio==0.2.3

to fix ImportError involving FileCache, lockfile

Using scikit-bio

Documentation for using scikit-bio can be found at http://scikit-bio.org/latest/index.html.  At the 
time of making this handout, the latest version is 0.2.0.  In particular, the API Reference is for the 
skbio.alignment package.

Installing Adobe software

Install Adobe Flash

Go to Applications => Ubuntu Software Center. When this opens, go to Edit => Software 
Sources. Click on the Other Software tab. Check the two boxes that start with Canonical 
Partners. Then, click on Close. Go to a terminal (CTRL-ALT-T) and enter the following 
commands:

sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install adobe-flashplugin

Install Adobe Acrobat reader

Adobe does not support Linux very well. Although the evince program can view PDF 
files, you may want to install the Adobe Acrobat reader. This means you have to install and old 
32-bit version.

1. Open a browser and go to the following url to download the .deb file for Adobe Reader 9.5.5-
1.

http://ardownload.adobe.com/pub/adobe/reader/unix/9.x/9.5.5/enu/AdbeRdr9.5.5-
1_i386linux_enu.deb

2. Download the file to an easy place to remember. In this example, the file is downloaded to the 
Desktop. Open a terminal and run the following commands:
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http://ardownload.adobe.com/pub/adobe/reader/unix/9.x/9.5.5/enu/AdbeRdr9.5.5-1_i386linux_enu.deb
http://ardownload.adobe.com/pub/adobe/reader/unix/9.x/9.5.5/enu/AdbeRdr9.5.5-1_i386linux_enu.deb


cd ~/Desktop
sudo dpkg -i AdbeRdr9.5.5-1_i386linux_enu.deb

3. The installation will fail. This is due to some dependency problems from using a 64-bit 
version of Ubuntu instead of the 32-bit version. Enter the following command into the 
terminal.

sudo apt-get -f install

4. Type 'Y' to install additional packages when prompted.

5. Enter the following command to install a few more packages that are necessary. This 
command used the continuation(\) operator in order to type the long command using several
lines.

sudo apt-get install install libnss3-1d:i386 libnspr4-0d:i386 \ 
lib32nss
-mdns libxml2:i386 libxslt1.1:i386 libstdc++6:i386

Further considerations

Although you can do many file management operations just like you do in Windows by 
going to the Places menu (next to Applications) and clicking on folders, you probably want to 
learn some basic Linux command line commands. A good tutorial to start with is at https://www-
uxsup.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/doc/suse/suse9.0/userguide-9.0/ch24s04.html

This has much more than you need, but it has some good things to try. If you Google 
“basic linux commands”, you will find a lot more pages that go into the basic Linux commands 
and more.

Appendix C - Background behind GUI interface setup and 
extractRegions.py

Creating a GUI program to extract regions for comparisons

This program is used to obtain the regions for comparison for both the Waterman-Eggert 
alignment and the Smith-Waterman alignment. The reason for creating a GUI (graphical user 
interface) version of such a program is to make it easier for the user to input the required 
information to run the program. In addition, the GUI program will provide an option for saving 
this configuration information in a file. This file, saved in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) 
format, can be used to rerun the results and can be used as a record of how those results were 
obtained.

Using Tabs

It is often useful to create a program that has more than one tab if the program has distinct parts 
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and the parts have a preferred order of operation. If a program consists of two parts, then the first 
tab can be the first part of the program and the second tab can be the second part of the program. 
The main class used in creating tabs is the QtGui.QTabWidget class.

Creating the User Interface

The first version of this GUI program will be used to create the user interface. This will involve 
creating a main window and adding tabs to that main window. The QtGui.QTabWidget class is 
the class used to add the tabs.  The QTabWidget class is a container widget. Once a QTabWidget 
object is created, you can call its addTab() function to add tabs. The addTab() function takes a 
widget as its argument, and a simple choice for this widget would be a QtGui.QWidget object.

To start the program, the main window is created:

from PySide import QtCore, QtGui 
import sys 

class ExtractRegions(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Extract Regions program") 
        self.show() 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
extr_reg = ExtractRegions() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

Line 1 imports the QtCore and QtGui modules from the PySide framework.  These are 
the two important modules that are used to create GUI programs using python-pyside. Line 2 
imports the sys module that Python uses to interact with the operating system.

Lines 4-9 define the ExtractRegions class. Line 4 is the class declaration header that 
shows that the ExtractRegions class inherits from the QtGui.QMainWindow class. Any GUI 
program that is written using PySide, will use a class that inherits from QMainWindow. Lines 5-
9 define the constructor for the ExtractRegions class. The constructor is a special function that is 
called to create an object of the class. Line 12 calls this constructor to create the ExtractRegions 
object used for the application.

When a Python class inherits from another class, the first line in the constructor should 
call the constructor from the parent class. (The parent class is the class that is being inherited 
from.) This is what line 6 does. Line 7 will make it so that the main window will have its top left 
corner at 50 pixels from the left and 50 pixels below the top. The window will have a width of 
700 pixels and a height of 300 pixels. Line 8 will place “Extract Regions program” in the title bar
of the main window. Finally, line 9 will cause the main window to be shown.
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Line 11 constructs a QtGui.QApplication object called app. Line 12 constructs the 
ExtractRegions object. Finally, line 13 launches the application using app.exec_() so that closing 
the window will also end the application.

Running the application would produce the following screen shot (Figure 27):

Adding tabs

Two tabs will be created by adding a QtGui.QTabWidget to the main window. Then, the addTab()
function will be used to add in the tabs:

from PySide import QtCore, QtGui 
import sys 

class ExtractRegions(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Extract Regions program") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
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Figure 43 - Screen shot of GUI program to extract regions.
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        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
extr_reg = ExtractRegions() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

The new lines, shown in bold, are line 7 and lines 12-18. Line 7 calls the self.initUI() 
function that is defined on lines 12-18. The self means to call the initUI() function defined inside 
this class.

Lines 12-18 define the initUI() function for this class. This function is used to initialize 
the user interface (UI) for the main window. Line 13 constructs a QTabWidget object named 
self.tabWidget. Prefacing the name with self, makes this a class instance variable. That will make
this variable accessible to all class functions within the ExtractRegions class that have self as a 
parameter. This will be important later when the program needs to know which tab is active.

Line 14 sets the QTabWidget object as the central widget for the main window. Lines 15 
and 16 create QtGui.QWidget objects. These objects will be used to create each tab. Line 17 uses
the addTab() function to create a tab that contains the tab1 QWidget and has a title of 
“Configure”. Likewise, line 18 creates a tab the contains the tab2 QWidget with a title of “Run”.

The following screen shot (Figure 28) shows the new version of the program with the 
tabs added.
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Figure 44 - Screen shot showing program with tabs added.
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Adding a QGridLayout on “Configure” tab

The next step involves creating a QtGui.QGridLayout for the “Configure” tab. This allows 
widgets to be added to the layout in a row, column fashion. The QGridLayout object must be 
created first. Then, the QWidget object, tab1, can set its layout to the QGridLayout object.

from PySide import QtCore, QtGui 
import sys 

class ExtractRegions(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Extract Regions program") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
        self.tab1layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1layout) 
        geneLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Genes w/TSS file") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(geneLabel,0,0)
        self.geneFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.geneFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileButton,0,2) 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
extr_reg = ExtractRegions() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

The new lines, shown in bold, are lines 19-26.  Line 19 creates a QGridLayout object 
named self.tab1layout. Line 20 sets that object to be the layout for the tab1 QWidget. Line 21 
creates a QLabel, “Genes w/TSS file”, and line 22 adds this to the QGridLayout in position (0,0).
Line 23 creates a QLineEdit object named self.geneFileEdit. This object is the text box used to 
enter the name of the genes with TSS values filename.  Line 24 adds that text box in position 
(0,1). Line 25 creates a QPushButton named self.geneFileButton. This button will later be 
connected to a function that allows the user to browse for that genes file's filename. Line 26 adds 
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this button in position (0,2).

The following screen shot (Figure 29)shows the widgets added in using the QGridLayout:

Next, we add the additional rows needed to gather all the configuration information.

from PySide import QtCore, QtGui 
import sys 

class ExtractRegions(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Extract Regions program") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
        self.tab1layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1layout) 
        geneLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Genes w/TSS file") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(geneLabel,0,0) 
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        self.geneFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.geneFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileButton,0,2) 
        upstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Upstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(upstreamLabel,1,0) 
        self.upstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.upstreamEdit,1,1) 
        downstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Downstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(downstreamLabel,2,0) 
        self.downstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.downstreamEdit,2,1) 
        outLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Output range filename") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(outLabel,3,0) 
        self.rangeFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileEdit,3,1) 
        self.rangeFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileButton,3,2) 
        self.saveCfgBtn = QtGui.QPushButton("Save configuration") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.saveCfgBtn,4,0) 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
extr_reg = ExtractRegions() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

The new lines, shown in bold, are lines 27-42. Lines 27-40 just add the additional rows 
needed for the configuration information.  Lines 41 and 42 add in a button that will eventually 
allow the configuration information to be saved to a JSON file. At this point, none of the buttons 
have been associated with handling functions. Those handling functions will define the action 
that takes place when a button is clicked.

Handling the browse buttons

The first “Browse” button, self.geneFileButton, needs to have a handling function associated 
with it. The following changes will add such a function.

from PySide import QtCore, QtGui 
import sys 

class ExtractRegions(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Extract Regions program") 
        self.show() 
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    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
        self.tab1layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1layout) 
        geneLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Genes w/TSS file") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(geneLabel,0,0) 
        self.geneFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.geneFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileButton,0,2) 
        upstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Upstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(upstreamLabel,1,0) 
        self.upstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.upstreamEdit,1,1) 
        downstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Downstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(downstreamLabel,2,0) 
        self.downstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.downstreamEdit,2,1) 
        outLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Output range filename") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(outLabel,3,0) 
        self.rangeFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileEdit,3,1) 
        self.rangeFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileButton,3,2) 
        self.saveCfgBtn = QtGui.QPushButton("Save configuration") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.saveCfgBtn,4,0) 
        self.geneFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleGeneFilename) 
        
    def handleGeneFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.geneFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
extr_reg = ExtractRegions() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

The new lines, shown in bold, are lines 43-44 and lines 46-52.  Lines 43-44 set it so that 
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the self.handleGeneFilename function, defined on lines 46-52, is called when that button is 
clicked.

Lines 46-52 define the class function handleGeneFilename(). Lines 47-48 cause an open 
file dialog box to be displayed. The getOpenFileName() function returns a tuple with two 
elements. Since we are only interested in the first element, the filename, we just get the element 
at index 0.

Line 49 checks to see if the filename returned is not an empty string. If the user hits 
Cancel or does not select a file, the filename would be an empty string. If the filename is not an 
empty string, the user has selected a file. The filename returned is the absolute path to the 
filename the user selected. Lines 50-51 obtain the relative path to that file and on line 52 the text 
box, self.geneFileEdit, has its text set to this relative path.

The relative path to the file is all that is needed for the program to run. In addition, 
saving the relative path to the configuration file would allow that file to be used on another 
computer as long as the files are arranged with the same folder structure. This makes it easier to 
move the programs around from one computer to another. However, if the folder structure is 
changed, by moving to another computer for example, the files should just be “browsed” for 
again to get the correct relative paths.

Handling the rangeFileButton

Next, we can create a function to handle when the user click on the self.rangeFileButton. This 
button will be used to set the name of the output file, so we need to use the getSaveFileName() 
function instead of the getOpenFileName() function of the QFileDialog class.

from PySide import QtCore, QtGui 
import sys 

class ExtractRegions(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Extract Regions program") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
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        self.tab1layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1layout) 
        geneLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Genes w/TSS file") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(geneLabel,0,0) 
        self.geneFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.geneFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileButton,0,2) 
        upstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Upstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(upstreamLabel,1,0) 
        self.upstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.upstreamEdit,1,1) 
        downstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Downstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(downstreamLabel,2,0) 
        self.downstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.downstreamEdit,2,1) 
        outLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Output range filename") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(outLabel,3,0) 
        self.rangeFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileEdit,3,1) 
        self.rangeFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileButton,3,2) 
        self.saveCfgBtn = QtGui.QPushButton("Save configuration") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.saveCfgBtn,4,0) 
        self.geneFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleGeneFilename) 
        self.rangeFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleRangeFilename) 
        
    def handleGeneFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.geneFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleRangeFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.rangeFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
extr_reg = ExtractRegions() 
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sys.exit(app.exec_())

The new lines, shown in bold, are lines 45-46 and lines 56-62. Lines 45-46 set it so that 
the handleRangeFilename() class function defined on lines 56-62 is called when the 
self.rangeFileButton is clicked.

Lines 56-62 define the handleRangeFilename() class function. This function lets the user 
set the name of the output file that will contain the ranges of the DNA sequence to be used for 
alignment purposes. The main difference between this function and the handleGeneFilename() 
function is that the handleRangeFilename() function uses the getSaveFileName() function, on 
line 57, instead of the getOpenFileName() function.

Handling the saveCfgButton

The self.saveCfgButton is used to save the configuration information in a JSON file. 

from PySide import QtCore, QtGui 
import sys 

class ExtractRegions(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Extract Regions program") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
        self.tab1layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1layout) 
        geneLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Genes w/TSS file") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(geneLabel,0,0) 
        self.geneFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.geneFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileButton,0,2) 
        upstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Upstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(upstreamLabel,1,0) 
        self.upstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.upstreamEdit,1,1) 
        downstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Downstream distance") 
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        self.tab1layout.addWidget(downstreamLabel,2,0) 
        self.downstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.downstreamEdit,2,1) 
        outLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Output range filename") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(outLabel,3,0) 
        self.rangeFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileEdit,3,1) 
        self.rangeFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileButton,3,2) 
        self.saveCfgBtn = QtGui.QPushButton("Save configuration") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.saveCfgBtn,4,0) 
        self.geneFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleGeneFilename) 
        self.rangeFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleRangeFilename) 
        self.saveCfgBtn.clicked.connect(self.handleSaveConfig) 
        
    def handleGeneFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.geneFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleRangeFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.rangeFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleSaveConfig(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Save configuration",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            outfile = open(filename,"w") 
            outfile.write('{\n') 
            outfile.write('  "input_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.geneFileEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "upstream_dist" : ') 
            outfile.write(self.upstreamEdit.text() + ',\n') 
            outfile.write('  "downstream_dist" : ') 
            outfile.write(self.downstreamEdit.text() + ',\n') 
            outfile.write('  "output_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.rangeFileEdit.text() + '"\n') 
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            outfile.write('}') 
            outfile.close() 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
extr_reg = ExtractRegions() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

The new lines, shown in bold, are line 47 and lines 65-80. Line 47 sets the 
handleSaveConfig() class function, defined on lines 65-80, to be called when the self.saveCfgBtn
button is clicked.

Lines 65-80 define the handleSaveConfig() class function. Lines 66-67 open the save file 
dialog box and return the filename the user has selected. Line 68 checks if the user has actually 
selected a file. If a file has been selected, lines 69-80 write the configuration information in 
JSON format to that file.

Adding a button to “Run” tab

The “Configure” tab's user interface is complete. The “Run” tab should have a button that will 
cause the extractRegions.py program to run. This is the code to add such a button.

from PySide import QtCore, QtGui 
import sys 

class ExtractRegions(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Extract Regions program") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
        self.tab1layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1layout) 
        geneLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Genes w/TSS file") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(geneLabel,0,0) 
        self.geneFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.geneFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileButton,0,2) 
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        upstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Upstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(upstreamLabel,1,0) 
        self.upstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.upstreamEdit,1,1) 
        downstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Downstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(downstreamLabel,2,0) 
        self.downstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.downstreamEdit,2,1) 
        outLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Output range filename") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(outLabel,3,0) 
        self.rangeFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileEdit,3,1) 
        self.rangeFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileButton,3,2) 
        self.saveCfgBtn = QtGui.QPushButton("Save configuration") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.saveCfgBtn,4,0) 
        self.geneFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleGeneFilename) 
        self.rangeFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleRangeFilename) 
        self.saveCfgBtn.clicked.connect(self.handleSaveConfig) 
        self.runButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Extract Regions") 
        self.tab2layout = QtGui.QHBoxLayout() 
        tab2.setLayout(self.tab2layout) 
        self.tab2layout.addWidget(self.runButton) 
        
        
    def handleGeneFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.geneFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleRangeFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.rangeFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleSaveConfig(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Save configuration",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
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            outfile = open(filename,"w") 
            outfile.write('{\n') 
            outfile.write('  "input_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.geneFileEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "upstream_dist" : ') 
            outfile.write(self.upstreamEdit.text() + ',\n') 
            outfile.write('  "downstream_dist" : ') 
            outfile.write(self.downstreamEdit.text() + ',\n') 
            outfile.write('  "output_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.rangeFileEdit.text() + '"\n') 
            outfile.write('}') 
            outfile.close() 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
extr_reg = ExtractRegions() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

The new lines, shown in bold, are lines 48-51. Line 48 creates a button called 
self.runButton. Line 49 creates a QHBoxLayout that is set to the layout for tab2 on line 50. This 
type of layout will cause the added widgets to be laid out horizontally from left to right. In this 
case, since only one widget is being added the layout is not too important. Line 51 adds the 
button to the layout.

The following screen shot (Figure 30) shows the newly added button on the “Run” tab:
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Adding a handling function to the “Extract Regions” button

Next, a function for handling the event that the “Extract Regions” button is clicked is added. At 
first, this function will only test the program logic.

from PySide import QtCore, QtGui 
import sys 

class ExtractRegions(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Extract Regions program") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
        self.tab1layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1layout) 
        geneLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Genes w/TSS file") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(geneLabel,0,0) 
        self.geneFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileEdit,0,1) 
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        self.geneFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileButton,0,2) 
        upstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Upstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(upstreamLabel,1,0) 
        self.upstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.upstreamEdit,1,1) 
        downstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Downstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(downstreamLabel,2,0) 
        self.downstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.downstreamEdit,2,1) 
        outLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Output range filename") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(outLabel,3,0) 
        self.rangeFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileEdit,3,1) 
        self.rangeFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileButton,3,2) 
        self.saveCfgBtn = QtGui.QPushButton("Save configuration") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.saveCfgBtn,4,0) 
        self.geneFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleGeneFilename) 
        self.rangeFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleRangeFilename) 
        self.saveCfgBtn.clicked.connect(self.handleSaveConfig) 
        self.runButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Extract Regions") 
        self.runButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleExtractButton) 
        self.tab2layout = QtGui.QHBoxLayout() 
        tab2.setLayout(self.tab2layout) 
        self.tab2layout.addWidget(self.runButton) 
        
    def handleExtractButton(self): 
        geneFilename = self.geneFileEdit.text().strip() 
        upstreamDist = self.upstreamEdit.text().strip() 
        downstreamDist = self.downstreamEdit.text().strip() 
        rangeFilename = self.rangeFileEdit.text().strip() 
        if (geneFilename == "" or upstreamDist == "" or 
            downstreamDist == "" or rangeFilename == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText( 
                """Missing configuration values, 
go back to "Configure" tab and fix.""") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        else: 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText( 
                geneFilename + "\n" + 
                upstreamDist + "\n" + 
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                downstreamDist + "\n" + 
                rangeFilename) 
            msgBox.exec_() 
    
    def handleGeneFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.geneFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleRangeFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.rangeFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleSaveConfig(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Save configuration",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            outfile = open(filename,"w") 
            outfile.write('{\n') 
            outfile.write('  "input_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.geneFileEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "upstream_dist" : ') 
            outfile.write(self.upstreamEdit.text() + ',\n') 
            outfile.write('  "downstream_dist" : ') 
            outfile.write(self.downstreamEdit.text() + ',\n') 
            outfile.write('  "output_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.rangeFileEdit.text() + '"\n') 
            outfile.write('}') 
            outfile.close() 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
extr_reg = ExtractRegions() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

The new lines, shown in bold, are lines 49-50 and lines 55-74. Lines 49-50 set the 
handleExtractButton() class function to be called when self.runButton is clicked.

Lines 55-74 define the handleExtractButton() class function. Lines 56-59 just store the 
values from the four text boxes.  Lines 60-66 handle the case that one of the text boxes is empty. 
In that case, a message box directing the user to go back to the “Configure” tab to fix this will be 
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displayed. Lines 64-65 use a triple-quoted string that can be defined over more than one line.

Lines 67-74 are used to handle the case where the user has entries for all four text boxes. 
At this point, the program just displays the values from each of the four text boxes.

Calling the extractRegions.py programs

The following program, “extractRegions.py” is the actual program that creates a file that has the 
upstream/downstream ranges used to extract subsequences from the full DNA sequence.

import sys 
import json 
try: 
    seq_filename = sys.argv[1] 
    up = int(sys.argv[2]) 
    down = int(sys.argv[3]) 
    outfilename = sys.argv[4] 
except IndexError: 
    infilename = raw_input("Enter name of JSON configuration file: ") 
    infilename = sys.argv[1] 
    contents = open(infilename,"r").read() 
    config_d = json.loads(contents) 
    seq_filename = config_d["input_file"] 
    up = config_d["upstream_dist"] 
    down = config_d["downstream_dist"] 
    outfilename = config_d["output_file"] 
infile = open(seq_filename,"r") 
lines = infile.readlines() 
infile.close() 
headerLine = lines[3] 
headers = headerLine.strip().split("\t") 
outfile = open(outfilename,"w") 
outfile.write('upstream\tdownstream\n') 
outfile.write(str(up) + '\t' + str(down) + '\n') 
outfile.write('\n') 
outfile.write('anno2\tstart\tend\tdtss\tstrand\tsource\n') 
for i in range(4, len(lines)): 
    tokens = lines[i].strip().split("\t") 
    tss = tokens[headers.index("tss")] 
    tss = int(tss) 
    strand = tokens[headers.index("strand")] 
    tss_class = tokens[headers.index("tss_class")] 
    anno2 = tokens[headers.index("anno2")] 
    source = tokens[headers.index("Source")] 
    if (strand.strip().lower() == "fwd"): 
        start = tss - up 
        start = start - 1 
        if (start < 0): 
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            start = 0 
        end = tss + down 
        dtss = up 
        
    elif (strand.strip().lower() == "rev"): 
        start = tss - 1 
        end = start + int(up) + 1 
        dtss = up 
    outfile.write(anno2 + '\t' + str(start) + '\t') 
    outfile.write(str(end) + '\t' + str(dtss) + '\t') 
    outfile.write(strand + '\t' + source + '\n') 
outfile.close()

Line 1 imports the sys module. This allows the program to interact with the operating 
system to do things like obtaining parameters from the command line. Line 2 imports the json 
module to allow reading in JSON files.

Lines 3-16 from a try-except block. This is the type of programming construct that allows
dealing with runtime exceptions that would normally cause the program to stop running. In this 
case, the try block on lines 3-7 attempt to read in the needed values as parameters on the 
command line. If that process fails, the except block on lines 8 will as the user to enter the name 
of a JSON file that contains the needed parameters.

In either case, by the time line 17 is executed, the necessary parameters will have been 
read in to the program. Lines 17-19 read in all the lines from the file containing the gene with 
TSS (transcription start site) information and stores these lines in the list called lines. Lines 20-
21reads the fourth line (index starts at 0) from lines and creates a list called headers that stores 
the column headings from the genes file. The headers list will be used to help refer to the proper 
column from the file when reading in the values for the transcription start site location (tss), the 
type of DNA strand (strand), the gene id (anno2), and the type of gene (source).

Line 22 opens up the output file for writing. Lines 23-25 write some information to a 
header region that would state the upstream and downstream distances used for this extraction. 
Line 26 writes column headings for the rest of the data that will be written to the file.

Lines 27-43 define a for loop that will write the data for each line from lines to the output
file. Line 28 breaks apart each line using a tab delimiter so that the individual pieces on each line 
can be accessed. Line 29 uses the headers list's index function to obtain the correct index for the 
tss location. Line 30 converts that value into an integer. Lines 31-34 do similar things for 
obtaining the strand, tss_class, gene id (anno2) and gene type (source). Those variables do not 
need be converted as they are supposed to be strings. Lines 35-36 and starts the calculation of the
start location (for a forward strand gene)by subtracting the upstream value from the tss location. 
Line 37 adjusts this by one because Python indices starts at zero, but data from the input file 
assumes the first position has an index of one. Lines 38-39 will adjust the start location in case 
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the upstream amount would result in a value that is negative. Line 40 calculates the end location. 
Line 41 calculates the dtss (distance to the transcription start site) for each of the ranges. The dtss
value denotes the distance  from the beginning of the subsequence to the transcription start site. 
This value will be a negative value for any subsequence that is upstream of the transcription start 
site. Lines 43-46 handle the cases where the gene is on the reverse strand. Lines 47-49 write the 
information (anno2, range start, range end, distance to tss, strand, source) to the output file. Line 
50 closes the output file. Information like the gene function, gene category, and tss class were not
recorded in the database because this is extra information that could slow down inserting the data
into the database and increases the size of the database. The amount of data is already so large 
that if the records includes extra data than is necessary, the computer may also run out of 
memory. Matching up significant alignments with their functions and categories will be handled 
by another set of programs.

Subprocesses

The “extractRegions.py” file can be run as a subprocess to the GUI program. This makes it so 
that the code from “extractRegions.py” does not have to be duplicated in the GUI program. At 
the same time, having a command line program like “extractRegions.py” is a good way to 
develop such a program as that can be done without using a GUI front end. In addition, running 
the command line program runs more quickly as a command line program because the GUI 
program has overhead associated with it running. So, a command line version is useful to have 
for computer users that are comfortable running programs in a terminal.

Python has a subprocess module that allows running Python programs from within other 
Python programs. However, a subprocess in a GUI program should run in a separate thread 
(process) from the GUI program itself. This will allow the GUI front end to display the progress 
of a long running subprocess.

The “extractRegions.py” process actually does not take long to run, but that process will 
be placed inside a “worker” thread to run separately from the GUI thread. This will demonstrate 
how such a programming pattern can be used for subprocesses that take a longer time.

Creating a “worker” class

To implement a “worker” thread (a process independent of the GUI front end process), we create 
what is called a “worker” class. Here is the code for a “worker” class that runs 
“extractRegions.py” as a subprocess.

from PySide import QtCore 
import subprocess 

class ExtractRegionsWorker(QtCore.QThread): 
    updateProgress = QtCore.Signal(str) 
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    def __init__(self, gene_fn, up_dist, down_dist, 
        out_fn): 
        QtCore.QThread.__init__(self) 
        self.geneFilename = gene_fn 
        self.upstream_dist = up_dist 
        self.downstream_dist = down_dist 
        self.outFilename = out_fn 
        
    def run(self): 
        p = subprocess.Popen(["python","extractRegions.py", 
            self.geneFilename, str(self.upstream_dist), 
            str(self.downstream_dist),self.outFilename], 
            stdout = subprocess.PIPE,) 
        p.wait() 
        if (p.returncode == 0): 
            self.updateProgress.emit("Finished") 
        else: 
            self.updateProgress.emit("Error occurred")

Line 1 imports the QtCore module from the PySide framework. This module is needed to 
create the separate thread (process) and allow that thread to communicate with its calling 
program. Line 2 imports the subprocess module. The subprocess module is needed to run the 
“extractRegions.py” program as a subprocess.

Lines 4-24 define the ExtractRegionsWorker class. On line 4, the ExtractRegionsWorker 
class is defined to inherit from the QtCore.QThread class. This is necessary for 
ExtractRegionsWorker to run as a separate thread. Line 5 defines the updateProgress signal. This 
signal will be how the worker thread will pass values up to the calling program. Lines 7-13 
define the constructor for the ExtractRegionsWorker class. Note on line 9 that the constructor 
from the parent class (QThread) is called. For any Python class that inherits from another class, 
the first line in the constructor should call the constructor from the parent class. Lines 10-13 just 
store the passed parameters in the instance variables for the class. Those instance variables can be
accessed in any class function that has access to self.

Lines 15-24 define the run() function. This is the function that will be called when the 
calling program calls start() on an ExtractRegionsWorker object. Line 16-19 start the subprocess 
that runs “extractRegions.py”. The “extractRegions.py” program must be passed the parameters 
for the genes filename, the upstream distance, the downstream distance and the output file. The 
basic syntax for using subprocess.Popen() to call a Python program is as follows:

p = subprocess.Popen([“python”,”python_prog.py”,arg1,arg2, ..])

where “python_prog.py” is the name of the Python program to be run and arg1, arg2, etc. 
are arguments to be passed on the command line.

In this case, on line 19, the variable stdout is set to the subprocess.PIPE. That would be 
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needed if the subprocess is going to print anything to the terminal that needs to eventually be 
passed up to the worker thread.

Line 20 will wait for the subprocess to terminate. Then, the returncode will be set and 
returned for use on line 21. Line 21 checks if the returncode is zero. A returncode of zero means 
the process has terminated normally. If that is the case, the updateProgress signal will emit the 
string “Finished” up to the calling process (the GUI program). Otherwise, lines 23 and 24 will 
cause the string “Error occurred” to be passed (emitted) to the GUI program.

Changing the GUI program to use the “worker” thread

Now, the GUI program can be modified to make use of this “worker” class:

from PySide import QtCore, QtGui 
from extract_regions_worker import ExtractRegionsWorker 
import sys 
import json 

class ExtractRegions(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Extract Regions program") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
        self.tab1layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1layout) 
        geneLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Genes w/TSS file") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(geneLabel,0,0) 
        self.geneFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.geneFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileButton,0,2) 
        upstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Upstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(upstreamLabel,1,0) 
        self.upstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.upstreamEdit,1,1) 
        downstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Downstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(downstreamLabel,2,0) 
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        self.downstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.downstreamEdit,2,1) 
        outLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Output range filename") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(outLabel,3,0) 
        self.rangeFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileEdit,3,1) 
        self.rangeFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileButton,3,2) 
        self.saveCfgBtn = QtGui.QPushButton("Save configuration") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.saveCfgBtn,4,0) 
        self.geneFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleGeneFilename) 
        self.rangeFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleRangeFilename) 
        self.saveCfgBtn.clicked.connect(self.handleSaveConfig) 
        self.runButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Extract Regions") 
        self.runButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleExtractButton) 
        self.tab2layout = QtGui.QHBoxLayout() 
        tab2.setLayout(self.tab2layout) 
        self.tab2layout.addWidget(self.runButton) 
        
    def handleExtractButton(self): 
        geneFilename = self.geneFileEdit.text().strip() 
        upstreamDist = self.upstreamEdit.text().strip() 
        downstreamDist = self.downstreamEdit.text().strip() 
        rangeFilename = self.rangeFileEdit.text().strip() 
        if (geneFilename == "" or upstreamDist == "" or 
            downstreamDist == "" or rangeFilename == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText( 
                """Missing configuration values, 
go back to "Configure" tab and fix.""") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        else: 
            self.extract_process = ExtractRegionsWorker( 
                geneFilename, upstreamDist, 
                downstreamDist, rangeFilename) 
            self.extract_process.start() 
            self.extract_process.updateProgress.connect( 
                self.showProgress) 
    
    def showProgress(self,progress): 
        if (progress.strip() == "Finished"): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("Range file created.\n" + 
                'If you have not yet saved the configuration,\n' + 
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                'you may want save it for future use.') 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        else: 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("Error occurred.\n" + 
                'Check the configuration parameters and rerun.') 
            msgBox.exec_() 
    
    def handleGeneFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.geneFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleRangeFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.rangeFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 

    def handleSaveConfig(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Save configuration",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            outfile = open(filename,"w") 
            outfile.write('{\n') 
            outfile.write('  "input_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.geneFileEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "upstream_dist" : ') 
            outfile.write(self.upstreamEdit.text() + ',\n') 
            outfile.write('  "downstream_dist" : ') 
            outfile.write(self.downstreamEdit.text() + ',\n') 
            outfile.write('  "output_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.rangeFileEdit.text() + '"\n') 
            outfile.write('}') 
            outfile.close() 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
extr_reg = ExtractRegions() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

The new lines, shown in bold, are lines 70-75 and lines 77-88. Lines 70-72 constructs an 
ExtractRegionsWorker object named self.extract_process. Line 72 starts the worker process. 
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Note that this will cause the run() function in ExtractRegionsWorker to execute. Lines 74-75 
connect the updateProgress signal to the self.showProgress() class function.

Lines 77-88 define the showProgress() class function. This is the function that is called 
when the subprocess emits (sends) a signal message up to the GUI program. Lines 78-83 handle 
the case that the string “Finished” is passed up to the GUI program. Recall that this will be the 
case if the subprocess in the worker thread finishes normally. In that case, a message box stating 
that the range file was created and a reminder to save the configuration data is displayed.

Lines 84-88 handle the case that the returned string is not “Finished”. In this case, a 
message box stating that an error has occurred along with a note to check the configuration 
parameters and rerun is displayed.

Adding a menu to the GUI program

Since the program can save the configuration information in a JSON file, it is a good idea to 
modify the program so that it can open that file. This will allow the user to rerun a previous 
configuration. To do this, a menu can be added to the program to allow opening that 
configuration file:

from PySide import QtCore, QtGui 
from extract_regions_worker import ExtractRegionsWorker 
import sys 
import json 

class ExtractRegions(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.initMenu() 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Extract Regions program") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initMenu(self): 
        menubar = self.menuBar() 
        fileMenu = menubar.addMenu("File") 
        open = QtGui.QAction("Open JSON config file",self) 
        open.triggered.connect(self.handleOpenConfig) 
        fileMenu.addAction(open) 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
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        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
        self.tab1layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1layout) 
        geneLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Genes w/TSS file") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(geneLabel,0,0) 
        self.geneFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.geneFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileButton,0,2) 
        upstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Upstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(upstreamLabel,1,0) 
        self.upstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.upstreamEdit,1,1) 
        downstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Downstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(downstreamLabel,2,0) 
        self.downstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.downstreamEdit,2,1) 
        outLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Output range filename") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(outLabel,3,0) 
        self.rangeFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileEdit,3,1) 
        self.rangeFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileButton,3,2) 
        self.saveCfgBtn = QtGui.QPushButton("Save configuration") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.saveCfgBtn,4,0) 
        self.geneFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleGeneFilename) 
        self.rangeFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleRangeFilename) 
        self.saveCfgBtn.clicked.connect(self.handleSaveConfig) 
        self.runButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Extract Regions") 
        self.runButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleExtractButton) 
        self.tab2layout = QtGui.QHBoxLayout() 
        tab2.setLayout(self.tab2layout) 
        self.tab2layout.addWidget(self.runButton) 
        
    def handleExtractButton(self): 
        geneFilename = self.geneFileEdit.text().strip() 
        upstreamDist = self.upstreamEdit.text().strip() 
        downstreamDist = self.downstreamEdit.text().strip() 
        rangeFilename = self.rangeFileEdit.text().strip() 
        if (geneFilename == "" or upstreamDist == "" or 
            downstreamDist == "" or rangeFilename == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText( 
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                """Missing configuration values, 
go back to "Configure" tab and fix.""") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        else: 
            self.extract_process = ExtractRegionsWorker( 
                geneFilename, upstreamDist, 
                downstreamDist, rangeFilename) 
            self.extract_process.start() 
            self.extract_process.updateProgress.connect( 
                self.showProgress) 
     
    def showProgress(self,progress): 
        if (progress.strip() == "Finished"): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("Range file created.\n" + 
                'If you have not yet saved the configuration, \n' + 
                'you may want save it for future use.') 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        else: 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("Error occurred.\n" + 
                'Check the configuration parameters and rerun.') 
            msgBox.exec_() 
    
    def handleGeneFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.geneFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleRangeFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.rangeFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleOpenConfig(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Open configuration",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            cfg_d = json.loads(open(filename).read()) 
            self.geneFileEdit.setText(cfg_d["input_file"]) 
            self.upstreamEdit.setText(str(cfg_d["upstream_dist"])) 
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            self.downstreamEdit.setText(str(cfg_d["downstream_dist"]))
            self.rangeFileEdit.setText(cfg_d["output_file"]) 
            
    def handleSaveConfig(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Save configuration",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            outfile = open(filename,"w") 
            outfile.write('{\n') 
            outfile.write('  "input_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.geneFileEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "upstream_dist" : ') 
            outfile.write(self.upstreamEdit.text() + ',\n') 
            outfile.write('  "downstream_dist" : ') 
            outfile.write(self.downstreamEdit.text() + ',\n') 
            outfile.write('  "output_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.rangeFileEdit.text() + '"\n') 
            outfile.write('}') 
            outfile.close() 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
extr_reg = ExtractRegions() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

The new lines, shown in bold, are line 9, lines 15-20 and lines 114-122. Line 9 just calls 
the initMenu() class function that is defined on lines 15-20.

Lines 15-20 define the initMenu() class function. Line 16 creates a menu bar for the 
program and names it menubar. Line 17 adds a “File” menu to the menu bar. Line 18 creates a 
menu item (a QAction is used for menu items) that will display as “Open JSON config file” 
when the menu is shown. Line 19 will make it so that the handleOpenConfig() class function will
be called when the “open” menu item is selected. Line 20 adds the “open” menu item to the 
“File” menu.

Lines 114-122 define the handleOpenConfig() class function. Lines 115-116 use the 
getOpenFileName() function of the QFileDialog class to display a file dialog box that returns the 
user selected filename. If the user selects a filename, the if statement defined on lines 117-122 is 
executed. Line 118 will read the configuration file into a Python dictionary named cfg_d. That 
dictionary's values are read using the key names, and placed into the corresponding text boxes for
the parameters on lines 119-122.

The program can now open any previously saved configuration to create/recreate the 
output range file. Combined with the ability to save a configuration, the program can create a 
number of output range files without having to be rerun.
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Adding save and quit to the menu

To make a more complete menu, the ability to save the configuration file and quit the program 
can be added to the program:

from PySide import QtCore, QtGui 
from extract_regions_worker import ExtractRegionsWorker 
import sys 
import json 

class ExtractRegions(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.initMenu() 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Extract Regions program") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initMenu(self): 
        menubar = self.menuBar() 
        fileMenu = menubar.addMenu("File") 
        open = QtGui.QAction("Open JSON config file",self) 
        open.triggered.connect(self.handleOpenConfig) 
        fileMenu.addAction(open) 
        save = QtGui.QAction("Save JSON config file",self) 
        quit = QtGui.QAction("Quit",self) 
        save.triggered.connect(self.handleSaveConfig) 
        quit.triggered.connect(self.close) 
        fileMenu.addAction(save) 
        fileMenu.addAction(quit) 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
        self.tab1layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1layout) 
        geneLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Genes w/TSS file") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(geneLabel,0,0) 
        self.geneFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.geneFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.geneFileButton,0,2) 
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        upstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Upstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(upstreamLabel,1,0) 
        self.upstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.upstreamEdit,1,1) 
        downstreamLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Downstream distance") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(downstreamLabel,2,0) 
        self.downstreamEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.downstreamEdit,2,1) 
        outLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Output range filename") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(outLabel,3,0) 
        self.rangeFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileEdit,3,1) 
        self.rangeFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileButton,3,2) 
        self.saveCfgBtn = QtGui.QPushButton("Save configuration") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.saveCfgBtn,4,0) 
        self.geneFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleGeneFilename) 
        self.rangeFileButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleRangeFilename) 
        self.saveCfgBtn.clicked.connect(self.handleSaveConfig) 
        self.runButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Extract Regions") 
        self.runButton.clicked.connect( 
            self.handleExtractButton) 
        self.tab2layout = QtGui.QHBoxLayout() 
        tab2.setLayout(self.tab2layout) 
        self.tab2layout.addWidget(self.runButton) 
        
    def handleExtractButton(self): 
        geneFilename = self.geneFileEdit.text().strip() 
        upstreamDist = self.upstreamEdit.text().strip() 
        downstreamDist = self.downstreamEdit.text().strip() 
        rangeFilename = self.rangeFileEdit.text().strip() 
        if (geneFilename == "" or upstreamDist == "" or 
            downstreamDist == "" or rangeFilename == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText( 
                """Missing configuration values, 
go back to "Configure" tab and fix.""") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        else: 
            self.extract_process = ExtractRegionsWorker( 
                geneFilename, upstreamDist, 
                downstreamDist, rangeFilename) 
            self.extract_process.start() 
            self.extract_process.updateProgress.connect( 
                self.showProgress) 
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    def showProgress(self,progress): 
        if (progress.strip() == "Finished"): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("Range file created.\n" + 
                'If you have not yet saved the configuration, \n' + 
                'you may want save it for future use.') 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        else: 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("Error occurred.\n" + 
                'Check the configuration parameters and rerun.') 
            msgBox.exec_() 
    
    def handleGeneFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.geneFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleRangeFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Get genes filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.rangeFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleOpenConfig(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Open configuration",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            cfg_d = json.loads(open(filename).read()) 
            self.geneFileEdit.setText(cfg_d["input_file"]) 
            self.upstreamEdit.setText(str(cfg_d["upstream_dist"])) 
            self.downstreamEdit.setText(str(cfg_d["downstream_dist"]))
            self.rangeFileEdit.setText(cfg_d["output_file"]) 
            
    def handleSaveConfig(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Save configuration",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            outfile = open(filename,"w") 
            outfile.write('{\n') 
            outfile.write('  "input_file" : "') 
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            outfile.write(self.geneFileEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "upstream_dist" : ') 
            outfile.write(self.upstreamEdit.text() + ',\n') 
            outfile.write('  "downstream_dist" : ') 
            outfile.write(self.downstreamEdit.text() + ',\n') 
            outfile.write('  "output_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.rangeFileEdit.text() + '"\n') 
            outfile.write('}') 
            outfile.close() 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
extr_reg = ExtractRegions() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

The new lines, shown in bold, are lines 21-26. Line 21 creates a new menu item called 
save. Line 22 creates a new menu item called quit. Line 23 sets it so that the handleSaveConfig() 
class function, already defined on lines 130-145, is called if the save menu item is selected. Line 
24 sets it so that the close() function, inherited from QMainWindow gets called when the quit 
menu item is selected. This close() function will end the application. Finally, lines 25 and 26 add 
those new menu items to the “File” menu.

The following screen shot (Figure 31) shows the completed application with the user 
selecting the “Open JSON config file” menu item:

Appendix D - Background behind init.sql

The following script (init.sql) was written in Structured Query Language (SQL). This is the 
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language that is common to all relational database programs. This language is used specifically 
to interact and control a database.

-- init.sql 
drop table if exists sequences cascade; 

create table sequences ( 
 id serial, 
 query_id varchar(30), 
 target_id varchar(30), 
 score integer, 
 aligned_query text, 
 aligned_target text, 
 qdtss integer, 
 tdtss integer, 
 strand varchar(10), 
 primary key (id) 
);

Line 1 is the title of the program, init.sql. Line 2 allows for the zeroing out/resetting the 
database. Lines 4 -15 create the sequences table. This is the table that is used to store the 
alignments. Line 5 is the id field. This field is the primary key field for this table. No two records
can have the same value for id. Line 6 defines the query_id field, that is used to hold the anno2 
value for the query sequence. Varchar(30) sets the data type for that field to be a maximum of 30 
characters. Line 7 defines the target_id field, that is used to hold the anno2 value for the target 
sequence. The field data type was also set to a maximum of 30 characters. Line 8 is the score 
field. The score is stored as a integer because it has numerical value. Lines 9 and 10 are the 
aliqned_query and aligned_target sequence fields respectively. These sequences are stored as text
because they are comprised of characters rather than numbers. Text is unlimited in size so strings 
of any length may be stored in these fields. Lines 11 and 12 are the qdtss and tdtss fields. Qdtss 
stands for query distance from transcription start site. Tdtss stands for target distance from 
transcription start site. Both of these are stored as integers. Integers are positive and negative 
whole numbers. Line 13 defines the strand field which is given a data type varchar(10). In the 
database, the genes are defined as being on the forward (fwd) or reverse (rev) strand. Therefore, 
the strand field could be limited to ten characters.

Appendix E - Making the make_we_db command.py

As shown previously, the Waterman-Eggert database(s) were filled by running the 
make_we_db_new.py program from the command line. A separate GUI program 
(gui_make_we_command.py) created the command to run the make_we_db_new.py program. 
This gave the users the ease of accessibility that a GUI program offers to create the command, 
while keeping the actual computational process separate. By keeping these processes separate, 
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we can avoid taking up too much of the computer's memory while running the programs.

Simplified process behind make_we_db

Early on in the development process of the Waterman - Eggert package, it was determined that 
completing the many alignments for all of the genes in the genome, would use a significant 
amount of the computer's memory. With the original specifications of the Ubuntu Virtual 
Machine, performing the Waterman-Eggert alignments would cause the virtual machine to run 
out of RAM and freeze. To solve this problem and maintain efficiency while analyzing all of the 
genes in the genome, the collection of genes to be compared was divided into sections and the 
alignments were run in parallel using a technique called multiprocessing. If the central 
processing unit (CPU) of the computer has more than one core, then it is possible to use 
multiprocessing to divided the task among the cores. The computer that I use has a total of four 
cores and so the Waterman-Eggert alignment processes were divided into four parts.

I wrote a simplified version of the multiprocessing process used for the Waterman-Eggert 
alignments for this chapter to explain why and how it was accomplished. The output of this 
program shows how it takes care of all of the gene rows while doing multiprocessing. This 
program is also provided in the attached supplementary files and is entitled “multi_demo.py.”

import sys 
total_rows = int(sys.argv[1]) 
start_row = int(sys.argv[2]) 
end_row = int(sys.argv[3]) 
print "total_rows",total_rows 
print "start_row",start_row 
print "end_row",end_row

Line 1 imports the sys module so that commands can be entered via command line. Lines 
2 - 4 allow the total_rows, start_row,and end_row variables to be entered via command line 
following typing the main command to run the multi_demo.py program, “python 
multi_demo.py.” Lines 5 - 7 print the values of these variables to remind the user what values 
have been entered.

As an example, the total_rows (the total number of genes) will be given the value of 100. 
The start_row(the index of the first row containing gene information) will be given the value of 
0. The end_row (the index of the last row containing gene information) is calculated as 1 less 
than the total number of rows and therefore is given the value of 99.

end = total_rows - 1 
for i in range(start_row,end_row): 
    query = i 
    new_size = end_index - i 
    print "query",query, 
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    print "new_size",new_size, 
    target_start = query + 1 
    increment = new_size/4 
    print "increment",increment

Line 8 defines the end index variable as equivalent to the total_rows - 1. This is because 
the index of the first row was zero. Therefore, the index of the last row is one less than the total 
number of rows. Lines 9 - 16 define the first for loop in the program that defines how the data 
will be split up. In Line 9, the range method creates a list. Line 9 states that for the loop variable 
“i” in the range beginning with the start_row variable and ending with the end_row variable, that 
the following statements on lines 10 - 16 will be performed. Line 10 defines the new variable 
“query” is equivalent to the index “i.” Line 11 defines the new variable “new_size” as equivalent 
to the end_index - i. Line 14 defines the new variable “target_start” as query +1. This allows the 
target_start variable to be advanced every time a new query (aka. new index) is reached. In 
addition, every time a new index is reached, the value of new_size is recalculated. Line 15 
defines the new variable “increment” as the new_size/4.  The increment variable splits the 
new_size into four equivalent parts to be later handled by the four cores in the alignment process.

if (new_size > 11): 
            done = False 
            count = 1 
            while (not done): 
                range2 = start + increment - 1 
                print start, range2, increment 
                count += 1 
                start = start + increment

Lines 17 - 24 describe the if statement that handles cases where the new_size value is 
greater than 11. This if statement is used to set up the first iterations through the data that does 
the majority of the comparisons. Line 18 states that a boolean variable called “done” is initially 
set to False. Line 19 specifies a “count” variable which keeps track of the number of times the 
multiprocessing process has been run through. The while loop that will keep repeating as long as 
the data has not been finished being analyzed starts on Line 20. In line 21, the “range2” variable 
is defined. This keeps track of the ending row value for each range and is calculated as the start 
value plus the increment minus one. Line 23 advances the count forward by one row. In the 
original code for make_we_new.py, rather than printing the “start, range2, and increment variable
values, the multiprocessing processes are created using the Process object and specifying the 
target function as we_align_seqan (the method from run_we_align.py that performs the 
Waterman-Eggert alignments). The returning information was appended to a list called “p.” 
However, for ease of explanation and so users can understand how each of the if statements and 
while loops work, this multi_demo.py prints out the range information for each iteration through 
the program that is comparing genes. 

 if (start + increment - 1 > end): 
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                    print "----" 
                    done = True 
                    if (start <= end): 
                        print start, end, increment 
                    print ""

If the range2 value is greater than the end value (total number of rows - 1), then the code 
shows that the lines 26 - 30 will be performed. In theory, the user may think that this if statement 
alone would be sufficient in performing all of the Waterman-Eggert alignments for all of the 
genes. However, this is not the case as when the increment size gets smaller, the start and ending 
points need to get smaller.

elif (new_size > 6 and new_size <= 11): 
            done = False 
            count = 1 
            while (not done): 
                range2 = start + 2 
                print start, range2, increment 
                start = start + 3 
                count += 1 
                if (start + 2 > end): 
                    print "----" 
                    done = True 
                    if (start <= end): 
                        print start, end, increment 
                    print ""

Lines 31 - 44 handle the case where the new_size values are greater than 6 and less than 
or equal to 11. In this else if statement, the lines that are the important differences from the 
previous if statement are lines 35 and 37. In this else if statement, the range2 or end variable is 
calculated as the start value +2. The new start value is calculated as start + 3.

elif (new_size == 5 or new_size == 6): 
            done = False 
            count = 1 
            while (not done): 
                range2 = start + 1 
                print start, range2, increment 
                start = start + 2 
                count += 1 

Lines 45 - 52 handle the case where the new_size values are either 5 or 6. In this else if 
statement, the lines that are the important differences from the other statements are lines 49 and 
51. The range2 variable is calculated as start + 1. The new value of the start variable is calculated
as start + 2.
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 if (start + 1 > end): 
                    done = True 
                    if (start <= end): 
                        print start, end, increment 
                    print ""

Lines 53 - 57 handles the cases that are missed by the multiprocessing process. These 
cases are missed because their start and end values need to be calculated differently.

 else: 
            for j in range(start,end+1): 
                if (j < end): 
                     print j, j+1 
                else: 
                     print j,j 
            print ""

Lines 58 - 64 specify an else statement that handles the cases where the new_size is less 
than 5. This includes the cases where the increment becomes zero and would otherwise cause the 
while loop to run in an infinite loop.

The output of multi_demo.py can be found in test.txt. The following is an excerpt of this 
output.

1 24 24 
25 48 24 
49 72 24 
73 96 24 
---- 
97 99 24 

2 25 24 
26 49 24 
50 73 24 
74 97 24 
---- 
98 99 24

This excerpt shows the first two iterations through an imaginary dataset that has 100 
genes. The column values are the following (left to right): start, end, increment. Each iteration 
was split into four equal sets, one for each core of the CPU. In the first iteration, gene 1 (row 0) 
was compared to all of the other genes in the dataset. As the fourth increment covered 
comparisons only up until gene 1 vs gene 96, the last rows of genes (97 through 99) were 
analyzed and compared to gene 1 after the multiprocessing was completed. In the second 
iteration, gene 2 was compared to all of the other genes in the dataset. As the fourth increment 
covered comparisons only up until gene 2 vs gene 97, the last rows of genes (98 and 99) were 
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analyzed and compared to gene 2 after the multiprocessing was completed.

97 98 
98 99 
99 99 

98 99 
99 99 

99 99

In this second excerpt, the last iterations through the data set are shown. In the first block,
gene 97 is compared to genes 98 and 99. In the second block, gene 98 is compared to gene 99. In 
the final block, gene 99 is compared to gene 100.

make_we_db_new.py

The following is the code for the actual make_we_db_new.py that was used to handle the 
multiprocessing involved in performing the Waterman-Eggert alignments.

from run_we_align import we_align_seqan 
import multiprocessing as mp 
import json 
import sys 
sys.path.insert(0,"..") 
import input_helpers 

def multi_align(range_file,db_data_file,start_row,end_row, 
    total_rows): 
    db_data = json.loads(open(db_data_file).read()) 
    min_score = "12" 
    end = total_rows - 1 
    for i in range(start_row,end_row): 
        query = i 
        new_size = end - i 
        start = query + 1 
        increment = new_size/4 
        processes = [] 
        if (new_size > 11): 
            done = False 
            count = 1 
            while (not done): 
                range2 = start + increment - 1 
                p = mp.Process(target=we_align_seqan, 
                    args=(seq_file,range_file,min_score, 
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                    i,start,range2,str(count),db_data)) 
                processes.append(p) 
                count += 1 
                start = start + increment 
                if (start + increment - 1 > end): 
                    done = True 
                    for p in processes: 
                        p.start() 
                    for p in processes: 
                        p.join() 
                    if (start <= end): 
                        end_process = 
mp.Process(target=we_align_seqan, 
                            args=(seq_file,range_file,min_score,i, 
                            start,end,"end",db_data)) 
                        end_process.start() 
                        end_process.join() 
        elif (new_size > 6 and new_size <= 11): 
            done = False 
            count = 1 
            while (not done): 
                range2 = start + 2 
                p = mp.Process(target=we_align_seqan, 
                    args=(seq_file,range_file,min_score, 
                    i,start,range2,str(count),db_data)) 
                processes.append(p) 
                start = start + 3 
                count += 1 
                if (start + 2 > end): 
                    done = True 
                    for p in processes: 
                        p.start() 
                    for p in processes: 
                        p.join() 
                    if (start <= end): 
                        end_process = 
mp.Process(target=we_align_seqan, 
                            args=(seq_file,range_file,min_score,i, 
                            start,end,"end",db_data)) 
                        end_process.start() 
                        end_process.join() 
        elif (new_size == 5 or new_size == 6): 
            done = False 
            count = 1 
            while (not done): 
                range2 = start + 1 
                p = mp.Process(target=we_align_seqan, 
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                    args=(seq_file,range_file,min_score, 
                    i,start,range2,str(count),db_data)) 
                processes.append(p) 
                start = start + 2 
                count += 1 
                if (start + 1 > end): 
                    done = True 
                    for p in processes: 
                        p.start() 
                    for p in processes: 
                        p.join() 
                    if (start <= end): 
                        end_process = 
mp.Process(target=we_align_seqan, 
                            args=(seq_file,range_file,min_score,i, 
                            start,end,"end",db_data)) 
                        end_process.start() 
                        end_process.join() 
        else: 
            for j in range(start,end+1): 
                if (j < end): 
                    p1 = mp.Process(target=we_align_seqan, 
                        args=(seq_file,range_file,min_score,i, 
                        j,j+1,"end",db_data)) 
                    p1.start() 
                    p1.join() 
                else: 
                    p1 = mp.Process(target=we_align_seqan, 
                        args=(seq_file,range_file,min_score,i, 
                        j,j,"end",db_data)) 
                    p1.start() 
                    p1.join() 
                    
seq_file = sys.argv[1] 
range_file = sys.argv[2] 
db_data_file = sys.argv[3] 
start_row = int(sys.argv[4]) 
end_row = int(sys.argv[5]) 
total_rows = int(sys.argv[6]) 
multi_align(range_file,db_data_file,start_row,end_row, 
    total_rows)

gui_make_db_command.py
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from PySide import QtGui,QtCore 
import json 
import sys 

class SetMakeDB(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.dbconfig_filename = "" 
        self.json_config_filename = "" 
        self.initMenu() 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Setup for making WE database") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initMenu(self): 
        menubar = self.menuBar() 
        fileMenu = menubar.addMenu("File") 
        open_db = QtGui.QAction("Open database config file",self) 
        open_db.triggered.connect(self.openDBConfig) 
        openJSON = QtGui.QAction("Open JSON config file",self) 
        openJSON.triggered.connect(self.openJSON) 
        save_db = QtGui.QAction("Save database config file",self) 
        save_db.triggered.connect(self.saveDBConfig) 
        saveJSON = QtGui.QAction("Save JSON config file",self) 
        saveJSON.triggered.connect(self.saveJSON) 
        quit = QtGui.QAction("Quit",self) 
        quit.triggered.connect(self.close) 
        fileMenu.addAction(open_db) 
        fileMenu.addAction(openJSON) 
        fileMenu.addAction(save_db) 
        fileMenu.addAction(saveJSON) 
        fileMenu.addAction(quit) 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab3 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Database configuration") 
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        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Sequence and Range files") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab3,"Setup command") 
        self.tabWidget.setTabEnabled(1,False) 
        self.tabWidget.setTabEnabled(2,False) 
        self.tab1_layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1_layout) 
        self.tab2_layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab2.setLayout(self.tab2_layout) 
        self.tab3_layout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout() 
        tab3.setLayout(self.tab3_layout) 
        self.layoutTab1() 
        self.layoutTab2() 
        self.layoutTab3() 
        
    def layoutTab1(self): 
        dbLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Database name:") 
        self.dbnameEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(dbLabel,0,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.dbnameEdit,0,1) 
        userLabel = QtGui.QLabel("username for database:") 
        self.dbuserEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(userLabel,1,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.dbuserEdit,1,1) 
        passLabel = QtGui.QLabel("password for database:") 
        self.dbpassEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(passLabel,2,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.dbpassEdit,2,1) 
        dbCfgSaveButton = QtGui.QPushButton( 
            "Save database configuration") 
        dbCfgSaveButton.clicked.connect(self.saveDBConfig) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(dbCfgSaveButton,3,0) 
         
    def layoutTab2(self): 
        seqLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Sequence filename:") 
        self.seqFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        seqButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(seqLabel,0,0) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(self.seqFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(seqButton,0,2) 
        seqButton.clicked.connect(self.seqFilename) 
        rangeLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Range filename:") 
        self.rangeFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        rangeButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(rangeLabel,1,0) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileEdit,1,1) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(rangeButton,1,2) 
        rangeButton.clicked.connect(self.rangeFilename) 
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        saveJSONButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Save JSON configuration") 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(saveJSONButton,2,0) 
        saveJSONButton.clicked.connect(self.saveJSON) 
        
    def layoutTab3(self): 
        label1 = QtGui.QLabel("Open a terminal in the same " + 
            "directory (SHIFT-CTRL-N)") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(label1) 
        label2 = QtGui.QLabel("Copy the following command " + 
            "(CTRL-C) and paste into that terminal (SHIFT-CTRL-V)") 
        label3 = QtGui.QLabel("Hit <enter> to run program. " + 
            "Once program is running, close this program") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(label2) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(label3) 
        self.textarea = QtGui.QPlainTextEdit() 
        self.textarea.setReadOnly(True) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.textarea) 
        
    def openDBConfig(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Open database configuration file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.dbconfig_filename = rel_filename 
            infile = open(rel_filename) 
            try: 
                db_data_d = json.loads(infile.read()) 
                d_keys = db_data_d.keys() 
                if ("database_name" in d_keys and 
                    "username" in d_keys and 
                    "password" in d_keys): 
                    
self.dbnameEdit.setText(db_data_d["database_name"]) 
                    self.dbuserEdit.setText(db_data_d["username"]) 
                    self.dbpassEdit.setText(db_data_d["password"]) 
                    self.tabWidget.setTabEnabled(1,True) 
                else: 
                    msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
                    msgBox.setText("Invalid database configuration " +
                        "file. \n Select another file or create \n " +
                        "new file by filling in the " + 
                        "text boxes") 
                    msgBox.exec_() 
            except ValueError: 
                msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
                msgBox.setText("Not a valid configuration " + 
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                    "file. \n Select another file or create " + 
                    "a new file\n by filling in the text boxes.") 
                msgBox.exec_() 
        
    def saveDBConfig(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Save database configuration file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.dbconfig_filename = rel_filename 
            outfile = open(rel_filename,"w") 
            outfile.write("{\n") 
            outfile.write('  "host" : "localhost",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "database_name" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.dbnameEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "username" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.dbuserEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "password" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.dbpassEdit.text() + '"\n') 
            outfile.write("}") 
            outfile.close() 
            self.tabWidget.setTabEnabled(1,True) 
        
    def openJSON(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Open JSON configuration file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            infile = open(rel_filename,"r") 
            try: 
                my_d = json.loads(infile.read()) 
                my_keys = my_d.keys() 
                if ("seq_file" in my_keys and 
                    "range_file" in my_keys and 
                    "db_data_file" in my_keys and 
                    "row_divisor" in my_keys): 
                    self.seqFileEdit.setText(my_d["seq_file"]) 
                    self.rangeFileEdit.setText(my_d["range_file"]) 
                    self.dbconfig_filename = my_d["db_data_file"] 
                    self.json_config_filename = rel_filename 
                    self.tabWidget.setTabEnabled(2,True) 
                    command = "python run_make_we_db_all.py " 
                    command += self.json_config_filename 
                    self.textarea.setPlainText(command) 
                else: 
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                    msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
                    msgBox.setText("Invalid JSON configuration " + 
                        "file. \n Select another file or create \n " +
                        "new file by filling in the " + 
                        "text boxes") 
                    msgBox.exec_() 
            except ValueError: 
                msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
                msgBox.setText("Not a valid JSON configuration " + 
                    "file. \n Select another file or create " + 
                    "a new file\n by filling in the text boxes.") 
                msgBox.exec_() 
        
    def saveJSON(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Save JSON configuration file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            outfile = open(rel_filename,"w") 
            outfile.write("{\n") 
            outfile.write('  "seq_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.seqFileEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "range_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.rangeFileEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "db_data_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.dbconfig_filename + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "row_divisor" : ') 
            infile = open(self.rangeFileEdit.text(),"r") 
            lines = infile.readlines() 
            infile.close() 
            num_rows = len(lines) 
            if (num_rows < 250): 
                row_divisor = 2 
            elif (num_rows < 500): 
                row_divisor = 3 
            else: 
                row_divisor = num_rows/500 
            outfile.write(str(row_divisor) + '\n') 
            outfile.write("}") 
            outfile.close() 
            self.json_config_filename = rel_filename 
            self.tabWidget.setTabEnabled(2,True) 
            command = "python run_make_we_db_all.py " 
            command += self.json_config_filename 
            self.textarea.setPlainText(command)     
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    def seqFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get name of sequence file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.seqFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def rangeFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get name of range file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.rangeFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 

app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
setdb = SetMakeDB() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

Line 8 imports the QtGui and QtCore modules from the PySide library. These modules 
are essential to create a graphic user interface. Lines 9 and 10 import the json and sys modules 
respectively. These modules allow the program to interact with the operating system and allow 
the program to interpret JSON files.

Lines 12 - 250 define the SetMakeDB class that creates the main window. Lines 13 - 21 
define the constructor for the class. Lines 19 and 20 call the setGeometry and setWindowTitle 
functions that are inherited from the QMainWindow class. The setGeometry function follows the 
following format where setGeometry(int x, int y, int w, int h). Using setGeometry, the main 
window was set to be 50 pixels from the top left corner of the screen, 50 pixels from the top of 
the screen, 700 pixels wide, and 300 pixels tall. The title of the main window was called “Setup 
for making WE database.” This title was chosen because this GUI program is not performing the 
actual Waterman-Eggert alignment process but will act as a front-to setting up the parameters 
necessary to run the Waterman-Eggert programs. Lines 15 and 16 show that the database 
configuration filename and the json configuration filename will need to be stored at some point. 
For now, these filenames are set as empty strings. Lines 17 and 18 call the functions initMenu 
and initUI. These are not standard functions of the QMainWindow class and will need to be 
defined later in the program. Line 21 is required for the window to become visible.

Lines 23 - 40 define the initMenu function. Line 23 states def initMenu(self) and that all 
of the following indented lines belong to the initMenu function. All class functions must include 
the parameter “self” so that they have access to all of the class' properties. Line 24 gives the 
name “menubar” to the menuBar of the window. Line 25 creates fileMenu, which is appended to 
the menubar using the addMenu function. The fileMenu is given the label “File.” Line 28 creates 
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the action openJSON which will be displayed as the text “Open JSON config file.” Line 29 
connects the text to the openJSON method so that when the user clicks on “Open JSON config 
file” in the main window, the openJSON method will be used to open a file. Lines 30 - 35 create 
the actions of saving and quitting out of the program and connecting them to their respective 
display messages. Lines 36 - 40 add the actions that were created to fileMenu which is a property
of the menubar.

Lines 42 - 61 define the initUI or initialize the user interface function. Line 43 creates a 
QTabWidget called tabWidget. Line 44 sets the central widget as the tabWidget. Lines 45 - 47 
create tabs 1, 2, and 3, which are added as pages using the QWidget method. The QWidget 
method allows for the current tab to become visible while hiding the other tabs. In lines 48 - 50, 
the tabs are added to the tabWidget using the addTab method and are given labels. Lines 51 and 
52 set the tabs with indices 1 and 2 to be disabled. This means that only tab 1, that has an index 
of 0, will be visible when the main window first appears. Line 53 calls the QGridLayout class to 
create a grid layout for tab 1. Line 54 uses the setLayout function to add the grid layout to the tab
1 widget. Lines 55 - 58 do the same processes for tabs 2 and 3. Lines 59 - 61 call the functions 
layoutTab1, layoutTab2, and layoutTab3. This is to keep the layout of each tab separate.

Recall that Tab 1 has a QGridLayout. Line 64 creates a label for the database name and 
line 65 creates a text box to enter that name. Line 66 places the label in that grid at row zero, 
column zero. Line 67 places that text box in the grid at position row zero, column one. Line 68 - 
71 do the same process for the username for the database. Line 72 - 75 do the same process for 
obtaining the password for the database. Note that the text boxes all are instance variables 
because they need to be referenced from other functions. For example, later when the outfile is 
being created by the saveDBconfig function, these variables will be called. Line 76 creates a 
button that is associated on Line 78 with the self.saveDBConfig function. That function will be 
used to save the database configuration in JSON format. Line 79 adds this button to the grid.

The layout for tab 2 is also a grid layout. Lines 82 - 87 set up a label for the sequence 
filename, a textbox to enter that filename, and a button that can be used to run a function, 
self.seqFilename, that will browse for that filename. Line 88 connects the function 
self.seqFilename to the button that was created on Line 84. Lines 89 - 94 set up a label, textbox, 
and button to get the name of the range file. Line 95 connects the self.rangeFilename function to 
the button defined on line 91. Lines 96 - 98 define the saveJSONButton that will be used to save 
the sequence file and range file configuration in JSON format.

Tab 3 has a regular vertical box layout. This means that each item that is added in gets 
places below the previous item. Line 101 - 102 define a label that contains some instruction text 
that helps the user to run the actual programs that do the database creation process from the 
command line. Line 103 adds that instruction to the Tab 3 layout. Lines 104 - 107 create other 
labels containing further instructions. These instructions are added to the layout on lines 108 and 
109 respectively. Lines 110  - 11 set up a text area that is read only. Line 112 adds this to the 
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bottom of the tab 3 layout. This will later be used to contain the actual command that needs to be 
run at the command line.

The openDBconfig function defined on lines 114 - 144 is used to put up a dialog box that 
will allow the user to search for previously saved database configuration files. Lines 115 - 116 
display this dialog box. Lines 117 - 144 are only executed if the filename obtained from the 
dialog box is not an empty string. If the user had clicked cancel or closed the dialog box without 
selecting a file, the filename would be an empty string and the function will not do anything. 
However, if the user does select a file, lines 118 - 120 will obtain the relative path to that file. 
This is shorter that the absolute path by displaying only the path relative to the current directory 
of the installed programs. Line 121 opens the filename of the file that contains the database 
configuration.

Lines 122 - 138 will attempt to read the information from the configuration file. Line 123 
uses the loads() function to load the contents of the JSON formatted file into a Python dictionary 
named db_data_d. Line 124 gets the names of all of the keys from that dictionary. Lines 125 - 
131 will be executed if the “database_name”, “username”, and “password” are keys found in the 
dictionary. If they were not found, that would mean that the input file is not a valid configuration 
file and so the statements from lines 132 - 138 would display an error message in a message box. 
If the configuration file is a valid file, lines 128 - 130 read the database name, username, and 
password from the file and place the contents inside of their respective text boxes on tab 1. Line 
131 enables tab 2 now that the database information has been read in correctly. Lines 139 - 144 
would be run if the file is not in JSON format. These lines would display an error message.

Lines 146 - 164 define the saveDBConfig() function. This function displays a dialog box 
that will help the user to browse for the location and filename that they want to save the database 
configuration information under. Lines 147  - 148 open up the dialog box that allows saving. 
Lines 149 - 164 will be run as long as the user selects a filename. Lines 150 - 152 obtain the 
relative path to that file. Line 153 opens that file for writing. Lines 154 - 162 write out the 
database configuration in JSON format. Line 163 saves the file. Line 164 enables tab 2.

Lines 166 - 200 define the openJSON() function that uses a dialog box to open a 
previously saved configuration file containing the sequence file and range file information. Lines
167 - 168 open that dialog box. Lines 169 - 200 are run as long as the user has selected a 
filename. Lines 17 0 - 171 obtain the relative path to that file and line 172 opens that file for 
reading. Lines 173 - 194 attempt to read in that file into a Python dictionary. Lines 176 - 187 are 
executed if that Python dictionary contains the “seq_file”, “Range_file”, “db_data_file”, and 
“row_divisor” keys. If those keys exist, Lines 180 and 181 fill the text boxes with the sequence 
file and range file names respectively. Line 182 saves the name of the database configuration file 
in the variable self.dbconfig_filename. Line 183 saves the relative path to the configuration file 
containing the sequence and range information in the variable self.json_config_filename. Line 
184 enables tab 3. Lines 185 - 186 create a string that contains the command to be run on the 
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command line by the user after this GUI program is finished running. Line 187 sets this 
command into the text area on tab 3. Lines 188 - 194 are run if the Python dictionary does not 
contain the right keys. Lines 195 - 200 are run if the input file is not a JSON formatted file.

Lines 202 - 234 define the saveJSON() function that opens a dialog that allows saving to 
a file that contains the sequence and range file information. Lines 203  - 204 open the dialog box.
Lines 205 - 234 are executed only if the user selects a filename. Lines 206 - 207 get the relative 
file path and line 208 opens that file for writing.  Lines 209 - 215 put in the sequence filename, 
range filename, and the database configuration filename. Lines 216 - 227 calculate and write to 
the file a variable called “row_divisor.” The row_divisor variable is used to break up the number 
of rows from the range file into small enough chunks to avoid running out of RAM (if you have 
2.5 GB of RAM or less). Line 229 saves the file. Line 230 saves the filename of the 
configuration file containing this information in the variable self.json_config_filename. Line 
231 enables tab 3. Lines 232 - 233 create the string that contains the command line instruction 
that the user will need to run. Line 234 places this string into the text area of tab 3.

Lines 236 - 242 define the seqFilename() function that uses a dialog to browse for the 
name of the DNA sequence file. Lines 237 - 238 open that file dialog box. Lines 239 - 242 will 
be executed if the user selects a file. Lines 240 - 241 obtain a relative path to that file and line 
242 places that path inside of the text box for the sequence file on tab 2.

Lines 244 - 250 define the rangeFilename() function that uses a dialog to browse for the 
name of the range file. Lines 245 - 246 open the file dialog box. Lines 247 - 250 will be executed
if the user selects a file. Lines 248 - 249 obtain a relative to that file. Line 250 places that path 
inside of the textbox for the range filename on tab 2.

Lines 252 -254 cause the GUI program to run.

we_align_list.py

class WEAlignList: 
    def __init__(self,align_list=[],strand_d={}): 
        self.weAlignList = align_list 
        self.strand_d = strand_d 
        
    def add(self,we_align): 
        self.weAlignList.append(we_align) 
        
    def __str__(self): 
        temp = "" 
        for item in self.weAlignList: 
            temp += item.toString() + "\n" 
        return temp
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Lines 1 – 13 specify the class WEAlignList. Lines 2 – 4 define the constructor. Line 2 creates the
parameter list for the constructor. The parameter list contains the list, align_list, and the 
dictionary, strand_d. Line 3 assigns the instance variable weAlignList to the variable align_list. 
Line 4 assigns the instance variable strand_d to the variable strand_d. Lines 6-7 add to the object 
we_align. Line 7 appends the Waterman-Eggert alignment (we_align) to the list (weAlignList). 
Lines 9 – 13 allow for the creation of a string representation of the Waterman-Eggert alignment. 
Line 11 creates an empty string called temp. Lines 11 – 12 define a for loop that states that for 
each item in the list WeAlignList, use the toString() method from the class WeAlign to write the 
item to the string, temp. After the for loop has finished running and all of the alignments in the 
weAlignList have been added to temp, Line 13 returns the string, temp, for use when passing it 
later to another function. The add function is used in line 69 of run_we_align.py to add the 
Waterman Eggert alignment results to the WEAlignment object . The toString() method is used 
in lines 80 and 90 in run_we_align.py to populate the database or print the results to the screen if 
a database is not available.

we_align.py

class WEAlignment: 
    def __init__(self,qid="",tid="",scr=0,aqs="",ats="", 
        qdtss=0,tdtss=0,strand="",querySeq="",targetSeq=""): 
        self.queryID = qid 
        self.targetID = tid 
        self.score = scr 
        self.alignedQuery = aqs 
        self.alignedTarget = ats 
        self.qdtss = qdtss 
        self.tdtss = tdtss 
        self.strand = strand 
        self.querySequence = querySeq 
        self.targetSequence = targetSeq 
    
    def __str__(self): 
        return self.queryID + "\t" +\ 
            self.targetID + "\t" +\ 
            str(self.score) + "\t" +\ 
            self.strand + "\t" +\ 
            str(self.qdtss) + "\t" +\ 
            str(self.tdtss) + "\t" +\ 
            self.alignedQuery + "\t" +\ 
            self.alignedTarget + "\t" +\ 
            self.querySequence + "\t" +\ 
            self.targetSequence 
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    def toString(self): 
        temp = self.queryID + "\t" 
        temp += self.targetID + "\t" 
        temp += str(self.score) + "\t" 
        temp += self.alignedQuery + "\t" 
        temp += self.alignedTarget + "\t" 
        temp += str(self.qdtss) + "\t" 
        temp += str(self.tdtss) + "\t" 
        temp += self.strand 
        return temp

Lines 1 – 54 define the WEAlignment class. Lines 2 – 13 define the constructor. Lines 2 -3 create
the parameter list for the constructor.The parameter list includes the query id string (qid), the 
target id string (tid), the score (scr) integer that is set to the initial value of zero, the aligned query
sequence string (aqs), and the aligned target sequence string (ats), query distance from 
transcription start site integer (qdtss), target distance from transcription start site integer (tdtss), 
the strand orientation string (strand), the query sequence alignment string (querySeq), and the 
target sequence alignment string (targetSeq). Lines 4 - 13 assign the instance variables in the 
parameter list to self attributes so that they be called by the WEAlignment class.

Lines 15 - 25 define the string representation for the WEAlignment object. Lines 27 - 36 define 
an alternate string representation , the toString() method, for the WEAlignment object. This 
__str___ method is used by run_we_align.py on line 69 to print out a string representation of the 
Waterman Eggert alignments.The toString method is called to populate the database in line 80 of 
run_we_align.py

run_we_align.py

""" 
run_we_align.py 
performs the Waterman-Eggert alignment making 
use of the SeqAn (Sequence Analysis) library 
"""
import subprocess 
from we_align import WEAlignment 
from we_align_list import WEAlignList 
import math 
import psycopg2 
import StringIO 
import sys 
sys.path.insert(0,"..") 
import input_helpers 

def we_align_seqan(seq_file,range_file,min_score,query_row, 
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    target_row_start,target_row_end,filename_suffix, 
    db_data={}): 
    main_seq = input_helpers.openSeqFile(seq_file) 
    seq_list = input_helpers.openRangeFileWE(range_file,main_seq) 
    filename = "data" + filename_suffix + ".txt" 
    filename2 = "ids" + filename_suffix + ".txt" 
    outfile = open(filename,"w") 
    outfile2 = open(filename2,"w") 
    
    we_align_list = WEAlignList() 
    
    query_seq = seq_list[query_row] 
    myid = query_seq.id 
    dtss_4_all = query_seq.dtss 
    we_align_list.strand_d[myid] = query_seq.strand 
    outfile.write(query_seq.sequence + "\n") 
    outfile2.write(myid + "\n") 
    for i in range(target_row_start,target_row_end+1): 
        myid = seq_list[i].id 
        outfile2.write(myid + "\n") 
        we_align_list.strand_d[myid] = seq_list[i].strand 
        outfile.write(seq_list[i].sequence + "\n") 
    outfile.close() 
    outfile2.close() 
    results = subprocess.check_output(["./we_align",filename, 
        filename2,"2","-3","-5","-2",min_score], 
        stderr=subprocess.STDOUT) 
           
    data = results.split("\n") 
    results = [] 
    for item in data: 
        item = item.strip() 
        if (item != ""): 
            results.append(item) 
             
    for result in results: 
        tokens = result.split(",") 
        qdtss = int(tokens[5]) - dtss_4_all 
        tdtss = int(tokens[6]) - dtss_4_all 
        if (math.fabs(qdtss - tdtss)): #removed <3 condition 
            we_seq = WEAlignment() 
            we_seq.queryID = tokens[0] 
            we_seq.targetID = tokens[1] 
            we_seq.score = int(tokens[2]) 
            we_seq.alignedQuery = tokens[3] 
            we_seq.alignedTarget = tokens[4] 
            we_seq.qdtss = qdtss 
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            we_seq.tdtss = tdtss 
            qstrand = we_align_list.strand_d[tokens[0]] 
            tstrand = we_align_list.strand_d[tokens[1]] 
            we_seq.strand = qstrand + ":" + tstrand 
            we_align_list.add(we_seq) 
    if (db_data != {}): 
        hostname = db_data["host"] 
        dbname = db_data["database_name"] 
        user = db_data["username"] 
        passwd = db_data["password"] 
        conn_string = "host='" + hostname + "' dbname='" 
        conn_string += dbname + "' user='" + user + "'" 
        conn_string += " password='" + passwd + "'" 
        conn = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
        cursor = conn.cursor() 
        file = StringIO.StringIO(str(we_align_list)) 
        try: 
            cursor.copy_from(file,'sequences',sep="\t", 
                
columns=('query_id','target_id','score','aligned_query', 
                'aligned_target','qdtss','tdtss','strand')) 
        except: 
            print "error occurred" 
            print file.read() 
        conn.commit() 
    else: 
        print we_align_list

Line 6 imports the Python subprocess module. Line 7 imports the WEAlignment class from 
we_align.py. Line 8 imports the WeAlignList class from we_align_list.py. Lines 9, 10, 11, and 12
import the Python modules math, psycopg2, StringIO, and sys. Line 13 insert the path that looks 
in the directory above the current directory. Line 14 imports the methods from input_helpers.py.

Lines 16 - 89 define the we_align_seqan class. This class handles the opening of the 
appropriate files for Waterman-Eggert analysis and writing the results to an output file. Lines 16 -
18 defines the parameters of the we_align_seqan class. Line 19 states that the openSeqFile 
function from the input_helpers module that is passed the seq_file will return the main_seq. Line 
20  states that the list called seq_list will get the range information and the fasta sequence from 
the range_file and main_seq files respectively. These files will be opened using the 
openRangeFileWE function from the input_helpers module. Lines 21 and 22 create temporary 
files that handle the sequence data  and the gene id data. These temporary files will be used to 
pass on this information to the C++ program that performs the Waterman-Eggert alignment 
process. Lines 23 and 24 create the file handles for these temporary files and store the 
information. Line 26 constructs a WEAlignList object. This is an object that will be used to store 
the strand dictionary and Waterman-Eggert alignments. Lines 28 - 40 write to the output files and
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seperate all of the information by new line characters. Lines 41 - 43 takes the results from 
running the we_align.py and applies the parameters used for the Waterman-Eggert alignments. 
Lines 45 - 50 take the results produced by lines 41 - 43 and append them to a list.

Lines 52 - 68 define a for loop that separates the results in the results list into tokens by 
splitting the lines on a comma. The different attributes of the WeAlignment() method are set to 
their appropriate tokens.

Lines 69 - 89 define an if statement that takes takes the database connection information 
to create a connection string and connect to the database.

run_we_db_all.py

import subprocess 
from run_we_align import we_align_seqan 
import json 
import multiprocessing as mp 
import sys 

try: 
    config_file = sys.argv[1] 
except IndexError: 
    config_file = raw_input("Enter name of JSON configuration file: ")
cfg_d = json.loads(open(config_file).read()) 
seq_file = cfg_d["seq_file"] 
range_file = cfg_d["range_file"] 
db_data_file = cfg_d["db_data_file"] 
row_div = cfg_d["row_divisor"] 

infile = open(range_file,"r") 
infile.readline() # skip header 
infile.readline() # skip header 
infile.readline() # skip header 
infile.readline() # skip header 
lines = infile.readlines() 
infile.close() 
count = 0 
for line in lines: 
    tokens = line.split("\t") 
    source = tokens[5].strip() 
    if (source == "chr"): 
        count += 1 
total_rows = count 
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print "total_rows:",total_rows 
last_row_index = total_rows - 1 
row_inc = last_row_index/row_div - (last_row_index/row_div)%4 
main_row_size = last_row_index/row_inc 

for j in range(0, main_row_size): 
    print "range:",j*row_inc,(j+1)*row_inc 
    
    for i in range(j*row_inc,(j+1)*row_inc,4): 
        s1 = subprocess.check_output(["python", 
            "make_we_db_new.py",seq_file,range_file,db_data_file, 
            str(i),str(i+4),str(total_rows)]) 

end_val = row_inc*main_row_size 
db_data = json.loads(open(db_data_file).read()) 
print "final range:",end_val,last_row_index 

for i in range(end_val,last_row_index): 
    p = mp.Process(target=we_align_seqan,args=(seq_file, 
        range_file,"12",i,i+1,last_row_index,"1",db_data)) 
    p.start() 
    p.join()

Line 4 imports the subprocess module. Line 5 imports the we_align_seqan() function from 
run_we_align.py. Line 6 imports the json module. Line 7 imports the multiprocessing module 
and gives it the local name “mp.” Line 8 imports the sys module.

Line 11 allows the configuration file to be passed from the command line. If there isn't 
anything on the command line, lines 12 - 18 generate an IndexError that request the user to input 
the configuration information.

Line 20 opens the specified range file for reading. Lines 21 - 24 indicate for the first four 
lines of the range file to be skipped as these lines are header lines. Line 25 reads in the rest of the 
lines in the range file and line 26 closes the range file.

Line 27 starts a count at zero. Lines 28 - 32 create a for loop that is used to count the 
number of lines that are for genes on the chromosome. Lines 28 and 29 state that for each line in 
the lines from the range file, separate the information by tabs and strip any extra white space. 
Lines 31- 32 state that if the source is the chromosome, the count will be increased by 1. Line 33 
states that the total number of rows is passed the value of count. Line 34 prints this number. Line 
35 calculates the last_row_index as the total_rows - 1. Line 36 calculates the row increment or 
the number of rows that the program will calculate at a given time. The row_div value used in 
this calculation is specified by the json file configuration (refer back to Line 18). Line 37 
calculates the main_row_size as the last_row_index value divided by the value of row_inc. 

Line 39 - 45 create a nested for loop that handles the subprocesses that update the 
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database. Line 39 specifies that the methods of this for loop are applied to all of the rows of 
genes. Line 40  prints the range that the inner for loop is going to go over. This range is the 
number of rows that is going to be analyzed at a given time. For example, if the total number of 
genes with transcription information were 1,212 and the row_div value were 8, the row_inc and 
main_row_size would be calculated as 148 and 8 respectively. The means that the range of each 
subprocess will be for groups of 148 genes at a time. In the following inner for loop,. each one of
these 148 genes will be compared to the other 1,212 genes. However, subprocessing alone may 
not be enough for handling the larger number of genes in an entire chromosome. Therefore, each 
subprocess will additionally be broken up into four multiprocesses. Lines 42 - 45 state that the 
148 genes will be analyzed in sets of four. For example, if the subprocess range were 148, then 
the first subprocess (Gene 1 to Gene 148) would be split into sets of four (eg. Genes 1 to 4 
compared to all other 1,212 genes; Genes 4 to 8 compared to all other 1,212 genes; Genes 8 to 12
compared to all other 1,212 genes). 

It is unlikely that the full dataset will contain a total number of genes that is divisible by 
4. Lines 47 - 49 specify the final range of genes  for the remainder that was left out of the 
original nested for loop. Lines 51 - 55 take care of the  last genes alignments, by incrementing 
one gene at a time rather than by four genes at a time.

Appendix F - Obtaining results from a Database

gui_get_db_results.py

from PySide import QtGui,QtCore 
from get_results_worker import GetResultsWorker 
import json 
import sys 

class GetResults(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.initMenu() 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Get Results From Database") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initMenu(self): 
        menubar = self.menuBar() 
        fileMenu = menubar.addMenu("File") 
        quit = QtGui.QAction("Quit",self) 
        quit.triggered.connect(self.close) 
        open = QtGui.QAction("Open JSON configuration file",self) 
        open.triggered.connect(self.handleOpen) 
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        save = QtGui.QAction("Save JSON configuration file",self) 
        save.triggered.connect(self.saveConfig) 
        fileMenu.addAction(open) 
        fileMenu.addAction(save) 
        fileMenu.addAction(quit) 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
        self.tab1layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1layout) 
        hostLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Database host: ") 
        self.dbHostEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(hostLabel,0,0) 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.dbHostEdit,0,1) 
        self.dbHostEdit.setText("localhost") 
        dbnameLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Database name: ") 
        self.dbNameEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(dbnameLabel,1,0) 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.dbNameEdit,1,1) 
        dbuserLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Database user: ") 
        self.dbUserEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(dbuserLabel,2,0) 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.dbUserEdit) 
        dbpassLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Password: ") 
        self.dbPassEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(dbpassLabel,3,0) 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.dbPassEdit) 
        outfileLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Output filename: ") 
        self.outfileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.outfileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.outfileButton.clicked.connect(self.saveOutfile) 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(outfileLabel,4,0) 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.outfileEdit,4,1) 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.outfileButton,4,2) 
        self.saveCfgBtn = QtGui.QPushButton("Save configuration") 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(self.saveCfgBtn,5,0) 
        self.saveCfgBtn.clicked.connect(self.saveConfig) 
        self.tab2layout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout() 
        tab2.setLayout(self.tab2layout) 
        self.runButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Get results from 
database") 
        self.tab2layout.addWidget(self.runButton) 
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        self.runButton.clicked.connect(self.handleRun) 
        clocklayout = QtGui.QHBoxLayout() 
        self.tab2layout.addLayout(clocklayout) 
        clockLabel1 = QtGui.QLabel("Clock:") 
        self.clockLabel2 = QtGui.QLabel("") 
        clocklayout.addWidget(clockLabel1) 
        clocklayout.addWidget(self.clockLabel2) 
        clocklayout.addStretch(1) 
        self.statusLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Status") 
        self.tab2layout.addWidget(self.statusLabel) 
        self.timer = QtCore.QTimer(self) 
        self.counterVal = 0 
        self.timer.timeout.connect(self.updateTimer) 
        
    def updateTimer(self): 
        timestring = "%02d:%02d" % (self.counterVal/60, 
            self.counterVal % 60) 
        self.clockLabel2.setText(timestring) 
        self.counterVal += 1 
    
    def saveOutfile(self):    
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Save Output results file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.outfileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    
    def saveConfig(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Save JSON configuration file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            outfile = open(filename,"w") 
            outfile.write("{\n") 
            outfile.write('  "db_host" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.dbHostEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "db_name" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.dbNameEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "db_user" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.dbUserEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "db_pass" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.dbPassEdit.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "output_filename" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.outfileEdit.text() + '"\n') 
            outfile.write("}") 
            outfile.close() 
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    def handleRun(self): 
        dbhost = self.dbHostEdit.text().strip() 
        dbname = self.dbNameEdit.text().strip() 
        user = self.dbUserEdit.text().strip() 
        passwd = self.dbPassEdit.text().strip() 
        outfilename = self.outfileEdit.text().strip() 
        if (dbhost == "" or dbname == "" or 
            user == "" or passwd == "" or 
            outfilename == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("Some configuration parameters" + 
                " are empty.\nGo back to \"Configure\" tab " + 
                "and fix.") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        else: 
            self.get_process = GetResultsWorker(dbhost, 
                dbname, user, passwd, outfilename) 
            self.get_process.start() 
            self.timer.start(1000) 
            self.get_process.updateProgress.connect( 
                self.showProgress) 
            self.get_process.finished.connect(self.stopTimer) 
    
    def stopTimer(self): 
        self.timer.stop() 
    
    def showProgress(self,progress): 
        self.statusLabel.setText(progress) 
    
    def handleOpen(self): 
        filename, _ = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Open JSON configuration file",".") 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            cfg_d = json.loads(open(filename).read()) 
            self.dbHostEdit.setText(cfg_d["db_host"]) 
            self.dbNameEdit.setText(cfg_d["db_name"]) 
            self.dbUserEdit.setText(cfg_d["db_user"]) 
            self.dbPassEdit.setText(cfg_d["db_pass"]) 
            self.outfileEdit.setText(cfg_d["output_filename"]) 
             
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
gr = GetResults() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

Line 1 imports the QtGui and QtCore modules from PySide. Line 2 imports the 
GetResultsWorker class from get_results_worker.py. Lines 3 and 4 import the json and sys 
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modules.

Lines 6 - 158 define the GetResults class that creates the main window of the program. Lines 7 - 
13 define the constructor for the class. Lines  9 and 10 call the initMenu and initUI functions. 
These functions will be defined later in lines 15 - 26 and lines 28 - 80 respectively. Line 11 uses 
the setGeometry function to set the dimensions of the main window. The dimensions of the main 
window were set to 50 pixels from the top left corner of the screen, 50 pixels from the top of the 
screen, 700 pixels wide, and 300 pixels tall. Line 12 calls the setWindowTitle function, a 
standard function of the QMainWindow class. The title of the main window was set to “Get 
Results From Database.” Line 13 is required for the window to become visible.

Lines 15 - 26 define the initMenu function. Line 15 states def initMenu(self) and that all of the 
following indented lines belong to the initMenu function. By calling self, the initMenu() function
has access to all of the GetResults' class properties. Line 16 gives the name “menubar” to the 
menuBar of the window. Line 17 creates the fileMenu which is appended to the menubar using 
the addMenu() function. Line 18  creates the quit action so that the main menu window can be 
closed when the user is finished running the program. Line 19 connects the quit action to its 
display message, “Quit.” creates the quit Lines 20 and 21 create the open action and connect it to 
its display message “Open JSON configuration file.” The handleOpen () function that is used to 
do perform the actual action is defined later in lines 145 - 154. Lines 22 and 23 create the save 
action and connect it to its display. The saveConfig () function that is used to perform the actual 
save action is defined in lines 97 - 114. Lines 24 - 26 add the actions that were created to the 
fileMenu which is a property of the menubar.

Lines 28 - 80 define the initUI() function that initializes the user interface. Line 29 creates
a QTabWidget called tabWidget. Line 30 sets the central widget as the tabWidget. Lines31 and 
32 create tabs 1 and 2 which are added as pages using the QWidget method. Lines 33 and 34 
adds tabs 1 and 2 to the tabWidget using the addTab method. Tab 1 is given the label “Configure”
and tab 2 is given the label “Run.” Line 35 calls the QGridLayout class to create a grid layout for
tab 1. Line 36 uses the setLayout function to add the grid layout to the tab 1 widget. Line 37 uses
the QLabel() function to create the object, hostLabel with the display text “Database host: .” Line
38 uses the QLineEdit() function of the QtGui class to allow the user to edit the text associated 
with the database host name. This method is referred to as dbHostEdit for access by the 
GetResults class. Line 39 adds the host label to tab 1 using the addWidget() function at the 
position 0,0.  Line 40 adds dbHostEdit to tab 1 using the addWidget() function. The position of 
this user-defined text is set to 0,1. Lines 41 - 53 do the same for the other user-defined fields that 
are necessary to access the appropriate Waterman-Eggert database: Database name, Database 
user, and Password. Lines 54 -55 create the outfileLabel and outfileEdit objects. The outfileLabel
object is represented by the display text “Output filename: .” Lines 56 - 57 create the 
outfileButton object. To allow the user the option of either typing in an outfile name or browsing 
for a specific location and output filename to save the results, it makes sense to create a button 
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that handles this action. Line 56 uses the QPushButton function () of QtGui to create a button 
with the display text “Browse” in association with the outfileButton object. Line 57 connects the 
outfileButton object is connected to the saveOutfile () function when “Browse” is clicked. Lines 
58 - 60 use the addWidget() function to add the outfileLabel, outfileEdit, and outfileButton 
objects to tab 1. Lines 61 - 63 create a button with the label “Save configuration” that allows the 
user to save the current configuration that they have just entered as a JSON file. Line 64 uses a 
QVBoxLayout () for tab 2. This means that the widgets that are added to tab 2 will be lined up 
vertically and so their positions do not need to be defined. Rather, the lineup of the widgets on 
tab2 is defined by the order in which the widgets are added to tab 2. Line 66 creates the 
runButton object that uses the QPushButton() function to create the command to run action “Get 
results from database.” Line 67 adds the runButton object to tab 2 using the addWidget() 
function. Line 68 connects the runButton object to the function handleRun() that is to be defined 
in the lines 116 - 137. Line 69 creates the object, clocklayout, and gives it a a horizontal widget 
layout using the QHBoxLayout() function. Line 70 adds the clocklayout function to tab 2. Line 
71 creates the object for the clock label, clockLabel1, that is represented by the display text 
“Clock:”. Line 72 creates the clockLabel2 object that is accessible by the GetResults class using 
self. The clockLabel2 object will later need to be modified by the updateTimer() function. The 
clockLabel2 object uses the QLabel widget to display an empty string at the beginning before the
program is run. Lines 73 and 74 add the clockLabel1 and clockLabel2 objects to the horizontal 
box layout, clocklayout. This allows these two objects to appear next to each other rather than 
stacked vertically like the rest of the object in tab 2. Line 75 uses the addStretch() function to add
stretchable space to clocklayout. Since clocklayout uses a horizontal layout, the stretch is added 
in the horizontal direction from the left to right. This is important in allowing the visible space 
for the clock's time to expand as the program is being run. Line 76 creates the statusLabel object 
that is accessible by the GetResults class. The statusLabel object is given the display text 
“Status.” Line 77 adds the statusLabel object to tab 2. Line 78 creates a timer object that is called
using QTimer. The timer needs to be updated and needs to be accessible by other functions in the
GetResults class (i.e. handleRun() and stopTimer()) and so it is attributed to self. Line 79 creates 
an object called counterVal that is set to the initial value of zero. This object will be used by the 
updateTimer() function to keep track of the time. Line 80 connects the timer object to the 
function updateTimer().

Lines 82 - 86 define the updateTimer() function. Line 83 defines the timestring object 
which states that the time will be kept as a two digit number separated by a colon and followed 
by another two digit number. Since the timer is updated every second, the counterVal is divided 
by 60 in lines 83 and 84 to display the time in minutes: seconds. Line 85 updates the clockLabel2
value with the text representation of timestring. Line 86 allows the counterValue to increase by 1 
so that it increases 1 second every time the updateTime() function is called.

Lines 88 - 94 define the saveOutfile() function. Line 89 uses the QFileDialog class of 
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QtGui to allow the user to select the directory of where they want to save the output of the 
program. From the QFileDialog class, the getSaveFileName() function is called to allow the user 
to choose an existing file or specify a new output file for the results. The [0] in line 90 specifies 
that the filename object be obtained from the first element in the tuple returned by 
getSaveFileName(). The filename object that is created to handle this method, is given the 
display text “Save Output results file” and is set as a default to save to the current directory. 
Lines 91 - 94 define an if statement that states that if the filename object does not contain an 
empty string (in other words, the user has specified an output filename), a current directory 
object (current_dir) obtains the current directory using the QDir class. The relativeFilePath() 
method is used to obtain the correct path of the output file in relation to the current directory. 
This path is added to the outfileEdit object area using the setText() function.

Lines 97 - 114 define the saveConfig() function. The filename object for this function is 
defined on line 98, is set to the current directory as default, and is given the display text of “Save 
JSON configuration file.” Lines 100 - 114 define the if statement that will write the information 
in the configuration tab to the specified output file. Line 101 defines the outfile object that 
handles the opening of the specified output file for writing. Lines 102 - 113 write to the output 
file in JSON format. The text() function is called to take the text that is inputted into the 
dbHostEdit, dbNameEdit, dbUserEdit, and dbPassEdit objects and write it to the output file. Line
114 closes the output file after all of the configuration information has been entered.

Line 116 - 137 define the handleRun() function. Lines 117 - 121 create new objects to 
refer to the JSON configuration objects within the handleRun() function. For the database host 
(dbhost) object for example, the text that was entered into the dbHostEdit area is stripped of any 
white space. Stripping the white space means that any characters that proceed or follow the string
of interest will be removed. This is useful in case the user accidentally put a space using the 
space bar before or after the string of interest. Lines 122 - 129 state that if any of the objects, 
dbhost, dbname, user, passwd, or outfilename are empty, to print out the message “Some 
configuration parameters are empty. Go back to Configure tab and fix.” This prevents an 
incomplete configuration from being used to run the program. If all of the configuration objects 
are filled and valid, lines 130 - 137 run the GetResultsWorker() function from the 
get_results_worker.py program. On lines 131 - 132, the get_process object passes the parameters 
dbhost, dbname, user, passwdm, and outfilename to GetResultsWorker(). Line 133 calls the 
get_process process object and calls its start() method. Line 134 calls the timer object and starts 
the timer. The timer is set to a one second timer by setting the number of milliseconds to 1000. 
Lines 135 - 136 connects the updateProgress object created by the the GetResultsWorker class to 
connect the get_process object to the showProgress() function. This allows for the get_process 
object to show updates. Line 137 connects the finished object of the get_process object to the 
stopTimer() function. This stops the timer once the process is finished.

Lines 139 - 140 define the stopTimer() function. Line 140 stops the timer using the stop()
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function.

Lines 142 - 143 define the showProgress() function. This is the callback function 
associated with the updateProgress object. The statusLabel widget that was created on line 76 is 
updated with the text passed by the event generated by the updateProgress object. This means 
that every time the timer changes, the statusLabel will be updated so the label shows the running 
time.

Lines 145 - 154 define the handleOpen function. On line 146, the getOpenFileName() 
function is called from the QFileDialog class. The getOpenFileName() function returns a tuple. 
To return a single value, an “_” is inputed after the filename object so that only the first element 
of the tuple is stored. Line 147 sets the display text for the filename object as “Open JSON 
configuration file” and sets the directory to the current directory. Lines 148 - 154 define an if 
statement that will load the contents of the JSON file if a JSON file has been specified. Line 149 
creates a configuration dictionary called cfg_d that uses the loads() function to open the JSON 
file and the read() function to read its contents. Lines 150 - 154 use the setText() function to 
update the dbHostEdit, dbNameEdit, dbUserEdit, dbPassEdit, and outfileEdit objects 
respectively from the cfg_d dictionary.

Line 156 creates a PySide application. Line 157 constructs the gui object GetResults. 
Line 158 starts the event loop, allowing the gui program to run.

get_results_ge6.py

get_results.py - This program is meant to be called as a 
subprocess.  It requires two arguments to be passed: 
sys.argv[1] - The name of a JSON file containing the 
    database connection information 
sys.argv[2] - The name of the output file to write the 
    results to. 
    
The results that come from querying the database 
consist of a list of tuples.  This program gets 
the string representation of each tuple and uses 
the replace() function for strings to remove 
the unnecessary characters.  The result is a 
comma-separated value file.

import sys 
import json 
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import psycopg2 

db_host = sys.argv[1] 
dbname = sys.argv[2] 
user = sys.argv[3] 
passwd = sys.argv[4] 
outfilename = sys.argv[5] 
conn_string = "host='" + db_host + "' dbname='" 
conn_string += dbname + "' user='" 
conn_string += user + "' password='" 
conn_string += passwd + "'" 
conn = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
cursor = conn.cursor() 
outfile = open(outfilename,"w") 
outfile.close() 

sql = "select reltuples::bigint as estimate from " 
sql += "pg_class where relname='sequences'" 
cursor.execute(sql) 
results = cursor.fetchall() 
result = results[0][0] 
end = result - (result%200000) 

for i in range(0,end,200000): 
    sql = "select * from sequences where " 
    sql += "length(aligned_query)>=6 and qdtss=tdtss " 
    sql += "and id > " + str(i) + " and id <= " + str(i+200000) 
    print "gathering data ...." 
    cursor.execute(sql) 
    results = cursor.fetchall() 
    conn.commit() 
    print "data gathered" 
    print "len of results: ", len(results) 
    outfile = open(outfilename,"a") 
    unique_q_set = set() 
    results2 = [] 
    for result in results: 
        result = str(result).replace("'","") 
        result = result.replace("(","").replace(")","") 
        result = result.replace(" ","") 
        tokens = result.split(",") 
        query_unique = False 
        querydata = (tokens[1],tokens[4],tokens[6]) 
        targetdata = (tokens[2],tokens[5],tokens[7]) 
        if (querydata not in unique_q_set and 
            targetdata not in unique_q_set):# and 
            #len(tokens[4]) == 6 and 
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            #len(tokens[5]) == 6): 
            results2.append(result) 
            unique_q_set.add(querydata) 
            unique_q_set.add(targetdata) 
    unique_list = list(unique_q_set) 
    for item in unique_list: 
        item = str(item) 
        item = item.replace("(","").replace(")","") 
        item = item.replace("'","").replace(" ","") 
        outfile.write(item+"\n") 
    results = None 
    outfile.close() 

sql = "select * from sequences where " 
sql += "length(aligned_query) >= 6 and qdtss=tdtss " 
sql += "and id > " + str(end) 
cursor.execute(sql) 
results = cursor.fetchall() 
conn.commit() 
outfile = open(outfilename,"a") 
unique_q_set = set() 
results2 = [] 
for result in results: 
    result = str(result).replace("'","") 
    result = result.replace("(","").replace(")","") 
    result = result.replace(" ","") 
    tokens = result.split(",") 
    query_unique = False 
    querydata = (tokens[1],tokens[4],tokens[6]) 
    targetdata = (tokens[2],tokens[5],tokens[7]) 
    if (querydata not in unique_q_set and 
       targetdata not in unique_q_set):# and 
        #len(tokens[4]) == 6 and 
        #len(tokens[5]) == 6): 
        results2.append(result) 
        unique_q_set.add(querydata) 
        unique_q_set.add(targetdata) 
unique_list = list(unique_q_set) 
for item in unique_list: 
    item = str(item) 
    item = item.replace("(","").replace(")","") 
    item = item.replace("'","").replace(" ","") 
    outfile.write(item+"\n") 
outfile.close()
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Lines 19, 20, and 21 import the sys, json, and psycopg2 modules respectively. Lines 23  - 27 use 
sys.argv list in Python to pass command-line arguments. Line 23 states that the database host 
(db_host) is to be passed as the first argument. Line 24 states that the database name (dbname) is 
to be passed as the second argument. Line 25 states that the username (user) is to be passed as the
third argument. Line 26 states that the user's password (passwd) is to be passed as the fourth 
argument. Line 27 states that the outfile name containing the extracted results from the database 
(outfilename) is to be passed as the fifth argument on the command line. Lines 28 - 31 define a 
string called conn_string that lists the previous five arguments in the correct order. Line 32 uses 
the connect() function of psycopg2 to connect to the conn_string, essentially obtaining a 
connection to the database. Line 33 creates an object called cursor. This object allows for the 
execution of queries to the database. Line 34 creates an output file to which the database results 
will be written. Line 35 closes the output file. However, this currently empty output file will have
the results appended to it when it is called later in the program.

Lines 37 - 38 is an sql statement that allows for an estimation of the approximate size of 
the database. Estimating the approximate size is a faster calculation than querying the database 
for the exact size. This reduces the overall time for this process to a few seconds rather than 
minutes. Line 39 executes this statement using the cursor. In other words, line 39 runs the sql 
query. As a reminder, this is not the query to obtain the results for the output file. This query 
allows for connection to a database and to obtain an approximate size estimation of the database. 
In order to obtain the estimate, line 40 uses the fetchall() function to retrieve the result of the 
query. Psycopg2 returns all records as tuples. A tuple is a list of two or more objects. For 
example if a query was performed on a database that contains ten records, it would return a list of
ten tuples. As a tuple contains a minimum of two objects, a record that contains one object will 
be returned as having the object and then having a secondary empty object. In this case, the sql 
query is returning a value for the estimated size. Since this value is a single value, the second 
object is a zero. Line 41 obtains the result of the sql query. The first [0] selects the first tuple or 
the first list. The second [0] selects the first element from that tuple, that is the estimated size of 
the database. Line 42 creates an end value. This is equivalent to the estimated size minus the 
remainder of dividing the estimated size by 200,000. This end value will be used in the following
for loop as a way of setting a maximum number of alignments that can easily be queried at a 
given time.

Lines 44 - 61 define the aforementioned for loop. This for loop will handle the alignments
in the range 0 to the end value in increments of 200,000. Lines 45 - 48 create the sql statement 
that will be executed on line 50. Lines 55 - 61 define an inner for loop that appends the results to 
the previously created output file. The replace() function is used to delete extra information (eg. 
parentheses and quotation markings) that were added to the data because the data was stored in 
the PostgreSQL database as a dictionary.
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Lines 63 - 75 repeat the same database querying and writing to the output file for the 
remainder of the database that was not accessed by the for loop. For example, the estimated size 
of the we_um100_d0_db database was 277,370,080. The for loop handled the range from 0 
to277,000,000 in increments of 200,000. Lines 63 - 75 handle the remaining 370,080 rows.

get_results_worker.py

from PySide import QtCore 
import subprocess 
import sys 
sys.path.insert(0,"..") 

class GetResultsWorker(QtCore.QThread): 
    updateProgress = QtCore.Signal(str) 
    
    def __init__(self, db_host, dbname, username, 
        passwd, outfilename): 
        QtCore.QThread.__init__(self) 
        self.db_host = db_host 
        self.dbname = dbname 
        self.user = username 
        self.passwd = passwd 
        self.outfilename = outfilename 
        
    def run(self): 
        p = subprocess.Popen(["python","get_results_ge6.py", 
            self.db_host,self.dbname,self.user, 
            self.passwd,self.outfilename], 
            stdout = subprocess.PIPE,) 
        #stdout_val = p.communicate()[0] 
        #print repr(stdout_val) 
        p.wait() 
        if (p.returncode == 0): 
            print "Finished" 
            self.updateProgress.emit("Finished") 
        else: 
            print "Error Occurred"

Lines 1 - 3 import the modules needed for the worker class including QtCore, subprocess, and 
sys. Line 4 tells the worker class to look for other code that is located in the same directory as 
this program.

Lines 6 - 30 define the GetResultsWorker class. Line 6 creates a new thread within the 
GetResultsWorker class. This thread will only be activated when the start() function is called. 
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The start() function is called in the gui_get_db_results.py program on line 133. Line 7 creates the
updateProgress QtCore.Signal object. This signal will be passed as a string.

Lines 9 - 16 define the constructor of the class. The parameters for this class will allow for the 
handling of the database information as well as the output file information.

Lines 18 - 30 define the run() function. Lines 19 - 22 use the Popen() function of the subprocess 
module to run the python program get_results_ge6.py and pass the database and output file 
arguments. Line 22 allows for the information that would normally be printed to the console to 
be returned back to the program. Lines 26 - 30 define and if/else statement that will print the 
message “Finished” once the return code is zero. A return code of zero means that the process has
successfully terminated. Therfore, if the return code is not zero, an error message will be written 
to the screen.

Appendix G - Finding motifs that are significant for a position

gui_get_significant_motifs.py

from PySide import QtGui,QtCore 
import json 
from get_significant_motifs_worker import GetSigMotifsWorker 
import sys 

class GetMotifs(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.length_set = set() 
        self.initMenu() 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,500) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Get Significant Motifs") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initMenu(self): 
        menubar = self.menuBar() 
        fileMenu = menubar.addMenu("File") 
        openJSON = QtGui.QAction("Open JSON configuration file",self) 
        openJSON.triggered.connect(self.openJSON) 
        saveJSON = QtGui.QAction("Save JSON configuration file",self) 
        saveJSON.triggered.connect(self.saveJSON) 
        quit = QtGui.QAction("Quit",self) 
        quit.triggered.connect(self.close) 
        fileMenu.addAction(openJSON) 
        fileMenu.addAction(saveJSON) 
        fileMenu.addAction(quit) 
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    def initUI(self): 
        tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
        tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Check Memory/Run") 
        self.tab1_layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1_layout) 
        self.tab2_layout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout() 
        tab2.setLayout(self.tab2_layout) 
        self.layoutTab1() 
        self.layoutTab2() 
        
    def layoutTab1(self): 
        dbResultLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Database results file: ") 
        self.db_results_box = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        db_result_button = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(dbResultLabel,0,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.db_results_box,0,1) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(db_result_button,0,2) 
        db_result_button.clicked.connect(self.dbResultButton) 
        motifLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Motif output file: ") 
        self.motif_out_box = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        motif_out_button = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(motifLabel,1,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.motif_out_box,1,1) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(motif_out_button,1,2) 
        motif_out_button.clicked.connect(self.motifButton) 
        motifResultLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Reduced results file: ") 
        self.reduced_results_box = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        reduced_result_button = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(motifResultLabel,2,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.reduced_results_box,2,1) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(reduced_result_button,2,2) 
        
reduced_result_button.clicked.connect(self.reducedResultButton) 
        countsLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Counts file (optional): ") 
        self.counts_file_box = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        countButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(countsLabel,3,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.counts_file_box,3,1) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(countButton,3,2) 
        countButton.clicked.connect(self.countButton) 
        saveJSONButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Save JSON configuration") 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(saveJSONButton,4,0) 
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        saveJSONButton.clicked.connect(self.saveJSON) 
        
    def layoutTab2(self): 
        #self.tab2_layout.setVerticalSpacing(0.5) 
        chooseLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Check the length of motif(s) to 
find") 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(chooseLabel) 
        buttonrow = QtGui.QHBoxLayout() 
        self.ckbutton6 = QtGui.QCheckBox("6") 
        buttonrow.addWidget(self.ckbutton6) 
        self.ckbutton7 = QtGui.QCheckBox("7") 
        buttonrow.addWidget(self.ckbutton7) 
        self.ckbutton8 = QtGui.QCheckBox("8") 
        buttonrow.addWidget(self.ckbutton8) 
        self.ckbutton9 = QtGui.QCheckBox("9") 
        buttonrow.addWidget(self.ckbutton9) 
        self.ckbutton10 = QtGui.QCheckBox("10") 
        buttonrow.addWidget(self.ckbutton10) 
        self.ckbutton11 = QtGui.QCheckBox("11 or more") 
        buttonrow.addWidget(self.ckbutton11) 
        self.tab2_layout.addLayout(buttonrow) 
        runbuttonrow = QtGui.QHBoxLayout() 
        mem_check_button = QtGui.QPushButton( 
            "Check memory requirements") 
        runbuttonrow.addWidget(mem_check_button) 
        mem_check_button.clicked.connect(self.checkMemory) 
        self.run_button = QtGui.QPushButton("Run") 
        self.run_button.setEnabled(False) 
        runbuttonrow.addWidget(self.run_button) 
        self.run_button.clicked.connect(self.runMotifFinding) 
        self.tab2_layout.addLayout(runbuttonrow) 
        self.textarea = QtGui.QPlainTextEdit() 
        self.textarea.setReadOnly(True) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(self.textarea) 
                
    def runMotifFinding(self): 
        result_file = self.db_results_box.text().strip() 
        motif_out_file = self.motif_out_box.text().strip() 
        reduced_results_file = self.reduced_results_box.text().strip()
        counts_file = self.counts_file_box.text().strip() 
        if (result_file == "" or motif_out_file == "" or 
            reduced_results_file == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("You must set the database" + 
                " results file, \nthe motif output file and \n" + 
                "the reduced results file.\nGo back to \"Configure\" "
+ 
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                "tab and fix.") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        if (self.ckbutton6.checkState() == QtCore.Qt.Checked): 
            self.length_set.add(6) 
        if (self.ckbutton7.checkState() == QtCore.Qt.Checked): 
            self.length_set.add(7) 
        if (self.ckbutton8.checkState() == QtCore.Qt.Checked): 
            self.length_set.add(8) 
        if (self.ckbutton9.checkState() == QtCore.Qt.Checked): 
            self.length_set.add(9) 
        if (self.ckbutton10.checkState() == QtCore.Qt.Checked): 
            self.length_set.add(10) 
        if (self.ckbutton11.checkState() == QtCore.Qt.Checked): 
            self.length_set.add(11) 
        if (not self.length_set): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("You must select at least one " + 
                "length.") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        else: 
            set_string = str(self.length_set) 
            set_string = set_string.replace('set([','') 
            set_string = set_string.replace('])','') 
            self.get_process = GetSigMotifsWorker( 
                result_file,motif_out_file, 
                reduced_results_file,counts_file, 
                set_string,0,0) 
            self.get_process.start() 
            self.get_process.updateProgress.connect( 
                self.showProgress) 
            self.get_process.finished.connect(self.processDone) 
    
    def checkMemory(self): 
        result_file = self.db_results_box.text().strip() 
        if (result_file == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("You must set the database" + 
                " results file.\nGo back to \"Configure\" " + 
                "tab and fix.") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        self.length_set.clear() 
        if (self.ckbutton6.checkState() == QtCore.Qt.Checked): 
            self.length_set.add(6) 
        if (self.ckbutton7.checkState() == QtCore.Qt.Checked): 
            self.length_set.add(7) 
        if (self.ckbutton8.checkState() == QtCore.Qt.Checked): 
            self.length_set.add(8) 
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        if (self.ckbutton9.checkState() == QtCore.Qt.Checked): 
            self.length_set.add(9) 
        if (self.ckbutton10.checkState() == QtCore.Qt.Checked): 
            self.length_set.add(10) 
        if (self.ckbutton11.checkState() == QtCore.Qt.Checked): 
            self.length_set.add(11) 
        if (not self.length_set): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("You must select at least one " + 
                "length.") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        else: 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            reply = msgBox.question(self,'Split input file', 
                "Split input file?",QtGui.QMessageBox.Yes | 
                QtGui.QMessageBox.No, QtGui.QMessageBox.No) 
            split_input_value = 0 # False 
            if (reply == QtGui.QMessageBox.Yes): 
                split_input_value = 1 
            set_string = str(self.length_set) 
            set_string = set_string.replace('set([','') 
            set_string = set_string.replace('])','') 
            self.get_process = GetSigMotifsWorker( 
                result_file,"","","",set_string,1, 
                split_input_value) 
            self.get_process.start() 
            self.get_process.updateProgress.connect( 
                self.showProgress) 
            self.get_process.finished.connect(self.processDone) 
            self.run_button.setEnabled(True) 
    
    def showProgress(self,progress): 
        print "progress",progress 
        self.textarea.appendPlainText(progress.strip()) 
        
    def processDone(self): 
        msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
        msgBox.setText("Process complete") 
        msgBox.exec_() 
    
    def dbResultButton(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get database results file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.db_results_box.setText(rel_filename) 
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    def motifButton(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "motif output filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.motif_out_box.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def reducedResultButton(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Reduced results filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.reduced_results_box.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def countButton(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Counts filename",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.counts_file_box.setText(rel_filename) 
    
    def openJSON(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Open JSON configuration file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            cfg_d = json.loads(open(filename).read()) 
            self.db_results_box.setText(cfg_d["db_results_file"]) 
            self.motif_out_box.setText(cfg_d["motifs_output_file"]) 
            self.reduced_results_box.setText( 
                cfg_d["reduced_results_file"]) 
            self.counts_file_box.setText(cfg_d["count_file"]) 
        
    def saveJSON(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
            "Save JSON configuration file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            outfile = open(filename,"w") 
            outfile.write("{\n") 
            outfile.write('  "db_results_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.db_results_box.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "motifs_output_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.motif_out_box.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "reduced_results_file" : "') 
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            outfile.write(self.reduced_results_box.text() + '",\n') 
            outfile.write('  "count_file" : "') 
            outfile.write(self.counts_file_box.text() + '"\n') 
            outfile.write("}") 
            outfile.close() 
        
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
gm = GetMotifs() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

Line 1 imports the QtGui and QtCore modules from PySide. Line 2 imports the json 
module so that json files may be utilized by this gui program. Line 3 inports the 
GetSigMotifsWorker class from get_significant_motifs_worker.py. Line 4 imports the sys 
module.

Lines 6 - 264 define the GetMotifs class that creates the main window of the gui program.
Lines 7 - 14 define the constructor for the class. Line 9 creates the instance variable length_set 
and makes it initially an empty set. Lines 9 and 10 are calling the initMenu() and initUI() 
functions of the GetMotifs class. The initMenu() function defined on lines 16 - 27 will create the 
menu for the application. The initUI() function defined on lines 29 - 41 will create the user 
interface for the application. The user interface will consist of several tabs and widgets such as 
text boxes on those tabs. Lines 12 and 13 call the setGeometry and setWindowTitle functions that
are inherited from the QMainWindow class. As with the other gui programs, the dimensions of 
the main window were set to 50 pixels from the top left corner of the screen, 50 pixels from the 
top of the screen, and 700 pixels wide. The height of the main window was set to 500 pixels, 
slightly taller than the other gui programs. This is to accommodate the interactive significant 
motif graphs into the window. Line 14 allows the main window to become visible.

Lines 16 - 27 define the initMenu() function. Line 17 defines the menubar object that is 
used to handle the menuBar of the window.Line 18 defines the fileMenu object with the display 
text “File.” The fileMenu object is added to the menubar object using the addMenu() 
function.Lines 19 - 20 create and connect the openJSON object to the openJSON method. Lines 
21 - 22 create and connect the saveJSON object to the saveJSON method. The openJSON()and 
saveJSON() functions will be later defined in lines 238 - 247 and 249 - 264 respectively. 
Similarly, lines 23 - 24 create and connect the quit object to the close () function. Lines 25 - 27 
use the addAction method to add openJSON, saveJSON, and quit to the fileMenu. This allows 
for these objects and their associated functions to be accessed by the filemenu of the main 
window.

Lines 29 - 41 define the initUI() function. Line 30 creates the tabWidget object that calls 
the QTabWidget() function from the QtGui class. QTabWidget() allows for the creation of a tab 
dialog where tabs and their associated page widgets may be added. Line 31 uses the 
setCentralWidget() function to set tabWidget to be the main widget of the window. Lines 32 - 33 
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constructs the QWidgets tab1 and tab2. Line 34 adds the tab1 widget to the main tabWidget with 
the display text “Configure.” Line 35 adds the tab2 widget to the main tabWidget with the 
display text “Check Memory/Run.” Lines 36 - 41 define the layout of tab1 and tab2. In the first 
tab (a.k.a. the configuration tab), there will need to be text areas next to each of the configuration
parameters. Therefore, tab1 will utilize a QGridLayout, where the positions of each of the 
widgets in the tab may be specified by a set of coordinates. In the second tab (a.k.a. the run tab), 
most of the space will be taken up by a text area. Therefore, tab2 will utilize a QVBoxLayout, 
where the widgets will be organized in a vertical fashion. In Line 36, the tab1_layout variable is 
created with a QGridLayout. In Line 37, tab1_layout is set as the layout of tab1 using the 
setLayout() function. Line 38 creates a tab2_layout variable with a QVBoxLayout. Line 39 states
that tab2_layout is set as the layout of tab2. Lines 40 and 41 call the layoutTab1() and 
layoutTab2() functions. These functions will be defined below.

Lines 43 - 74 define the layoutTab1() function. Line 44 creates a dbResultLabel object 
with the display text “Database results file: .” Line 45 creates the db_results_box variable with an
editable text area using the QLineEdit() function. Line 46 creates a db_result_button using the 
QPushButton() function with the display text “Browse.” Lines 47 - 49 add these objects as 
widgets within the tab1_layout. Lines 50 - 74 create and add the rest of the configuration widgets
to the tab1_layout.

Lines 76 - 106 create the layout of the second tab. The QCheckBox() function is used in 
order to select the length of the motifs for comparison. A text area (textarea) is created to display 
the process when the gui program is checking to see if the computer has enough memory to run 
the comparison. The text area utilizes the setReadOnly() function so that the check memory 
process is visible but not editable by the user.

Lines 108 - 149 define the runMotifFinding() function that was called by second tab of 
the main window. Lines 113 - 120 define an if statement that will display an error message if any 
of the configuration widgets are missing information or contain an invalid configuration. Lines 
121 - 132 define if statements that take into account the motif length that the user has checked 
off. Lines 133 - 137 define an if statement that will display an error message if none of the motif 
lengths were selected. Lines 138 - 149 define an else statement that will use the 
GetSigMotifsWorker() function if all configurations are valid. The progress of the comparison 
will be updated by the updateProgress() function and shown by the showProgress() function.

Lines 151 - 195 define the checkMemory() function. Lines 177 - 195 define an else 
statement that will enable the run button once the check memory requirements process has 
finished running.

Lines 197 - 199 define the showProgress() function. This function is used to update the 
text area will the progress from the checkMemory() function and the runMotifFinding() function.

Lines 201 - 204 define the processDone() function. This function will display the 
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message “Process complete” in the msgBox object of the checkMemory() function.

Lines 206 - 212 define the dbResultsButton() function. This function starts by looking for
the database results file in the current directory. Once a filename has been selected, it takes into 
account the relative path of the database results file so that it can be accessed by the gui program.

Lines 214 - 220 define the motifButton() function. This function also starts by looking in 
the current directory of the gui program for a motif output file. Once a filename has been 
selected, it takes into account the relative path of the database results file so that it can be 
accessed by the gui program.

Lines 222 - 228 define the reducedResultButton() function. This function allows the gui 
program to access the location of the reduced results file.

Lines 230 - 236 define the countButton() function. This function allows the gui program 
to access the location of the counts file.

Lines 238 - 247 define the openJSON() function. This function will use a JSON file to fill
in the configuration text areas.

Lines 249 - 264 define the saveJSON() function. This function will take the configuration
information and write it to an outputfile.

get_significant_motifs.py

import sys 
import psutil 
import subprocess 

results_filename = sys.argv[1] 
sig_motifs_filename = sys.argv[2] 
reduced_results_filename = sys.argv[3] 
counts_filename = sys.argv[4] 
list1 = sys.argv[5].split(",") 
list1 = map(lambda x: int(x), list1) 
length_set = set(list1) 
mem_check = int(sys.argv[6]) # 1 == True, 0 == False 
do_mem_check = True 
if (mem_check == 0): 
    do_mem_check = False 
split_input = int(sys.argv[7]) # 1 == True 
do_split_input = True 
if (split_input == 0): 
    do_split_input = False 

startswith_list = ['AA','AC','AG','AT', 
    'CA','CC','CG','CT', 
    'GA','GC','GG','GT', 
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    'TA','TC','TG','TT'] 
filenames = [] 
for prefix in startswith_list: 
    filename = 'file'+prefix + ".txt" 
    filenames.append(filename) 
if (do_split_input): 
    print "set of lengths:",str(length_set) 
    print "breaking up input file" 
    print "This will take about a minute" 
    outfiles = [] 
    for fname in filenames: 
        outfile = open(fname,"w") 
        outfiles.append(outfile) 
        
    infile = open(results_filename,"r") 
    done = False 
    while (not done): 
        line = infile.readline() 
        if (line == ""): 
            done = True 
        else: 
            tokens = line.strip().split(",") 
            for i in range(0, len(startswith_list)): 
                if (tokens[1].startswith(startswith_list[i])): 
                    outfiles[i].write(line) 
                    continue 
    for outfile in outfiles: 
        outfile.close() 
    print "finished breaking up input file" 
print "starting to read in results" 
if (do_mem_check): 
    last_prefix = 1 
else: 
    last_prefix = 16 
    temp_motifs_handle = open("accumulate_motifs.txt","w") 
for i in range(0,last_prefix): 
    infile = open(filenames[i],"r") 
    results = [] 
    done = False 
    while (not done): 
        line = infile.readline() 
        if (line == ""): 
            done = True 
        else: 
            tokens = line.strip().split(",") 
            if (len(tokens[1]) in length_set): 
                results.append(tokens) 
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            if (11 in length_set): 
                if (len(tokens[1]) > 11): 
                    results.append(tokens) 
    new_results = [] 
    for result in results: 
        new_results.append(result) 
    results = [] # free memory 
    
    size = len(new_results) 
    if (do_mem_check): 
        new_results = new_results[:size/10] 
    size = len(new_results) 
    print "results obtained, writing results to temporary file" 
    print "that will be used in multiprocessing process" 
     
    outfile2 = open("temp_results.txt","w") 
    for result in new_results: 
        result = str(result) 
        result = result.replace('[','').replace(']','') 
        result = result.replace("'","").replace(' ','') 
        outfile2.write(result + "\n") 
    outfile2.close() 
    print "counting motifs" 
    motif_set = set() 
    sig_motif_counts = {} 
    for result in new_results: 
        motif = result[1] 
        if (motif in motif_set): 
            sig_motif_counts[motif] += 1 
        else: 
            sig_motif_counts[motif] = 1 
        motif_set.add(motif) 
    motif_list = list(motif_set) 
    motif_set.clear() # free memory 
    new_results = [] # free memory 
    
    motif_chunk_filename = "motifs_chunk.txt" 
    outfile2 = open(motif_chunk_filename,"w") 
    for motif in motif_list: 
        outfile2.write(motif + ",") 
        outfile2.write(str(sig_motif_counts[motif]) + "\n") 
    outfile2.close() 
    size_motifs = len(motif_list) 
    print "motifs counted:",size_motifs 
    motif_list = [] # free memory 
    
    print "starting to do multiprocessing" 
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    outfilename = "temp_motifs.txt" 
    outfile = open(outfilename,"w") # clear out file 
    
    if (do_mem_check): 
        outfile = open(outfilename,"a") 
        for i in range(0,4): 
            p1 = subprocess.check_output(["python", 
                "setup_motifs.py","temp_results.txt", 
                motif_chunk_filename,outfilename, 
                str(i*size_motifs/4),str((i+1)*size_motifs/4), 
                "mem_check"]) 
            print p1 
    else: 
        outfile = open(outfilename,"a") 
        for i in range(0,16): 
            p1 = subprocess.check_output(["python", 
                "setup_motifs.py","temp_results.txt", 
                motif_chunk_filename,outfilename, 
                str(i*size_motifs/16),str((i+1)*size_motifs/16), 
                "mem_check"]) 
            print p1 
    outfile.close() 
    print "multiprocessing finished" 
    motifs2 = [] 
    infile = open(outfilename,"r") 
    lines = infile.readlines() 
    infile.close() 
    
    for line in lines: 
        tokens = line.strip().split(",") 
        motifs2.append(tokens) 
    lines = [] # free memory 
    print "number of motifs with count > 100:",len(motifs2) 
    
    
    if (not do_mem_check): 
        temp_motifs_handle = open("accumulate_motifs.txt","a") 
        for motif in motifs2: 
            temp_motifs_handle.write(motif[0] + "\t") 
            temp_motifs_handle.write(motif[1] + "\t") 
            count_string = str(sig_motif_counts[motif[0]]) 
            temp_motifs_handle.write(count_string + "\t") 
            temp_motifs_handle.write(motif[3] + "\t") 
            temp_motifs_handle.write(motif[4] + "\t") 
            temp_motifs_handle.write(motif[5] + "\n") 
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if (not do_mem_check): 
    temp_motifs_handle.close() 
    temp_motifs_infile = open("accumulate_motifs.txt","r") 
    lines = temp_motifs_infile.readlines() 
    temp_motifs_infile.close() 
    motifs2 = [] 
    for line in lines: 
        tokens = line.strip().split("\t") 
        motifs2.append(tokens) 
    lines = [] 
    print "accumulated motifs size:",len(motifs2) 
    
    fraction_set = set() 
    fraction_counts = {} 
    for item in motifs2: 
        if (item[1] in fraction_set): 
            fraction_counts[item[1]] += 1 
        else: 
            fraction_counts[item[1]] = 1 
        fraction_set.add(item[1]) 
    main_list = [] 
    for key in fraction_counts.keys(): 
        main_list.append([key,fraction_counts[key]]) 
    main_list.sort() 
    
    if (counts_filename != ""): 
        outf = open(counts_filename,"w") 
        for item in main_list: 
            outf.write(item[0] + "\t" + str(item[1]) + "\n") 
        outf.close() 
    
    motifs2.sort(key=lambda x: x[1]) # sort by fraction 
    total = 0 
    for item in main_list: 
        total += item[1] 
    freqsum = 0 
    for item in main_list: 
        count = item[1] 
        freq = count*1.0/total 
        freqsum += freq 
        if (freqsum >= 0.95): 
            cutoff_fraction = float(item[0]) 
            alpha = 1 - freqsum 
            print "cutoff fraction:",cutoff_fraction 
            print "freqsum:",freqsum 
            print "alpha:",alpha 
            break 
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    motifs2.reverse() 
    sig_motifs_handle = open(sig_motifs_filename,"w") 
    for item in motifs2: 
        if (float(item[1]) >= cutoff_fraction): 
            sig_motifs_handle.write(item[0] + "\t") 
            sig_motifs_handle.write(item[1] + "\t") 
            sig_motifs_handle.write(item[2] + "\t") 
            sig_motifs_handle.write(item[3] + "\t") 
            sig_motifs_handle.write(item[4] + "\n") 
    sig_motifs_handle.close() 
    
    print "writing reduced results file" 
    reduced_file_handle = open(reduced_results_filename,"w") 
    for fn in filenames: 
        infile = open(fn,"r") 
        done = False 
        while (not done): 
            line = infile.readline() 
            if (line == ""): 
                done = True 
                infile.close() 
            else: 
                tokens = line.strip().split(",") 
                if (len(tokens[1]) in length_set): 
                    reduced_file_handle.write(line) 
    
    reduced_file_handle.close()

Lines 1 - 3 import the sys, psutil, and subprocess modules. Lines 5 - 9 are filename objects that can be
defined on the command line. Line 10 organizes the list file by the x value. Line 11 makes a set of list1.
Line 12 creates an object that handles the memory check (mem_check) that takes the integer value of
the sixth argument entered on the command line. Lines 12 - 15 allow the user to choose between 
running the program or doing the memory check. In order to do this, line 13 initially set 
do_mem_check as true. If the value that is passed to mem_check is zero, then the program states to 
skip doing the memory check and to run the part of the program that finds significant motifs. Lines 
16 - 19 check to see whether the motif file has been split. If the file has already been split, 
do_split_input is set to False.

Lines 21 - 24 define a list called startswith_list. This list contains the sixteen possible permutations 
for the first two characters of the motifs. Lines 25 - 28 create the filenames for the sixteen files among 
which the possible motif permutations are divided. Lines 29 - 36 will open a file handle for each of the
file names. These files will be added to the current directory: AAfile.txt, ACfile.txt, AGfile.txt, 
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ATfile.txt, CAfile.txt, CCfile.txt, CGfile.txt, CTfile.txt, GAfile.txt, GCfile.txt, GGfile.txt, GTfile.txt, 
TAfile.txt, TCfile.txt, TGfile.txt, and TTfile.txt. However, these files are currently empty. Line 33 
creates a list called outfiles that will hold all of the output file handles.

Lines 38 - 49 open the results file that was obtained by running gui_get_db_results.py. This results 
file contains all alignments for a given range whose query and target distances are equivalent. The file
will be read in line by line until there aren't any more lines. For the lines that are read in, each line is 
separated into tokens by splitting on the commas. The white space before and after each token is 
removed using the strip() function. The fourth token contains the sequence motif information for a 
given query gene. If the motif starts with one of the sixteen two-letter combinations that are 
represented by one of the sixteen files, the result containing the motif is added to that output file. 
This process will allow for the results to be separated among the sixteen output files based on the first
two-letters of the corresponding motif. Line 49 uses continue to allow for the for loop to skip 
searching for matches to subsequent two-letter combinations once the appropriate two-letter 
combination has been found. Lines 50 -51 define a for loop that closes the output files once the 
results have been written. Line 52 prints out the message “finished breaking up input file” so that the 
user knows that this process has been completed.

After the sixteen files have been populated, a memory check may be performed. Line 54 prints the 
message “starting to read in results.” Lines 54 - 58 define an if/else statement that state that the 
last_prefix is equal to 1 if the memory check is to be performed. Otherwise, last_prefix is equal to 16. 
This is so the memory check will start with the first two-letter combination in the filenames list. Line 
58 creates a temp_motifs_handle object that opens and writes to an output file called 
“accumulate_motifs.txt. Line 59 - 73 defines a for loop that will read in the sixteen two-letter motif 
files. If the length of a motif is in the length_set (a list of integers that contain motifs of a specified 
length) then the results are appended to the results list. If the length set contains the number 11, then
anything that is greater than the length of 11 will also be appended. This is so that this will handle 
motifs that are 11 or more characters long.

Line 74 creates a list called new_results. Lines 75 - 77 define a for loop that will only append results to
the new_results list if the query motif is equal to the target motif.

get_significant_motifs_worker.py

from PySide import QtCore 
import subprocess 
import sys 

class GetSigMotifsWorker(QtCore.QThread): 
    updateProgress = QtCore.Signal(str) 
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    def __init__(self,results_fn, 
        motif_out_fn,reduce_results_fn, 
        count_out_fn,length_set_string,mem_check, 
        split_input): 
        QtCore.QThread.__init__(self) 
        self.results_filename = results_fn 
        self.length_set_string = length_set_string 
        self.motif_output_filename = motif_out_fn 
        self.reduced_results_filename = reduce_results_fn 
        self.count_output_filename = count_out_fn 
        self.mem_check = int(mem_check) 
        self.split_input = int(split_input) 
        
    def run(self): 
        if (self.mem_check == 1): 
            split_input_string = "0" 
            if (self.split_input == 1): 
                split_input_string = "1" 
            p = subprocess.Popen(["stdbuf","-oL", 
                "python","get_significant_motifs.py", 
                self.results_filename,"","","", 
                self.length_set_string,"1", 
                split_input_string], 
                bufsize=1,stdout=subprocess.PIPE, 
                stderr=subprocess.STDOUT, 
                close_fds=True) 
        else: 
            p = subprocess.Popen(["stdbuf","-oL", 
                "python","get_significant_motifs.py", 
                self.results_filename,self.motif_output_filename, 
                self.reduced_results_filename, 
                self.count_output_filename, 
                self.length_set_string,"0","0"], 
                bufsize=1,stdout=subprocess.PIPE, 
                stderr= subprocess.STDOUT,close_fds=True) 
        for line in iter(p.stdout.readline,b''): 
            self.updateProgress.emit(line) 
        p.stdout.close() 
        p.wait() 
        if (p.returncode == 0): 
            self.updateProgress.emit("Finished")
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multi_fraction.py

import multiprocessing as mp 
from psutil import virtual_memory as vm 

def findFraction(results,motif,total_count,outfilename,pid): 
    location_counts = {} 
    myset = set() 
    new_results = [] 
    for result in results: 
        if (result[1] == motif): 
            new_results.append(result) 
            if (result[2] in myset): 
                location_counts[str(result[2])] += 1 
            else: 
                location_counts[str(result[2])] = 1 
            myset.add(result[2]) 
    max_location = max(location_counts, 
        key=location_counts.get) 
    geneIdSet = set() 
    for result in new_results: 
        if result[2] == max_location: 
            geneIdSet.add(result[0].strip()) 
    genes = str(geneIdSet).strip() 
    genes = genes.replace("set([","").replace("])","") 
    genes = genes.replace("'","").replace(" ","") 
    genes = genes.replace(",",";") 
    
    max_val = location_counts[max_location] 
    fracstring = "%.2f" % (1.0*max_val/total_count) 
    outfile = open(outfilename,"a") 
    outfile.write(motif + "," + fracstring + ",") 
    outfile.write(str(total_count)+",") 
    outfile.write(max_location + ",") 
    outfile.write("%d of %d" % (max_val,total_count)) 
    outfile.write("," + genes) 
    outfile.write("\n") 
    
def runFindFraction(results,motif_chunk_count_list, 
    outfilename,pid): 
    for motif in motif_chunk_count_list: 
        if (motif[1] > 100): 
            findFraction(results,motif[0],motif[1], 
                outfilename,pid) 
    max_mem = vm().percent 
    print "runFindFraction memory",max_mem 
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def multiFindFraction(results,motif_chunk_count_list, 
    outfilename): 
    size = len(motif_chunk_count_list) 
    motifs1 = motif_chunk_count_list[:size/4] 
    motifs2 = motif_chunk_count_list[size/4:size/2] 
    motifs3 = motif_chunk_count_list[size/2:3*size/4] 
    motifs4 = motif_chunk_count_list[3*size/4:] 
    motif_chunk_count_list = [] # free memory 
    
    p1 = mp.Process(target=runFindFraction,args=(results, 
        motifs1,outfilename,"1",)) 
    p2 = mp.Process(target=runFindFraction,args=(results, 
        motifs2,outfilename,"2",)) 
    p3 = mp.Process(target=runFindFraction,args=(results, 
        motifs3,outfilename,"3",)) 
    p4 = mp.Process(target=runFindFraction,args=(results, 
        motifs4,outfilename,"4",)) 
    processes = [] 
    processes.append(p1) 
    processes.append(p2) 
    processes.append(p3) 
    processes.append(p4) 
    for p in processes: 
        p.start() 
    for p in processes: 
        p.join()

setup_motifs.py

import sys 
import psutil 
from multi_fraction import multiFindFraction 
        
results_filename = sys.argv[1] 
motifs_chunk_filename = sys.argv[2] 
outfilename = sys.argv[3] 
start_row = int(sys.argv[4]) 
end_row = int(sys.argv[5]) 
mem_check = sys.argv[6] 

results = [] 
infile = open(results_filename) 
done = False 
while (not done): 
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    line = infile.readline() 
    if (line == ""): 
        done = True 
    else: 
        tokens = line.strip().split(",") 
        results.append(tokens) 
infile.close() 
print "len(results):",len(results),"for", 
print results[0][1][:2] 
print "start_row",start_row 
print "end_row",end_row 
infile = open(motifs_chunk_filename) 
lines = infile.readlines() 
infile.close() 
sig_motifs = [] 
for i in range(start_row,end_row): 
    tokens = lines[i].strip().split(",") 
    tokens[1] = int(tokens[1]) 
    sig_motifs.append(tokens) 

size = len(sig_motifs) 
print "size of motifs",size 
if (mem_check == "mem_check"): 
    multiFindFraction(results,sig_motifs, 
        outfilename) 
#outfile.close() 

find6charWithinAllMotifs_multi.py

#import multiprocessing as mp 
#comparedList = [] 
#ComparedSet = set() 
def getComparedList(lines2,itemList): 
    comparedList = [] 
    for line in lines2: 
        tokens = line.split(",") 
        gene_id = tokens[0] 
        motif = tokens[1] 
        dtss = int(tokens[2]) 
        for item in itemList: 
            if item in motif: 
                motif = motif.replace("-","") 
                diff = motif.find(item) 
                if diff >= 0: 
                    comparedList.append([gene_id,item,dtss+diff]) 
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    getUniqueCompared(comparedList) 
              
def getUniqueCompared(totalComparedList): 
    ComparedSet = set() 
    for item in totalComparedList: 
        item = str(item) 
        item = item.replace("[","").replace("]","") 
        item = item.replace('"',"").replace(" ","") 
        item = item.replace("(","").replace(")","") 
        item = item.replace("'","").replace("\\","") 
        item = item.replace("\n","") 
        tokens3 = item.split(",") 
        gene_id = tokens3[0] 
        motif = str(tokens3[1]) 
        dtss = tokens3[2] 
        entry = (tokens3[0],tokens3[1],tokens3[2]) 
        ComparedSet.add(entry) 
    unique_list = list(ComparedSet) 
    outfile = open('find6char-test-multi.txt',"a") 
    for item in unique_list: 
        item = str(item) 
        item = item.replace("[","").replace("]","") 
        item = item.replace('"',"").replace(" ","") 
        item = item.replace("(","").replace(")","") 
        item = item.replace("'","").replace("\\","") 
        item = item.replace("\n","") 
        outfile.write(item+"\n") 
    outfile.close() 
           
infile =open('we_um100_d0_accumulate_motifs.txt','r') 
lines = infile.readlines() 
infile.close() 

infile2 = 
open('/home/taryn/Desktop/masters_python_current/final_source/get_db_r
esults_source/we_um100_d0_getResults.txt','r') 
lines2 = infile2.readlines() 
infile2.close() 

#outfile = open('find6char-test.txt',"w") 
#outfile.close() 
outfile = open('find6char-test-multi.txt',"w") 
outfile.close() 
#outfile1 = open('find6char-test1.txt',"w") 
#outfile2 = open('find6char-test2.txt',"w") 
#outfile3 = open('find6char-test3.txt',"w") 
#outfile4 = open('find6char-test4.txt',"w") 
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char6List = [] 
for line in lines: 
    tokens = line.split("\t") 
    char6 = str(tokens[0]) 
    if char6 not in char6List: 
        char6List.append(char6) 
total_motifs = len(char6List) 
last = total_motifs/16 
end = last*16 
for i in range(0,last): 
    getComparedList(lines2,char6List[i*16:(i+1)*16]) 
getComparedList(lines2,char6List[end:]) 
#getComparedList(lines2,char6List[:16]) 
#getComparedList(lines2,char6List[16:32]) 
#getComparedList(lines2,char6List[32:48]) 
#getComparedList(lines2,char6List[48:64]) 
#for p in processes: 
#    p.start() 
#for p in processes: 
#    p.join() 
#getComparedList(lines2,char6List[:4],outfile) 
#getComparedList(lines2,char6List[4:8],outfile) 
#getComparedList(lines2,char6List[8:12],outfile) 
#getComparedList(lines2,char6List[12:16],outfile) 
print char6List[:4] 
print char6List[4:8] 
print char6List[8:12] 
print char6List[12:16] 
#outfile.close() 

"""   
for line in lines2: 
    tokens2 = line.split(",") 
    gene_id = tokens2[0] 
    motif = str(tokens2[1]) 
    dtss = tokens2[2] 
    for item in char6List: 
        if item in motif: 
            #diff = str(motif).index(str(item)) 
            motif = motif.replace("-","") 
            diff = motif.find(item) 
            if diff >= 0: 
                comparedList.append([gene_id,item,(int(dtss)
+diff),motif,int(dtss)]) 
#print comparedList 
""" 
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#for item in comparedList: 

#print uniqueComparedList 
#outfile.write("\n".join(map(lambda x: str(x), ComparedSet))) 
""" 
for item in uniqueComparedList: 
        item = str(item) 
        item = item.replace("[","").replace("]","") 
        item = item.replace('"',"").replace(" ","") 
        item = item.replace("(","").replace(")","") 
        item = item.replace("'","").replace("\\","") 
        item = item.replace("\n","") 
        outfile.write(item+"\n") 
outfile.close() 
"""

getFuncfor6Char.py

def writeToFile(outfile,lines,func_d,class_d): 
    outfile.write("<html>\n  <body>\n") 
    #count = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        tokens = line.split("\t") 
        frac = float(tokens[1]) 
        if frac >= 0.12: 
            outfile.write('    <table border="1">\n') 
            outfile.write('<tr>\n') 
            outfile.write('      <td colspan="3">') 
            outfile.write(tokens[0]+ " Frac: "+str(tokens[1])+ " dtss:
"+ str(tokens[3]) + "Num at dtss: "+ tokens[4]) 
            outfile.write('</td>\n') 
            outfile.write('</tr>\n') 
            genes = tokens[5].split(";") 
            genes_list = [] 
        
        #count += 1 
            for i in range(0,len(genes)-1): 
                tokens2 = genes[i].split("_") 
                gene_name = tokens2[0] 
                #print gene_name, count 
                genes_list.append([genes[i],func_d[gene_name]]) 
            genes_list = sorted(genes_list,key=lambda x: x[1]) 
            for gene in genes_list: 
                outfile.write('<tr>\n') 
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                outfile.write(" <td>" + gene[0] + "</td>\n") 
                outfile.write(" <td>" + gene[1]) 
                outfile.write("</td>\n") 
                outfile.write("<td>") 
                gene_name = gene[0].split("_")[0] 
                if gene_name in class_d.keys(): 
                    outfile.write(class_d[gene_name]) 
                outfile.write("</td>\n") 
                outfile.write("</tr>\n") 
            outfile.write('    </table>\n') 
            outfile.write('    <br />\n') 
    outfile.write("  </body>\n</html>") 
    outfile.close() 

infile = 
open("/home/taryn/Desktop/masters_python_current/final_source/get_sig_
motifs_new_source/we_um100_d0_accumulate_motifs_all6char_final.txt","r
") 
infile2 = 
open("/home/taryn/Desktop/masters_python_current/final_source/extract_
regions_source/ana7120_um100_d0_ranges.tab.txt","r") 
infile.readline() 
lines = infile.readlines() 
infile.close() 
lines2 = infile2.readlines() 
infile2.close() 
infile3 = 
open("/home/taryn/Desktop/masters_python_current/final_source/ana7120_
functionalClasses.txt","r") 
lines3 = infile3.readlines() 
infile3.close() 

func_d = {} 
for i in range(4,len(lines2)): 
    line = lines2[i] 
    tokens = line.strip().split("\t") 
    func_d[tokens[0]] = tokens[7] 
#print func_d[tokens[0]] 
#print tokens[7] 

class_d = {} 
for line in lines3: 
    tokens = line.strip().split("\t") 
    class_d[tokens[1]] = tokens[3] 
#print class_d 
filename = "we_um100_d0_motifs.html" 
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outfile = 
open('/home/taryn/Desktop/masters_python_current/final_source/get_sig_
motifs_new_source/we_um100_d0_6char_func/'+filename,"w") 
writeToFile(outfile,lines,func_d,class_d)

Programs specifically for Method 3

gui_setup_make_ssw_db.py

from PySide import QtGui,QtCore 
import json 
import sys 

class SetupMakeSSWDB(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.dbconfig_filename = "" 
        self.json_config_filename = "" 
        self.initMenu() 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Setup for making WE database") 
        self.show() 
        
    def initMenu(self): 
        menubar = self.menuBar() 
        fileMenu = menubar.addMenu("File") 
        openJSON = QtGui.QAction("Open JSON config file",self) 
        openJSON.triggered.connect(self.openJSON) 
        saveJSON = QtGui.QAction("Save JSON config file",self) 
        saveJSON.triggered.connect(self.saveJSON) 
        quit = QtGui.QAction("Quit",self) 
        quit.triggered.connect(self.close) 
        fileMenu.addAction(openJSON) 
        fileMenu.addAction(saveJSON) 
        fileMenu.addAction(quit) 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab3 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab4 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Database configuration") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Sequence and Range files") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab3,"Smith Waterman parameters") 
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        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab4,"Setup command") 
        self.tabWidget.setTabEnabled(3,False) 
        self.tab1_layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1_layout) 
        self.tab2_layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab2.setLayout(self.tab2_layout) 
        self.tab3_layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab3.setLayout(self.tab3_layout) 
        self.tab4_layout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout() 
        tab4.setLayout(self.tab4_layout) 
        self.layoutTab1() 
        self.layoutTab2() 
        self.layoutTab3() 
        self.layoutTab4() 
        
    def layoutTab1(self): 
        dbLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Database name:") 
        self.dbnameEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(dbLabel,0,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.dbnameEdit,0,1) 
        userLabel = QtGui.QLabel("username for database:") 
        self.dbuserEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(userLabel,1,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.dbuserEdit) 
        passLabel = QtGui.QLabel("password for database:") 
        self.dbpassEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(passLabel,2,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.dbpassEdit,2,1) 
        
    def layoutTab2(self): 
        seqLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Sequence filename:") 
        self.seqFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        seqButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(seqLabel,0,0) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(self.seqFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(seqButton,0,2) 
        seqButton.clicked.connect(self.seqFilename) 
        rangeLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Range filename:") 
        self.rangeFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        rangeButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(rangeLabel,1,0) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileEdit,1,1) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(rangeButton,1,2) 
        rangeButton.clicked.connect(self.rangeFilename) 
        #saveJSONButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Save JSON configuration")
        #self.tab2_layout.addWidget(saveJSONButton,2,0) 
        #saveJSONButton.clicked.connect(self.saveJSON) 
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    def layoutTab3(self): 
        gapPenLabel = QtGui.QLabel("gap open penalty:") 
        self.gapPenEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.gapPenEdit.setText("5") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(gapPenLabel,0,0) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.gapPenEdit,0,1) 
        gapExtLabel = QtGui.QLabel("gap extend penalty:") 
        self.gapExtEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.gapExtEdit.setText("2") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(gapExtLabel,0,2) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.gapExtEdit,0,3) 
        matchLabel = QtGui.QLabel("match score:") 
        self.matchEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.matchEdit.setText("2") 
        mismatchLabel = QtGui.QLabel("mismatch score:") 
        self.mismatchEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.mismatchEdit.setText("-3") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(matchLabel,1,0) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.matchEdit,1,1) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(mismatchLabel,1,2) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.mismatchEdit,1,3) 
        minLabel = QtGui.QLabel("minimum score:") 
        self.minEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.minEdit.setText("8") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(minLabel,2,0) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.minEdit,2,1) 
        maxDTSSLabel = QtGui.QLabel("max dtss value (dtss less than 
this):") 
        self.maxDTSSEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.maxDTSSEdit.setText("0") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(maxDTSSLabel,3,0) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.maxDTSSEdit,3,1) 
        dtssSameLabel = QtGui.QLabel( 
            "query/target dtss same (1 = True):") 
        self.dtssSameEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.dtssSameEdit.setText("1") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(dtssSameLabel,3,2) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.dtssSameEdit,3,3) 
        alignSeqEqLabel = QtGui.QLabel( 
            "aligned sequences same (0 = False):") 
        self.alignSeqEqEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.alignSeqEqEdit.setText("0") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(alignSeqEqLabel,4,0) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.alignSeqEqEdit,4,1) 
    
    def layoutTab4(self): 
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        label0 = QtGui.QLabel("Make sure you have saved the " + 
            "JSON configuration file") 
        self.tab4_layout.addWidget(label0) 
        label1 = QtGui.QLabel("Open a terminal in the same " + 
            "directory (SHIFT-CTRL-N)") 
        self.tab4_layout.addWidget(label1) 
        label2 = QtGui.QLabel("Copy the following command " + 
            "(CTRL-C) and paste into that terminal (SHIFT-CTRL-V)") 
        label3 = QtGui.QLabel("Hit <enter> to run program. " + 
            "Once program is running, close this program") 
        self.tab4_layout.addWidget(label2) 
        self.tab4_layout.addWidget(label3) 
        self.textarea = QtGui.QPlainTextEdit() 
        self.textarea.setReadOnly(True) 
        self.tab4_layout.addWidget(self.textarea) 
        
    def openJSON(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Open JSON configuration file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            infile = open(rel_filename,"r") 
            try: 
                my_d = json.loads(infile.read()) 
                self.seqFileEdit.setText( 
                    my_d["seq_file"]) 
                self.rangeFileEdit.setText( 
                    my_d["range_file"]) 
                db_data = my_d["db_data"] 
                self.dbnameEdit.setText( 
                    db_data["database_name"]) 
                self.dbuserEdit.setText( 
                    db_data["username"]) 
                self.dbpassEdit.setText( 
                    db_data["password"]) 
                params = my_d["params"] 
                self.gapPenEdit.setText( 
                    str(params["gap_open_penalty"])) 
                self.gapExtEdit.setText( 
                    str(params["gap_extend_penalty"])) 
                self.matchEdit.setText( 
                    str(params["match_score"])) 
                self.mismatchEdit.setText( 
                    str(params["mismatch_score"])) 
                self.minEdit.setText( 
                    str(params["minscore"])) 
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                options = my_d["options"] 
                self.maxDTSSEdit.setText( 
                    str(options["dtss"])) 
                self.dtssSameEdit.setText( 
                    str(options["dtss_same"])) 
                self.alignSeqEqEdit.setText( 
                    str(options["aligned_sequence_equal"])) 
                self.tabWidget.setTabEnabled(3,True) 
                self.textarea.clear() 
                command = "python run_make_ssw_db_all.py " 
                command += rel_filename 
                self.textarea.appendPlainText(command) 
            except KeyError: 
                msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
                msgBox.setText("Not a valid JSON configuration " + 
                    "file. \n Select another file or create " + 
                    "a new file\n by filling in the text boxes.") 
                msgBox.exec_() 
            except ValueError: 
                msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
                msgBox.setText("Error reading " + 
                    "file. \n Select another file or create " + 
                    "a new file\n by filling in the text boxes.") 
                msgBox.exec_() 
         
    def saveJSON(self): 
        if (self.dbnameEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.dbuserEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.dbpassEdit.text() == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText( 
                "Missing database parameters, go back\n" + 
                "to first tab and fix") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        elif (self.seqFileEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.rangeFileEdit.text() == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText( 
                "Missing sequence and/or range filename, \n" + 
                "go back to second tab and fix") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        elif (self.gapPenEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.gapExtEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.matchEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.mismatchEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.minEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.maxDTSSEdit.text() == "" or 
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            self.dtssSameEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.alignSeqEqEdit.text() == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText( 
                "Missing Smith Waterman parameters, \n" + 
                "go back to third tab and fix") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        else: 
            filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
                "Save JSON configuration file",".")[0] 
            if (filename.strip() != ""): 
                current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
                rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
                outfile = open(rel_filename,"w") 
                outfile.write("{\n") 
                outfile.write('  "seq_file" : "') 
                outfile.write(self.seqFileEdit.text() + '",\n') 
                outfile.write('  "range_file" : "') 
                outfile.write(self.rangeFileEdit.text() + '",\n') 
                outfile.write('  "db_data" : {\n') 
                outfile.write('    "hostname" : "localhost",\n') 
                outfile.write('    "database_name" : "') 
                outfile.write(self.dbnameEdit.text() + '",\n') 
                outfile.write('    "username" : "') 
                outfile.write(self.dbuserEdit.text() + '",\n') 
                outfile.write('    "password" : "') 
                outfile.write(self.dbpassEdit.text() + '"\n') 
                outfile.write('  },\n') 
                outfile.write('  "params" : {\n') 
                outfile.write('    "gap_open_penalty" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.gapPenEdit.text() + ',\n') 
                outfile.write('    "gap_extend_penalty" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.gapExtEdit.text() + ',\n') 
                outfile.write('    "match_score" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.matchEdit.text() + ',\n') 
                outfile.write('    "mismatch_score" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.mismatchEdit.text() + ',\n') 
                outfile.write('    "minscore" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.minEdit.text() + '\n') 
                outfile.write('  },\n') 
                outfile.write('  "options" : {\n') 
                outfile.write('    "dtss" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.maxDTSSEdit.text() + ',\n') 
                outfile.write('    "dtss_same" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.dtssSameEdit.text() + ',\n') 
                outfile.write('    "aligned_sequence_equal" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.alignSeqEqEdit.text() + '\n') 
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                outfile.write('  }\n') 
                outfile.write("}") 
                outfile.close() 
                self.tabWidget.setTabEnabled(3,True) 
                self.textarea.clear() 
                command = "python run_make_ssw_db_all.py " 
                command += rel_filename 
                self.textarea.appendPlainText(command)     
    
    def seqFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get name of sequence file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.seqFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def rangeFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get name of range file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.rangeFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
 
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
setdb = SetupMakeSSWDB() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

run_make_ssw_db_all.py

""" 
use a for loop that calls run_ssw_multiprocessing.py 
as a subprocess.  The columns will be divided up into 
4 groups of 60 columns (240) at a time.  The total number of 
columns divided by 240 will give the number of iterations 
this for loop will run.  The 4 groups will be 
multiprocessed in subprocess. The remainder of the columns will 
the multiprocessing process directly. 
""" 
import json 
import subprocess 
import multiprocessing as mp 
from ssw_compare import doComparisons 
import os 
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import sys 
sys.path.insert(0,"..") 
import input_helpers 

config_file = sys.argv[1] 
config_d = json.loads(open(config_file).read()) 
seq_file = config_d["seq_file"] 
range_file = config_d["range_file"] 
db_data = config_d["db_data"] 
params = config_d["params"] 
options = config_d["options"] 
main_seq = input_helpers.openSeqFile(seq_file) 
seq_list = input_helpers.openRangeFileWE(range_file,main_seq) 
size = len(seq_list) 
npasses = size/240 
final_start = npasses*240 
for i in range(0, npasses): 
    result = subprocess.check_output(["python", 
        "run_ssw_multiprocessing.py",str(i*240), 
        "60",config_file]) 

print "size",size 
print "final_start",final_start 

# next four lines to suppress warning from StripedSmithWaterman 
null_fds = [os.open(os.devnull, os.O_RDWR) for x in xrange(3)] 
save = os.dup(1),os.dup(2),os.dup(3) 
os.dup2(null_fds[1],2) 
os.dup2(null_fds[2],3) 
# above four lines to suppress warning from StripedSmithWaterman 
for i in range(final_start,size-1): 
    p = mp.Process(target=doComparisons,args=(seq_list, 
        i,size,params,options,db_data,)) 
    p.start() 
    p.join() 
# Next 5 lines to restore stdout, stderr 
os.dup2(save[1],2) 
os.dup2(save[2],3) 
os.close(null_fds[0]) 
os.close(null_fds[1]) 
os.close(null_fds[2]) 
# Last 5 lines to restore stdout, stderr 
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run_ssw_multiprocessing.py

import multiprocessing as mp 
from seq import Seq 
from ssw_align import SSWAlignment 
from ssw_seq_list import SSWSeqList 
from skbio.alignment import StripedSmithWaterman 
import json 
import os 
import psycopg2 
from ssw_compare import doComparisons 
import sys 
sys.path.insert(0,"..") 
import input_helpers 

def run_comparisons(seq_list,startrow,endrow,params,options,db_data): 
    doComparisons(seq_list,startrow,endrow,params,options,db_data) 
    
col_start = int(sys.argv[1]) 
col_increment = int(sys.argv[2]) 
config_file = sys.argv[3] 
config_d = json.loads(open(config_file).read()) 
seq_file = config_d["seq_file"] 
range_file = config_d["range_file"] 
db_data = config_d["db_data"] 
main_seq = input_helpers.openSeqFile(seq_file) 
seq_list = input_helpers.openRangeFileWE(range_file,main_seq) 
params = config_d["params"] 
options = config_d["options"] 
#col_increment = options["cols_to_process"] 

# next four lines to suppress warning from StripedSmithWaterman 
null_fds = [os.open(os.devnull, os.O_RDWR) for x in xrange(3)] 
save = os.dup(1),os.dup(2),os.dup(3) 
os.dup2(null_fds[1],2) 
os.dup2(null_fds[2],3) 
# above four lines to suppress warning from StripedSmithWaterman 

process1 = mp.Process(target=run_comparisons,args=(seq_list, 
    col_start,col_start+col_increment,params,options, 
    db_data,)) 

process2 = mp.Process(target=run_comparisons,args=(seq_list, 
    col_start+col_increment,col_start+col_increment*2, 
    params,options,db_data,)) 
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process3 = mp.Process(target=run_comparisons,args=(seq_list, 
    col_start+col_increment*2,col_start+col_increment*3, 
    params,options,db_data,)) 

process4 = mp.Process(target=run_comparisons,args=(seq_list, 
    col_start+col_increment*3,col_start+col_increment*4, 
    params,options,db_data,)) 

processes = [process1,process2,process3,process4] 
for p in processes: 
    p.start() 

# Next 5 lines to restore stdout, stderr 
os.dup2(save[1],2) 
os.dup2(save[2],3) 
os.close(null_fds[0]) 
os.close(null_fds[1]) 
os.close(null_fds[2]) 
# Last 5 lines to restore stdout, stderr 

for p in processes: 
    p.join()

ssw_align.py

class SSWAlignment: 
    def __init__(self,qid="",tid="",scr=0,aqs="",ats="", 
        qdtss=0,tdtss=0,strand="",qSeq="",tSeq="", 
        qFunc="",tFunc=""): 
        self.queryID = qid 
        self.targetID = tid 
        self.score = scr 
        self.alignedQuery = aqs 
        self.alignedTarget = ats 
        self.qdtss = qdtss 
        self.tdtss = tdtss 
        self.strand = strand 
        self.querySequence = qSeq 
        self.targetSequence = tSeq 
        self.queryFunction = qFunc 
        self.targetFunction = tFunc 
       
    def __getitem__(self,key): 
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        if (key == 0): 
            return self.queryID 
        elif (key == 1): 
            return self.targetID 
        elif (key == 2): 
            return self.score 
        elif (key == 3): 
            return self.strand 
        elif (key == 4): 
            return self.qdtss 
        elif (key == 5): 
            return self.tdtss 
        elif (key == 6): 
            return self.alignedQuery 
        elif (key == 7): 
            return self.alignedTarget 
        elif (key == 8): 
            return self.querySequence 
        elif (key == 9): 
            return self.targetSequence 
        elif (key == 10): 
            return self.queryFunction 
        elif (key == 11): 
            return self.targetFunction 
    
    def __str__(self): 
        return self.queryID + "\t" +\ 
            self.targetID + "\t" +\ 
            str(self.score) + "\t" +\ 
            self.strand + "\t" +\ 
            self.queryFunction + "\t" +\ 
            self.targetFunction + "\t" +\ 
            str(self.qdtss) + "\t" +\ 
            str(self.tdtss) + "\t" +\ 
            self.alignedQuery + "\t" +\ 
            self.alignedTarget + "\t" +\ 
            self.querySequence + "\t" +\ 
            self.targetSequence 

ssw_compare.py

from seq import Seq 
from ssw_align import SSWAlignment 
from ssw_seq_list import SSWSeqList 
from skbio.alignment import StripedSmithWaterman 
from data_store import insert_ssw_data 
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def doComparisons(seq_list,startrow,endrow,params, 
    options,db_data={}): 
    gap_open_penalty = params['gap_open_penalty'] 
    gap_extend_penalty = params['gap_extend_penalty'] 
    match_score = params['match_score'] 
    mismatch_score = params['mismatch_score'] 
    minscore = params['minscore'] 
    option_keys = options.keys() 
    use_dtss = False 
    dtss_same = False 
    align_equal = False 
    if ("dtss" in option_keys): 
        use_dtss = True 
        dtss_val = options["dtss"] 
    if (options["dtss_same"] == 1): 
        dtss_same = True 
    if (options["aligned_sequence_equal"] == 1): 
        align_equal = True 
    totalrows = endrow - startrow 
    
    n = len(seq_list) 
    tempList = SSWSeqList() 
    tempList.sswSeqList = [] 
    count_comparisons = 0 
    for i in range(startrow, endrow): 
        query = StripedSmithWaterman(seq_list[i].sequence,\ 
            gap_open_penalty,gap_extend_penalty,\ 
            match_score,mismatch_score) 
        query_id = seq_list[i].id 
        qstrand = seq_list[i].strand.strip() 
        for j in range(i+1, len(seq_list)): 
            count_comparisons += 1 
            target = query(seq_list[j].sequence) 
            target_id = seq_list[j].id 
            tstrand = seq_list[j].strand.strip() 
            aqs = target.aligned_query_sequence 
            try: 
                ats = target.aligned_target_sequence 
            except (IndexError): 
                print "IndexError for query_id:",query_id 
                print "and target_id:",target_id 
            score = target['optimal_alignment_score'] 
            querySeq = target['query_sequence'] 
            targetSeq = target['target_sequence'] 
            #qdtss = target['query_begin'] - seq_list[i].dtss 
            #tdtss= target['target_begin'] - seq_list[j].dtss 
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            qdtss = seq_list[i].dtss + target['query_begin'] 
            tdtss= seq_list[j].dtss + target['target_begin'] 
            """ 
            if (qstrand == "fwd"): 
                qdtss = target['query_begin'] - seq_list[i].dtss 
            elif (qstrand == "rev"): 
                qdtss = seq_list[i].dtss - target['query_begin'] 
            if (tstrand == "fwd"): 
                tdtss = target['target_begin'] - seq_list[j].dtss 
            elif (tstrand == "rev"): 
                tdtss = seq_list[j].dtss - target['target_begin'] 
            """ 
            if (ats != None and score >= minscore): 
                if (use_dtss and dtss_same and align_equal): 
                    if (qdtss <= dtss_val and tdtss <= dtss_val and 
                        qdtss == tdtss and aqs == ats): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (use_dtss and dtss_same and not align_equal): 
                    if (qdtss <= dtss_val and tdtss <= dtss_val and 
                        qdtss == tdtss): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (use_dtss and not dtss_same and align_equal): 
                    if (qdtss <= dtss_val and tdtss <= dtss_val and 
                        aqs == ats): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (use_dtss and not dtss_same and not align_equal):
                    if (qdtss <= dtss_val and tdtss <= dtss_val): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
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                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (not use_dtss and dtss_same and align_equal): 
                    if (qdtss == tdtss and aqs == ats): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (not use_dtss and dtss_same and not align_equal):
                    if (qdtss == tdtss): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (not use_dtss and not dtss_same and align_equal):
                    if (aqs == ats): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                else: 
                    sswseq = SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                        aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                        querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                        seq_list[j].function) 
                    tempList.add(sswseq) 
    print "count_comparisons",count_comparisons 
    print "hits:",len(tempList.sswSeqList) 
    if (db_data != {}): 
        insert_ssw_data(db_data,tempList) 
    else: 
        return tempList 
                    
if (__name__ == "__main__"): 
    db_data = {} 
    db_data["hostname"] = 'localhost' 
    db_data["database_name"] = 'sequencedb' 
    db_data["username"] = 'taryn' 
    db_data["password"] = '*****' 
    
    params = { 
        "gap_open_penalty" : 5, 
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        "gap_extend_penalty" : 2, 
        "match_score" : 2, 
        "mismatch_score" : -3, 
        "minscore" : 8 
    } 
    options = { 
        "dtss" : 2, 
        "dtss_same" : 1, 
        "aligned_sequence_equal" : 1 
    } 
    seq1 = Seq('a','CAATAGA','func1','chr',0,'fwd') 
    seq2 = Seq('b','CAATACC','func2','chr',0,'rev') 
    seq3 = Seq('c','GAATAGA','func2','chr',2,'rev') 
    seq_list = [] 
    seq_list.append(seq1) 
    seq_list.append(seq2) 
    seq_list.append(seq3) 
    doComparisons(seq_list,0,1,params,options,db_data) 
    

ssw_seq_list.py

from seq import Seq 
from ssw_align import SSWAlignment 
from ssw_seq_list import SSWSeqList 
from skbio.alignment import StripedSmithWaterman 
from data_store import insert_ssw_data 

def doComparisons(seq_list,startrow,endrow,params, 
    options,db_data={}): 
    gap_open_penalty = params['gap_open_penalty'] 
    gap_extend_penalty = params['gap_extend_penalty'] 
    match_score = params['match_score'] 
    mismatch_score = params['mismatch_score'] 
    minscore = params['minscore'] 
    option_keys = options.keys() 
    use_dtss = False 
    dtss_same = False 
    align_equal = False 
    if ("dtss" in option_keys): 
        use_dtss = True 
        dtss_val = options["dtss"] 
    if (options["dtss_same"] == 1): 
        dtss_same = True 
    if (options["aligned_sequence_equal"] == 1): 
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        align_equal = True 
    totalrows = endrow - startrow 
    
    n = len(seq_list) 
    tempList = SSWSeqList() 
    tempList.sswSeqList = [] 
    count_comparisons = 0 
    for i in range(startrow, endrow): 
        query = StripedSmithWaterman(seq_list[i].sequence,\ 
            gap_open_penalty,gap_extend_penalty,\ 
            match_score,mismatch_score) 
        query_id = seq_list[i].id 
        qstrand = seq_list[i].strand.strip() 
        for j in range(i+1, len(seq_list)): 
            count_comparisons += 1 
            target = query(seq_list[j].sequence) 
            target_id = seq_list[j].id 
            tstrand = seq_list[j].strand.strip() 
            aqs = target.aligned_query_sequence 
            try: 
                ats = target.aligned_target_sequence 
            except (IndexError): 
                print "IndexError for query_id:",query_id 
                print "and target_id:",target_id 
            score = target['optimal_alignment_score'] 
            querySeq = target['query_sequence'] 
            targetSeq = target['target_sequence'] 
            #qdtss = target['query_begin'] - seq_list[i].dtss 
            #tdtss= target['target_begin'] - seq_list[j].dtss 
            qdtss = seq_list[i].dtss + target['query_begin'] 
            tdtss= seq_list[j].dtss + target['target_begin'] 
            """ 
            if (qstrand == "fwd"): 
                qdtss = target['query_begin'] - seq_list[i].dtss 
            elif (qstrand == "rev"): 
                qdtss = seq_list[i].dtss - target['query_begin'] 
            if (tstrand == "fwd"): 
                tdtss = target['target_begin'] - seq_list[j].dtss 
            elif (tstrand == "rev"): 
                tdtss = seq_list[j].dtss - target['target_begin'] 
            """ 
            if (ats != None and score >= minscore): 
                if (use_dtss and dtss_same and align_equal): 
                    if (qdtss <= dtss_val and tdtss <= dtss_val and 
                        qdtss == tdtss and aqs == ats): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
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                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (use_dtss and dtss_same and not align_equal): 
                    if (qdtss <= dtss_val and tdtss <= dtss_val and 
                        qdtss == tdtss): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (use_dtss and not dtss_same and align_equal): 
                    if (qdtss <= dtss_val and tdtss <= dtss_val and 
                        aqs == ats): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (use_dtss and not dtss_same and not align_equal):
                    if (qdtss <= dtss_val and tdtss <= dtss_val): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (not use_dtss and dtss_same and align_equal): 
                    if (qdtss == tdtss and aqs == ats): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (not use_dtss and dtss_same and not align_equal):
                    if (qdtss == tdtss): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (not use_dtss and not dtss_same and align_equal):
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                    if (aqs == ats): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                else: 
                    sswseq = SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                        aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                        querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                        seq_list[j].function) 
                    tempList.add(sswseq) 
    print "count_comparisons",count_comparisons 
    print "hits:",len(tempList.sswSeqList) 
    if (db_data != {}): 
        insert_ssw_data(db_data,tempList) 
    else: 
        return tempList 
                    
if (__name__ == "__main__"): 
    db_data = {} 
    db_data["hostname"] = 'localhost' 
    db_data["database_name"] = 'sequencedb' 
    db_data["username"] = 'taryn' 
    db_data["password"] = '*****' 
    
    params = { 
        "gap_open_penalty" : 5, 
        "gap_extend_penalty" : 2, 
        "match_score" : 2, 
        "mismatch_score" : -3, 
        "minscore" : 8 
    } 
    options = { 
        "dtss" : 2, 
        "dtss_same" : 1, 
        "aligned_sequence_equal" : 1 
    } 
    seq1 = Seq('a','CAATAGA','func1','chr',0,'fwd') 
    seq2 = Seq('b','CAATACC','func2','chr',0,'rev') 
    seq3 = Seq('c','GAATAGA','func2','chr',2,'rev') 
    seq_list = [] 
    seq_list.append(seq1) 
    seq_list.append(seq2) 
    seq_list.append(seq3) 
    doComparisons(seq_list,0,1,params,options,db_data) 
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data_store.py

import psycopg2 
from ssw_seq_list import SSWSeqList 
from ssw_align import SSWAlignment 

def insert_ssw_data(db_data,ssw_seq_list): 
    hostname = db_data["hostname"] 
    dbname = db_data["database_name"] 
    user = db_data["username"] 
    passwd = db_data["password"] 
    conn_string = "host='" + hostname + "' dbname='" 
    conn_string += dbname + "' user='" + user + "'" 
    conn_string += " password='" + passwd + "'" 
    print conn_string 
    conn = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
    cursor = conn.cursor() 
    sql = "prepare my_insert (text,text,int,text,text,int,int,text) " 
    sql += "as insert into sequences " 
    sql += "(id,query_id,target_id,score,aligned_query," 
    sql += "aligned_target,qdtss,tdtss,strand) " 
    sql += "values (DEFAULT,$1,$2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8)" 
    cursor.execute(sql) 
    #query = "insert into sequences 
(query_id,target_id,score,aligned_query," 
    #query += "aligned_target,qdtss,tdtss,strand) values " 
    #query += "(%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s)"    
    for cseq in ssw_seq_list.sswSeqList: 
        cursor.execute( 
            "execute my_insert (%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s)", 
            (cseq.queryID,cseq.targetID,cseq.score, 
            
cseq.alignedQuery,cseq.alignedTarget,cseq.qdtss,cseq.tdtss, 
            cseq.strand)) 
    conn.commit() 
    
if (__name__ == "__main__"): 
    db_data = {} 
    db_data["hostname"] = 'localhost' 
    db_data["database_name"] = 'ssw_um40_dm20_db' 
    db_data["username"] = 'taryn' 
    db_data["password"] = '*****' 
    mylist = SSWSeqList() 
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    seq1 = SSWAlignment('a','b',8,'AATA','AATA',-8,-8,'fwd:rev', 
        'CCAATACG','TTAATAGC','func1','func2') 
    seq2 = SSWAlignment('a','c',8,'CAAT','CAAT',-8,-8,'fwd:rev', 
        'CCAATACG','TCAATGGC','func1','func2') 
    mylist.add(seq1) 
    mylist.add(seq2) 
    insert_ssw_data(db_data,mylist)

get_motif.py

import psycopg2 
import multiprocessing as mp 

def runCount(cur,sql,i,queue): 
    cur.execute(sql) 
    results = cur.fetchall() 
    queue.put((i,results[0][0])) 

output = mp.Queue() 
conn_string = "host='localhost' dbname='we_um100_d0_db' " 
conn_string += "user='taryn' password='*****'" 

#motif = raw_input("Enter the motif: ") 
motif = 'tataat' 
motif = motif.strip().upper() 
#qdtss = raw_input("Enter distance for qdtss: ") 
qdtss = "-12" 
qdtss = int(qdtss) 
motif_list = list(motif) 
choices = ['A','C','G','T'] 
for pos in range(0,6): 
    motif_list_choices = [] 
    for choice in choices: 
        temp = motif_list[:pos] + [choice] + motif_list[pos+1:] 
        motif_list_choices.append(temp) 
    #print motif_list_choices 
    motif_choices = map(lambda x: ''.join(x), motif_list_choices) 
    print motif_choices 
    conns = [] 
    cursors = [] 
    for i in range(0,4): 
        conn = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
        conns.append(conn) 
    for i in range(0,4): 
        cursor = conns[i].cursor() 
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        cursors.append(cursor) 
    processes = [] 
    for i in range(0, len(motif_choices)): 
        sql = "select count(id) from sequences where " 
        sql += "aligned_query='" + motif_choices[i] + "' and qdtss=" 
        sql += str(qdtss) 
        p = mp.Process(target=runCount,args=(cursors[i],sql,i,output))
        processes.append(p) 
    for p in processes: 
        p.start() 
    for p in processes: 
        p.join() 
    results = [] 
    for p in processes: 
        results.append(output.get()) 
    results.sort(key=lambda tup: tup[0]) 
    print results 
    total = 0 
    for result in results: 
        total = total + result[1] 
    for i in range(0, len(results)): 
        print motif_choices[i],"%.2f" % (1.0*results[i][1]/total) 
    for i in range(0, len(conns)): 
        cursors[i].close() 
        conns[i].commit() 
        conns[i].close()

Appendix H - Miscellaneous programs

seq.py

class Seq: 
    def __init__(self,sid="",sequence="",function="", 
        source="",dtss=0,strand=""): 
        self.id = sid 
        self.sequence = sequence 
        self.function = function 
        self.source = source 
        self.dtss = dtss 
        self.strand = strand

This python program creates the Seq class. Lines 2 - 9 create the constructor for the Seq class. The 
Seq class is called by input_helpers.py. Lines 2 - 3 define the parameters of the Seq class: the id (sid), 
sequence (sequence), gene function (function), location of gene (source), distance from transcription
start site (dtss), and strand (strand). All of these parameters are initially set as empty strings except 
for dtss that is initially set to zero. Lines 4 - 9 call the parameters and assign them objects (id, 
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sequence, function, dtss, and strand).

reverse.py

def reverseComplement(sequence): 
    mylist = list(sequence) 
    mylist.reverse() 
    for i in range(0, len(mylist)): 
        item = mylist[i] 
        if (item == "A"): 
            mylist[i] = "T" 
        elif (item == "T"): 
            mylist[i] = "A" 
        elif (item == "C"): 
            mylist[i] = "G" 
        elif (item == "G"): 
            mylist[i] = "C" 
    temp = "" 
    for item in mylist: 
        temp += item 
    return temp 
    
if (__name__ == "__main__"): 
    seq = "ACGTAA" 
    print "seq",seq 
    print reverseComplement(seq)

This python program creates the reverseComplement () function that is called by input_helpers.py. 
The reverseComplement() function is defined on lines 1 - 22. Line 2 defines the myList object that 
takes the list of the sequence. The sequence variable here is a dummy variable and when 
reverseComplement() is called in input_helpers.py, it uses the main_seq list that is read in from the 
range file. Line 3 uses the reverse() method that returns the list in the reversed order. Lines 4 - 13 
define a for loop that for each character in the list, it will replace each nucleotide with its 
complementary nucleotide. Lines 14 - 17 return the temp string that contains the reverse 
complement of the dna string. Lines 19 - 22 define an example run that will be executed if this 
program is run from the command line rather than called by input_helpers.py.

input_helpers.py

from reverse import reverseComplement 
from seq import Seq 
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def openSeqFile(filename): 
    infile = open(filename,"r") 
    line = infile.readline() 
    lines = infile.readlines() 
    infile.close() 
    temp = "" 
    for line in lines: 
        temp += line.strip() 
    return temp 
        
def openRangeFile(filename,main_seq): 
    infile = open(filename,"r") 
    line = infile.readline() 
    line = infile.readline() 
    line = infile.readline() 
    line = infile.readline() # reads in header line 
    lines = infile.readlines() 
    infile.close() 
    tempList = [] 
    for line in lines: 
        tokens = line.split("\t") 
        start = int(tokens[1]) 
        end = int(tokens[2]) 
        #function = tokens[3] 
        function = "" 
        dtss = int(tokens[3]) 
        strand = tokens[4].strip() 
        source = tokens[5].strip() 
        seq = main_seq[start:end] 
        if (strand == "rev"): 
            end = end 
            seq = reverseComplement(main_seq[start:end])              
        id = tokens[0] 
        if (source == "chr"): 
            tempList.append(Seq(id,seq,function,source,dtss,strand)) 
                    
    return tempList 
""" 
openRangeFileWE() is used for Anabaena data because 
some of the Anabaena genes have more than one 
transcription start site.  So, on line 70 the id 
adds the transcription start site to the id string. 
"""    
def openRangeFileWE(filename,main_seq): 
    infile = open(filename,"r") 
    line = infile.readline() 
    line = infile.readline() 
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    line = infile.readline() 
    line = infile.readline() # reads in header line 
    lines = infile.readlines() 
    infile.close() 
    tempList = [] 
    for line in lines: 
        tokens = line.split("\t") 
        #print tokens #debugging line 
        start = int(tokens[1]) 
        end = int(tokens[2]) 
        #function = tokens[3] 
        function = "" 
        dtss = int(tokens[3]) 
        #tss = start + dtss. This was changed for the new def of dtss 
        # to account for negative upstream values 
        tss = start +1 
        strand = tokens[4].strip() 
        source = tokens[5].strip() 
        seq = main_seq[start:end] 
        if (strand == "rev"): 
            end = end 
            seq = reverseComplement(main_seq[start:end])   
        id = tokens[0] + "_" + str(tss) 
        if (source == "chr"): 
            tempList.append(Seq(id,seq,function,source,dtss,strand)) 
                    
    return tempList

Line 1 imports the reverseComplement class from reverse.py. Line 2 imports the Seq class from 
seq.py.

Lines 4 - 12 define the openSeqFile() function. This function is used to read in the fasta 
sequence file. Since the first line of a fasta file contains non-sequence information, line 6 allows 
for the function to skip over the contents of the first line. Line 7 reads in the rest of the lines and 
line 8 closes the sequence file. A string called temp is used to store the lines of DNA and each 
line is appended to temp in the for loop on lines 10 - 11. Line 12 returns temp so that its 
information can be used later in the program.

Lines 14 - 38 define the openRangeFile() function with the parameters filename and 
main_seq. The first four lines of any given range file contains non-range information and so lines
16 - 19 skip over the header lies. Line 20 reads in the rest of the lines in the range file and line 21
closes the range file. The list, tempList, is created on line 22. This list will be used later in the 
function to store the appropriate gene information that will be used in pairwise comparisons. 
Lines 23 - 38 define a for loop that first splits the lines in tokens of information. By splitting the 
information, it is possible to treat each token as a seperate variable. Lines 33 - 35 call the 
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reverseComplement() function to reverse the starting and ending positions for a gene's range if 
the gene is located on the reverse or complementary strand. Lines 37 - 38 state that if the source 
of the range information is from the chromosome, then the information will be appended to 
tempList. Therefore, currently this program is set to analyze just the chromosomal genes. 

Appendix I - Graphing programs

gui_we_grapher.py

from PySide import QtGui,QtCore 
import PySide 
import pyqtgraph as pg 
import sys 
from motif import Motif 
from motiflist import MotifList 
from we_grapher_worker import GetMotifsWorker 

class CountGrapher(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.mymotifs = MotifList() 
        self.motifIndex = 0 
        self.view = None 
        self.plot = None 
        self.plotItem = None 
        self.win = None 
        #self.first = True 
        self.results_filename = "" 
        self.motifs_filename = "" 
        self.initMenu() 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(20,20,700,600) 
        self.show() 
       
    def initMenu(self): 
        menubar = self.menuBar() 
        fileMenu = menubar.addMenu("File") 
        openResult = QtGui.QAction( 
            "Open database results file",self) 
        openResult.triggered.connect(self.openResult) 
        fileMenu.addAction(openResult) 
        openMotif = QtGui.QAction( 
            "Open significant motifs",self) 
        openMotif.triggered.connect(self.openMotif) 
        fileMenu.addAction(openMotif) 
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        quit = QtGui.QAction("Quit",self) 
        quit.triggered.connect(self.close) 
        fileMenu.addAction(quit) 
        runMenu = menubar.addMenu("Run") 
        loadGraphs = QtGui.QAction( 
            "Perform setup for graphs",self) 
        loadGraphs.triggered.connect(self.handleLoadGraphs) 
        runMenu.addAction(loadGraphs) 
        
    def openResult(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Open database results file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.results_filename = rel_filename 
            self.resultFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
        
    def openMotif(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Open significant motifs file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.motifs_filename = rel_filename 
            self.motifFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def handleLoadGraphs(self): 
        if (self.results_filename == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("You must open the database results file") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        if (self.motifs_filename == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText("You must open the significant motifs 
file") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        if (self.results_filename != "" and 
            self.motifs_filename != ""): 
            self.getMotifs() 
       
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Configure") 
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        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Run") 
        self.tab1layout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1layout) 
        mysplitter = QtGui.QSplitter(QtCore.Qt.Vertical) 
        self.tab1layout.addWidget(mysplitter) 
        self.tab1top = QtGui.QFrame() 
        self.tab1bottom = QtGui.QFrame() 
        mysplitter.addWidget(self.tab1top) 
        mysplitter.addWidget(self.tab1bottom) 
        mysplitter.setSizes([200,500]) 
        self.gridLayout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        self.tab1top.setLayout(self.gridLayout) 
        resultsLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Database results file: ") 
        self.resultFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.resultFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.gridLayout.addWidget(resultsLabel,0,0) 
        self.gridLayout.addWidget(self.resultFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.gridLayout.addWidget(self.resultFileButton,0,2) 
        self.resultFileButton.clicked.connect(self.openResult) 
        motifsLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Significant motifs file: ") 
        self.motifFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.motifFileButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.gridLayout.addWidget(motifsLabel,1,0) 
        self.gridLayout.addWidget(self.motifFileEdit,1,1) 
        self.gridLayout.addWidget(self.motifFileButton,1,2) 
        self.motifFileButton.clicked.connect(self.openMotif) 
                
        self.tab2layout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout() 
        tab2.setLayout(self.tab2layout) 
        mainSplitter = QtGui.QSplitter(QtCore.Qt.Vertical) 
        self.tab2layout.addWidget(mainSplitter) 
        self.layout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout() 
        mainSplitter.setLayout(self.layout) 
        top = QtGui.QFrame(self) 
        self.toplayout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout() 
        top.setLayout(self.toplayout) 
        self.statusLabel = QtGui.QLabel("status") 
        self.toplayout.addWidget(self.statusLabel) 
        bottom = QtGui.QFrame(self) 
        bottomlayout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout() 
        self.bottomlayout = bottomlayout 
        bottom.setLayout(bottomlayout) 
        mainSplitter.addWidget(top) 
        mainSplitter.addWidget(bottom) 
        mainSplitter.setSizes([100,500]) 
    
    def updateUI(self): 
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        self.combo = QtGui.QComboBox(self) 
        for motif in self.mymotifs.motif_list: 
            self.combo.addItem( 
                motif.sequence + " : " + str(motif.fraction) + 
                " : " + str(motif.count)) 
        self.combo.activated[int].connect(self.onActivated) 
        self.toplayout.addWidget(self.combo) 
    
    def onActivated(self,index): 
        self.motifIndex = index 
        self.makeView() 
    
    def getMotifs(self): 
        self.we_load_process = GetMotifsWorker( 
            self.results_filename, self.motifs_filename, 
            self.mymotifs) 
        self.we_load_process.start() 
        self.we_load_process.updateProgress.connect( 
            self.showProgress) 
        self.we_load_process.finished.connect(self.showFinished) 
            
    def showProgress(self,progress): 
        self.statusLabel.setText(progress) 
            
    def showFinished(self): 
        self.statusLabel.setText("Done") 
        self.updateUI() 
        self.makeView() 
            
    def makeView(self): 
        mymotif = self.mymotifs.motif_list[self.motifIndex] 
        mytitle = mymotif.sequence 
        x = mymotif.x 
        y = mymotif.y 
        if (self.win == None): 
            self.win = pg.GraphicsWindow() 
            self.bottomlayout.addWidget(self.win) 
            self.plotItem = self.win.addPlot(title=mytitle) 
            #self.plotItem.setYRange(0,4000) 
        else: 
            self.win.clear() 
            self.plotItem = self.win.addPlot(title=mytitle) 
            #self.plotItem.setYRange(0,4000) 
        self.plotItem.plot(x,y,name=mytitle) 
        
if __name__ == '__main__': 
    if (sys.flags.interactive != 1) or not hasattr(QtCore, 
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        'PYQT_VERSION'): 
        app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
        cg = CountGrapher() 
        sys.exit(app.exec_())

Lines 1 - 4 import necessary modules for this gui program including pyqtgraph that 
allows for the creation of interactive graphs.

Lines 9 - 140 define CountGrapher class. Lines 10 - 24 define the constructor for the 
class.

Lines 26 - 44 define the initMenu() function for the CountGrapher class. This function 
includes the creation of a menubar and menu options.

Lines 46 - 50 define the openResults() function. This function uses the 
getOpenFileName() function to obtain a database results file. Once the file is obtained, the name 
of the file with its relative path are displayed in the results_filename text area.

Lines 52 - 56 define the openMotif() function. This function also uses the 
getOpenFileNamefunction() to obtain file. However, in this case it is obtaining a significant 
motifs file that was produced by the get_significant_motifs programs.

Lines 58 - 69 define the handleLoadGraphs() function. This function displays several 
error messages if the necessary configuration information is not entered.

Lines 71 - 87 define the initUI() function or initialize the user interface function. This 
function creates the layout for the main window. The window is split into two main frames.

Lines 89 - 96 define the updateUI() function. This function contains a for loop that states 
that for every motif in the list of significant motifs, display the motif sequence, fraction, and 
count in the top frame of the window.

Lines 98 - 100 define the onActivated() function. This function is called by the 
updateUI() function and is used to call the makeView() function defined later on lines 119 - 140.

Lines 102 - 109 define the getMotifs() function. This function calls GetMotifsWorker and
connects to the function showFinished() defined later on lines 114 - 117.

Lines 11 - 112 define the showProgress() function. This function updates the statusLabel 
of the initUI() function.

Lines 114 - 117 define the showFinished() function. This function allows the user to 
know when getMotifs() has finished running. This function also calls the updateUI() and 
makeView() functions.

Lines 119 - 140 define the makeView() function. Line 120 defines the mymotif object 
that holds he sequence data. Line 124 - 128 states that a graphics window will be constructed and
put inside of the bottom layout of the user interface. A plot will be added and stored as the 
variable self.plotItem. Lines 129 - 132 define an else statement that will allow for the user to 
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clear the current bottom layout and display a different motif graph. Line 133 creates the plot, 
whether it is a new plot or if the user is replacing the existing plot. Lines 135 - 140 will only be 
executed if this program is being run directly. This program is run directly, however it can be 
called from another program.

motif.py

class Motif: 
    def __init__(self,seq="",frac=0.0,count=0,x=[],y=[]): 
        self.sequence = seq 
        self.fraction = float(frac) 
        self.count = int(count) 
        self.x = x 
        self.y = y 
        
    def __str__(self): 
        temp = self.sequence + "\t" 
        temp += str(self.fraction) + "\t" 
        temp+= str(self.count) 
        return temp 
        
if (__name__ == "__main__"): 
    m1 = Motif('a',0.2,300) 
    m2 = Motif('a',0.7,700) 
    print m1 
    print m2

This program is used to define the Motif class. This class is called by motiflist.py. Lines 2
- 7 define the constructor for the Motif class. These parameters include the motif sequence (seq), 
the largest fraction of occurrences in one location (frac), the total count of the motif (count),  the 
list of distances of the motif from the transcription start site (x), and the list of the number of 
occurrences of the motif for a given distance to a transcription start site (y). Lines 3 - 7 call these 
parameters and assign them the object values (sequence, fraction, count, x, and y). The fraction 
object takes the float() of the frac value. This converts the fraction into a real number.

Lines 9 - 13 creates a readable string representation of temp. The temp string will contain 
the motif sequence, a string representation of the fraction value, and a string representation of the
count value.

Lines 15 - 19 define an example run that would execute if this program were run directly 
from the command line.
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motiflist.py

from motif import Motif 

class MotifList: 
    def __init__(self,mlist=[]): 
        self.motif_list = mlist 
        
    def add(self,motif): 
        self.motif_list.append(motif) 
        
    def sort_by_count(self): 
        self.motif_list.sort(key=lambda x: x.count, reverse=True) 
        
    def sort_by_fraction(self): 
        self.motif_list.sort(key=lambda x: x.fraction, reverse=True) 
        
if (__name__ == "__main__"): 
    m1 = Motif('a',500,[],[]) 
    m2 = Motif('b',725,[],[]) 
    m3 = Motif('c',122,[],[]) 
    m4 = Motif('d',922,[],[]) 
    motifList = MotifList() 
    motifList.add(m1) 
    motifList.add(m2) 
    motifList.add(m3) 
    motifList.add(m4) 
    motifList.sort_by_count() 
    for item in motifList.motif_list: 
        print item.sequence,":",item.count

This program is used to define the MotifList class. This is a class that is used to sort the 
significant motifs by the number of total counts. Lines 4 - 5 define the constructor of MotifList. 
The motif_list object is assigned the parameter mlist that is initially set as an empty list.

Lines 7 - 8 define the add() function of the MotifList class. This function adds the motifs 
to the motif_list.

Lines 10 - 11 define the sort_by_count() function. This function makes use of the sort() 
method that sorts each sublist by the element, count.

Lines 13 - 14 define the sort_by_fraction() function. This function makes use of the sort()
method that sorts each sublist by the element, fraction.

Lines 16 - 28 describe an example run that would run if the motiflist.py program were 
being run directly from the command line.
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we_grapher_worker.py

from PySide import QtCore 
from motif import Motif 
from motiflist import MotifList 

class GetMotifsWorker(QtCore.QThread): 
    updateProgress = QtCore.Signal(str) 
    
    def __init__(self, results_fn, motifs_fn, 
        motif_list): 
        QtCore.QThread.__init__(self) 
        self.results_filename = results_fn 
        self.motifs_filename = motifs_fn 
        self.motif_list = motif_list 
        self.results = [] 
        
    def read_into_results(self): 
        infile = open(self.results_filename,"r") 
        self.results = [] 
        done = False 
        while (not done): 
            line = infile.readline() 
            if (line == ""): 
                done = True 
            else: 
                tokens = line.strip().split(",") 
                row_list = [tokens[4],tokens[6]] 
                self.results.append(row_list) 
        infile.close() 
            
    def run(self): 
        self.read_into_results() 
        infile = open(self.motifs_filename,"r") 
        lines = infile.readlines() 
        infile.close() 
        hotmotifs = [] 
        for line in lines: 
            tokens = line.strip().split("\t") 
            hotmotifs.append(tokens) 
        #self.mymotifs = MotifList() 
        i = 0 
        size = len(hotmotifs) 
        for item in hotmotifs: 
            x,y = self.findClumps(item[0]) 
            self.motif_list.add( 
                Motif(item[0],float(item[1]),int(item[2]),x,y)) 
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            if (i % 5 == 0): 
                self.updateProgress.emit( 
                    "Percent motifs loaded: %.1f" % (i*100.0/size)) 
            i += 1 
        self.motif_list.sort_by_fraction() 
            
    def findClumps(self,motif): 
        location = [] 
        location_set = set() 
        location_counts = {} 
        for result in self.results: 
            if (result[0] == motif): 
                if (result[1] in location_set): 
                    #location.append(result[1]) 
                    location_counts[str(result[1])] += 1; 
                else: 
                    location_counts[str(result[1])] = 1; 
                location_set.add(result[1]) 
        location = list(location_set) 
        location = map(lambda x: int(x), location) 
        location.sort() 
        x = [] 
        y = [] 
        for loc in location: 
            x.append(loc) 
            y.append(location_counts[str(loc)]) 
        return x,y 

Line 1 imports the QtCore module from PySide. Line 2 imports the Motif class from 
motif.py. Line 3 imports the MotifList class from motiflist.py.

Lines 5 - 72 define the GetMotifsWorker class. Line 6 sets the updateProgress object to 
return a string when it is called. 

Lines 8 - 14 define the constructor for the GetMotifsWorker class. The constructor 
defines the parameters of the class and the objects that are used to call these parameters.

Lines 16 - 28 define the read_into_results() function. This function reads in the lines from
the specified results file. The lines are split into tokens, with the fourth token and sixth token 
being added to row_list. The contents of row_list are then added to the results list.

Lines 30 - 50 define the run() function. The run() function is the function that will be run 
when the start() function is called for a given class. Calling start() from the main gui program 
allows for the run() function to execute in a seperate process from the gui program. This is an 
important feature that allows the gui program to be able to display the progress of the worker 
process. As described previously, the start() function is called in the getMotifs() method of the 
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gui program, gui_we_grapher.py. Lines 31 - 38 read in the contents of a significant motifs file 
and split the contents line by line by tabs. Each element in hotmotifs is a line created from the 
significant motifs file. Lines 40 - 50 go through the list by an increment of one, recording the x 
and y values using findClumps(). The x value is the distance the alignment is located from the 
transcription start site. The y value is the corresponding count of alignments that show up at that 
location. Every fifth motif that has been loaded will update the progress indicator. Line 50 calls 
the sort_by_fraction() method of the MotifList class. This class was defined in the program, 
motiflist.py.

Lines 52 - 72 define the fineClumps() function. The purpose of this function is to return 
two lists. This function states that if the motif is already in the location_set, then it increases the 
count of the motif by one. If the motif is not in the set, then it initializes the count to one. Lines 
64 converts the set into a list called location. Line 65 converts each element in the list from 
strings to integers. Line 66 puts the list in order from the smallest distance from the transcription 
start site to the largest. This will give the locations of the motifs in order from closest to farthest 
away from the TSS. Lines 67 and 68 create empty lists for the x and y coordinates. Lines 70 
appends the distance from the transcription start site to the x-list and line 71 appends the 
corresponding counts to the y -list. Line 72 returns the x and y lists. These lists will be used to 
make the graphs of the number of counts vs. the distance to the TSS for each motif.

gui_setup_make_ssw_db.py

from PySide import QtGui,QtCore 
import json 
import sys 

class SetupMakeSSWDB(QtGui.QMainWindow): 
    def __init__(self): 
        QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self) 
        self.dbconfig_filename = "" 
        self.json_config_filename = "" 
        self.initMenu() 
        self.initUI() 
        self.setGeometry(50,50,700,300) 
        self.setWindowTitle("Setup for making WE database") 
        self.show() 
         
    def initMenu(self): 
        menubar = self.menuBar() 
        fileMenu = menubar.addMenu("File") 
        openJSON = QtGui.QAction("Open JSON config file",self) 
        openJSON.triggered.connect(self.openJSON) 
        saveJSON = QtGui.QAction("Save JSON config file",self) 
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        saveJSON.triggered.connect(self.saveJSON) 
        quit = QtGui.QAction("Quit",self) 
        quit.triggered.connect(self.close) 
        fileMenu.addAction(openJSON) 
        fileMenu.addAction(saveJSON) 
        fileMenu.addAction(quit) 
        
    def initUI(self): 
        self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget() 
        self.setCentralWidget(self.tabWidget) 
        tab1 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab2 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab3 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        tab4 = QtGui.QWidget() 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab1,"Database configuration") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab2,"Sequence and Range files") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab3,"Smith Waterman parameters") 
        self.tabWidget.addTab(tab4,"Setup command") 
        self.tabWidget.setTabEnabled(3,False) 
        self.tab1_layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab1.setLayout(self.tab1_layout) 
        self.tab2_layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab2.setLayout(self.tab2_layout) 
        self.tab3_layout = QtGui.QGridLayout() 
        tab3.setLayout(self.tab3_layout) 
        self.tab4_layout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout() 
        tab4.setLayout(self.tab4_layout) 
        self.layoutTab1() 
        self.layoutTab2() 
        self.layoutTab3() 
        self.layoutTab4() 
        
    def layoutTab1(self): 
        dbLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Database name:") 
        self.dbnameEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(dbLabel,0,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.dbnameEdit,0,1) 
        userLabel = QtGui.QLabel("username for database:") 
        self.dbuserEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(userLabel,1,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.dbuserEdit) 
        passLabel = QtGui.QLabel("password for database:") 
        self.dbpassEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(passLabel,2,0) 
        self.tab1_layout.addWidget(self.dbpassEdit,2,1) 
        
    def layoutTab2(self): 
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        seqLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Sequence filename:") 
        self.seqFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        seqButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(seqLabel,0,0) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(self.seqFileEdit,0,1) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(seqButton,0,2) 
        seqButton.clicked.connect(self.seqFilename) 
        rangeLabel = QtGui.QLabel("Range filename:") 
        self.rangeFileEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        rangeButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Browse") 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(rangeLabel,1,0) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(self.rangeFileEdit,1,1) 
        self.tab2_layout.addWidget(rangeButton,1,2) 
        rangeButton.clicked.connect(self.rangeFilename) 
        #saveJSONButton = QtGui.QPushButton("Save JSON configuration")
        #self.tab2_layout.addWidget(saveJSONButton,2,0) 
        #saveJSONButton.clicked.connect(self.saveJSON) 
        
    def layoutTab3(self): 
        gapPenLabel = QtGui.QLabel("gap open penalty:") 
        self.gapPenEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.gapPenEdit.setText("5") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(gapPenLabel,0,0) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.gapPenEdit,0,1) 
        gapExtLabel = QtGui.QLabel("gap extend penalty:") 
        self.gapExtEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.gapExtEdit.setText("2") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(gapExtLabel,0,2) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.gapExtEdit,0,3) 
        matchLabel = QtGui.QLabel("match score:") 
        self.matchEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.matchEdit.setText("2") 
        mismatchLabel = QtGui.QLabel("mismatch score:") 
        self.mismatchEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.mismatchEdit.setText("-3") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(matchLabel,1,0) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.matchEdit,1,1) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(mismatchLabel,1,2) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.mismatchEdit,1,3) 
        minLabel = QtGui.QLabel("minimum score:") 
        self.minEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.minEdit.setText("8") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(minLabel,2,0) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.minEdit,2,1) 
        maxDTSSLabel = QtGui.QLabel("max dtss value (dtss less than 
this):") 
        self.maxDTSSEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
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        self.maxDTSSEdit.setText("0") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(maxDTSSLabel,3,0) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.maxDTSSEdit,3,1) 
        dtssSameLabel = QtGui.QLabel( 
            "query/target dtss same (1 = True):") 
        self.dtssSameEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.dtssSameEdit.setText("1") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(dtssSameLabel,3,2) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.dtssSameEdit,3,3) 
        alignSeqEqLabel = QtGui.QLabel( 
            "aligned sequences same (0 = False):") 
        self.alignSeqEqEdit = QtGui.QLineEdit() 
        self.alignSeqEqEdit.setText("0") 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(alignSeqEqLabel,4,0) 
        self.tab3_layout.addWidget(self.alignSeqEqEdit,4,1) 
    
    def layoutTab4(self): 
        label0 = QtGui.QLabel("Make sure you have saved the " + 
            "JSON configuration file") 
        self.tab4_layout.addWidget(label0) 
        label1 = QtGui.QLabel("Open a terminal in the same " + 
            "directory (SHIFT-CTRL-N)") 
        self.tab4_layout.addWidget(label1) 
        label2 = QtGui.QLabel("Copy the following command " + 
            "(CTRL-C) and paste into that terminal (SHIFT-CTRL-V)") 
        label3 = QtGui.QLabel("Hit <enter> to run program. " + 
            "Once program is running, close this program") 
        self.tab4_layout.addWidget(label2) 
        self.tab4_layout.addWidget(label3) 
        self.textarea = QtGui.QPlainTextEdit() 
        self.textarea.setReadOnly(True) 
        self.tab4_layout.addWidget(self.textarea) 
        
    def openJSON(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Open JSON configuration file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            infile = open(rel_filename,"r") 
            try: 
                my_d = json.loads(infile.read()) 
                self.seqFileEdit.setText( 
                    my_d["seq_file"]) 
                self.rangeFileEdit.setText( 
                    my_d["range_file"]) 
                db_data = my_d["db_data"] 
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                self.dbnameEdit.setText( 
                    db_data["database_name"]) 
                self.dbuserEdit.setText( 
                    db_data["username"]) 
                self.dbpassEdit.setText( 
                    db_data["password"]) 
                params = my_d["params"] 
                self.gapPenEdit.setText( 
                    str(params["gap_open_penalty"])) 
                self.gapExtEdit.setText( 
                    str(params["gap_extend_penalty"])) 
                self.matchEdit.setText( 
                    str(params["match_score"])) 
                self.mismatchEdit.setText( 
                    str(params["mismatch_score"])) 
                self.minEdit.setText( 
                    str(params["minscore"])) 
                options = my_d["options"] 
                self.maxDTSSEdit.setText( 
                    str(options["dtss"])) 
                self.dtssSameEdit.setText( 
                    str(options["dtss_same"])) 
                self.alignSeqEqEdit.setText( 
                    str(options["aligned_sequence_equal"])) 
                self.tabWidget.setTabEnabled(3,True) 
                self.textarea.clear() 
                command = "python run_make_ssw_db_all.py " 
                command += rel_filename 
                self.textarea.appendPlainText(command) 
            except KeyError: 
                msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
                msgBox.setText("Not a valid JSON configuration " + 
                    "file. \n Select another file or create " + 
                    "a new file\n by filling in the text boxes.") 
                msgBox.exec_() 
            except ValueError: 
                msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
                msgBox.setText("Error reading " + 
                    "file. \n Select another file or create " + 
                    "a new file\n by filling in the text boxes.") 
                msgBox.exec_() 
        
    def saveJSON(self): 
        if (self.dbnameEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.dbuserEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.dbpassEdit.text() == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
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            msgBox.setText( 
                "Missing database parameters, go back\n" + 
                "to first tab and fix") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        elif (self.seqFileEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.rangeFileEdit.text() == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText( 
                "Missing sequence and/or range filename, \n" + 
                "go back to second tab and fix") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        elif (self.gapPenEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.gapExtEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.matchEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.mismatchEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.minEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.maxDTSSEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.dtssSameEdit.text() == "" or 
            self.alignSeqEqEdit.text() == ""): 
            msgBox = QtGui.QMessageBox(self) 
            msgBox.setText( 
                "Missing Smith Waterman parameters, \n" + 
                "go back to third tab and fix") 
            msgBox.exec_() 
        else: 
            filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 
                "Save JSON configuration file",".")[0] 
            if (filename.strip() != ""): 
                current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
                rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
                outfile = open(rel_filename,"w") 
                outfile.write("{\n") 
                outfile.write('  "seq_file" : "') 
                outfile.write(self.seqFileEdit.text() + '",\n') 
                outfile.write('  "range_file" : "') 
                outfile.write(self.rangeFileEdit.text() + '",\n') 
                outfile.write('  "db_data" : {\n') 
                outfile.write('    "hostname" : "localhost",\n') 
                outfile.write('    "database_name" : "') 
                outfile.write(self.dbnameEdit.text() + '",\n') 
                outfile.write('    "username" : "') 
                outfile.write(self.dbuserEdit.text() + '",\n') 
                outfile.write('    "password" : "') 
                outfile.write(self.dbpassEdit.text() + '"\n') 
                outfile.write('  },\n') 
                outfile.write('  "params" : {\n') 
                outfile.write('    "gap_open_penalty" : ') 
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                outfile.write(self.gapPenEdit.text() + ',\n') 
                outfile.write('    "gap_extend_penalty" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.gapExtEdit.text() + ',\n') 
                outfile.write('    "match_score" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.matchEdit.text() + ',\n') 
                outfile.write('    "mismatch_score" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.mismatchEdit.text() + ',\n') 
                outfile.write('    "minscore" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.minEdit.text() + '\n') 
                outfile.write('  },\n') 
                outfile.write('  "options" : {\n') 
                outfile.write('    "dtss" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.maxDTSSEdit.text() + ',\n') 
                outfile.write('    "dtss_same" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.dtssSameEdit.text() + ',\n') 
                outfile.write('    "aligned_sequence_equal" : ') 
                outfile.write(self.alignSeqEqEdit.text() + '\n') 
                outfile.write('  }\n') 
                outfile.write("}") 
                outfile.close() 
                self.tabWidget.setTabEnabled(3,True) 
                self.textarea.clear() 
                command = "python run_make_ssw_db_all.py " 
                command += rel_filename 
                self.textarea.appendPlainText(command)     
    
    def seqFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get name of sequence file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.seqFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 
            
    def rangeFilename(self): 
        filename = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 
            "Get name of range file",".")[0] 
        if (filename.strip() != ""): 
            current_dir = QtCore.QDir(".") 
            rel_filename = current_dir.relativeFilePath(filename) 
            self.rangeFileEdit.setText(rel_filename) 

app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv) 
setdb = SetupMakeSSWDB() 
sys.exit(app.exec_())

Line 1 imports the QtGui and QtCore modules. Lines 2 and 3 import the json and sys 
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modules.

Lines 5 - 300 define the SetupMakeSSWDB() class. Line 6 - 14 define the constructor for
the class.

Lines 16 - 27 define the initMenu() function for the SetupMakeSSWDB class. This 
function includes the creation of a menu bar and the creation of file handling widgets. These 
widgets, including a widget for closing the gui program, were added to the menu bar.

Lines 29 - 52 define the initUI() function or the function that describes the user interface 
for the application. This function includes the creation of four tabs that were added to the main 
window.

Lines 54 - 66 define the layoutTab1() function for tab 1. Tab 1 handles the configuration 
information for accessing the appropriate database. This tab makes use of a QGridLayout, 
allowing the text areas with the configuration information to be placed at specific positions next 
to their appropriate labels.

Lines 68 - 82 define the layoutTab2() function for tab 2. Tab 2 handles the selection of the
fasta sequence and range files.

Lines 87 - 129 define the layoutTab3() function for tab 3. Tab 3 sets the Striped Smith-
Waterman parameters. The parameters are pre-filled with suggested values but may be edited by 
the user.

Lines 131 - 146 define the layoutTab4() function for tab 4. Tab 4 gives some instructions 
to the user on what to do with the command that is in the text area.

Lines 148 - 202 define the openJSON() function. If the user select a JSON file, the text 
areas for the configuration information will be filled in with the information from the JSON file. 
If there is a key or value error in the JSON file, the exception clauses on lines 191 - 196 and lines
197 - 202 give an error message.

Lines 204 - 280 define the saveJSON() function. If there is mission configuration 
information, error messages will be displayed. Otherwise, the configuration information will be 
written to an output file.

Lines 282 - 288 define the seqFilename() function. This function is used to get the correct
path to the fasta file.

Lines 290 - 296 define the rangeFilename() function. This function is used to get the 
correct path to the range file.

data_store.py

import psycopg2 
from ssw_seq_list import SSWSeqList 
from ssw_align import SSWAlignment 
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def insert_ssw_data(db_data,ssw_seq_list): 
    hostname = db_data["hostname"] 
    dbname = db_data["database_name"] 
    user = db_data["username"] 
    passwd = db_data["password"] 
    conn_string = "host='" + hostname + "' dbname='" 
    conn_string += dbname + "' user='" + user + "'" 
    conn_string += " password='" + passwd + "'" 
    print conn_string 
    conn = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
    cursor = conn.cursor() 
    sql = "prepare my_insert (text,text,int,text,text,int,int,text) " 
    sql += "as insert into sequences " 
    sql += "(id,query_id,target_id,score,aligned_query," 
    sql += "aligned_target,qdtss,tdtss,strand) " 
    sql += "values (DEFAULT,$1,$2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8)" 
    cursor.execute(sql) 
    #query = "insert into sequences 
(query_id,target_id,score,aligned_query," 
    #query += "aligned_target,qdtss,tdtss,strand) values " 
    #query += "(%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s)"    
    for cseq in ssw_seq_list.sswSeqList: 
        cursor.execute( 
            "execute my_insert (%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s)", 
            (cseq.queryID,cseq.targetID,cseq.score, 
            
cseq.alignedQuery,cseq.alignedTarget,cseq.qdtss,cseq.tdtss, 
            cseq.strand)) 
    conn.commit() 
    
if (__name__ == "__main__"): 
    db_data = {} 
    db_data["hostname"] = 'localhost' 
    db_data["database_name"] = 'ssw_um40_dm20_db' 
    db_data["username"] = 'taryn' 
    db_data["password"] = '*****' 
    mylist = SSWSeqList() 
    seq1 = SSWAlignment('a','b',8,'AATA','AATA',-8,-8,'fwd:rev', 
        'CCAATACG','TTAATAGC','func1','func2') 
    seq2 = SSWAlignment('a','c',8,'CAAT','CAAT',-8,-8,'fwd:rev', 
        'CCAATACG','TCAATGGC','func1','func2') 
    mylist.add(seq1) 
    mylist.add(seq2) 
    insert_ssw_data(db_data,mylist) 
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ssw_compare.py

from seq import Seq 
from ssw_align import SSWAlignment 
from ssw_seq_list import SSWSeqList 
from skbio.alignment import StripedSmithWaterman 
from data_store import insert_ssw_data 

def doComparisons(seq_list,startrow,endrow,params, 
    options,db_data={}): 
    gap_open_penalty = params['gap_open_penalty'] 
    gap_extend_penalty = params['gap_extend_penalty'] 
    match_score = params['match_score'] 
    mismatch_score = params['mismatch_score'] 
    minscore = params['minscore'] 
    option_keys = options.keys() 
    use_dtss = False 
    dtss_same = False 
    align_equal = False 
    if ("dtss" in option_keys): 
        use_dtss = True 
        dtss_val = options["dtss"] 
    if (options["dtss_same"] == 1): 
        dtss_same = True 
    if (options["aligned_sequence_equal"] == 1): 
        align_equal = True 
    totalrows = endrow - startrow 
    
    n = len(seq_list) 
    tempList = SSWSeqList() 
    tempList.sswSeqList = [] 
    count_comparisons = 0 
    for i in range(startrow, endrow): 
        query = StripedSmithWaterman(seq_list[i].sequence,\ 
            gap_open_penalty,gap_extend_penalty,\ 
            match_score,mismatch_score) 
        query_id = seq_list[i].id 
        qstrand = seq_list[i].strand.strip() 
        for j in range(i+1, len(seq_list)): 
            count_comparisons += 1 
            target = query(seq_list[j].sequence) 
            target_id = seq_list[j].id 
            tstrand = seq_list[j].strand.strip() 
            aqs = target.aligned_query_sequence 
            try: 
                ats = target.aligned_target_sequence 
            except (IndexError): 
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                print "IndexError for query_id:",query_id 
                print "and target_id:",target_id 
            score = target['optimal_alignment_score'] 
            querySeq = target['query_sequence'] 
            targetSeq = target['target_sequence'] 
            #qdtss = target['query_begin'] - seq_list[i].dtss 
            #tdtss= target['target_begin'] - seq_list[j].dtss 
            qdtss = seq_list[i].dtss + target['query_begin'] 
            tdtss= seq_list[j].dtss + target['target_begin'] 
            """ 
            if (qstrand == "fwd"): 
                qdtss = target['query_begin'] - seq_list[i].dtss 
            elif (qstrand == "rev"): 
                qdtss = seq_list[i].dtss - target['query_begin'] 
            if (tstrand == "fwd"): 
                tdtss = target['target_begin'] - seq_list[j].dtss 
            elif (tstrand == "rev"): 
                tdtss = seq_list[j].dtss - target['target_begin'] 
            """ 
            if (ats != None and score >= minscore): 
                if (use_dtss and dtss_same and align_equal): 
                    if (qdtss <= dtss_val and tdtss <= dtss_val and 
                        qdtss == tdtss and aqs == ats): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (use_dtss and dtss_same and not align_equal): 
                    if (qdtss <= dtss_val and tdtss <= dtss_val and 
                        qdtss == tdtss): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (use_dtss and not dtss_same and align_equal): 
                    if (qdtss <= dtss_val and tdtss <= dtss_val and 
                        aqs == ats): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
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                elif (use_dtss and not dtss_same and not align_equal):
                    if (qdtss <= dtss_val and tdtss <= dtss_val): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (not use_dtss and dtss_same and align_equal): 
                    if (qdtss == tdtss and aqs == ats): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (not use_dtss and dtss_same and not align_equal):
                    if (qdtss == tdtss): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                elif (not use_dtss and not dtss_same and align_equal):
                    if (aqs == ats): 
                        sswseq = 
SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                            aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                            querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                            seq_list[j].function) 
                        tempList.add(sswseq) 
                else: 
                    sswseq = SSWAlignment(query_id,target_id,score, 
                        aqs,ats,qdtss,tdtss,qstrand+":"+tstrand, 
                        querySeq,targetSeq,seq_list[i].function, 
                        seq_list[j].function) 
                    tempList.add(sswseq) 
    print "count_comparisons",count_comparisons 
    print "hits:",len(tempList.sswSeqList) 
    if (db_data != {}): 
        insert_ssw_data(db_data,tempList) 
    else: 
        return tempList 
                    
if (__name__ == "__main__"): 
    db_data = {} 
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    db_data["hostname"] = 'localhost' 
    db_data["database_name"] = 'sequencedb' 
    db_data["username"] = 'taryn' 
    db_data["password"] = '*****' 
    
    params = { 
        "gap_open_penalty" : 5, 
        "gap_extend_penalty" : 2, 
        "match_score" : 2, 
        "mismatch_score" : -3, 
        "minscore" : 8 
    } 
    options = { 
        "dtss" : 2, 
        "dtss_same" : 1, 
        "aligned_sequence_equal" : 1 
    } 
    seq1 = Seq('a','CAATAGA','func1','chr',0,'fwd') 
    seq2 = Seq('b','CAATACC','func2','chr',0,'rev') 
    seq3 = Seq('c','GAATAGA','func2','chr',2,'rev') 
    seq_list = [] 
    seq_list.append(seq1) 
    seq_list.append(seq2) 
    seq_list.append(seq3) 
    doComparisons(seq_list,0,1,params,options,db_data) 

Appendix J - Palindromes and Information Content

findPalindrome.py

import subprocess 

def rev_complement(text): 
    list1 = list(text) 
    for i in range(0, len(list1)): 
        if (list1[i] == 'C'): 
            list1[i] = 'G' 
        elif (list1[i]== 'G'): 
            list1[i] = 'C' 
        elif (list1[i] == 'T'): 
            list1[i] = 'A' 
        elif (list1[i] == 'A'): 
            list1[i] = 'T' 
    list1.reverse() 
    return ''.join(list1) 
    
alphabet = ['A','C','G','T'] 
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motif_six_list = [] 
for i in range(0,4): 
    for j in range(0,4): 
        for k in range(0,4): 
            for l in range(0,4): 
                for m in range(0,4): 
                    for n in range(0,4): 
                        seq = alphabet[i] + alphabet[j] + alphabet[k] 
                        seq += alphabet[l] + alphabet[m] + alphabet[n]
                        rev = rev_complement(seq) 
                        motif = seq + '%' + rev 
                        motif_six_list.append(motif) 
                       
for j in range(0,len(motif_six_list),16): 
    motifs_string = motif_six_list[j]+","+ motif_six_list[j+1] +"," 
    motifs_string += motif_six_list[j+2]+","+motif_six_list[j+3] +"," 
    motifs_string += motif_six_list[j+4]+","+motif_six_list[j+5] +"," 
    motifs_string += motif_six_list[j+6]+","+motif_six_list[j+7] +"," 
    motifs_string += motif_six_list[j+8]+","+motif_six_list[j+9] +"," 
    motifs_string += motif_six_list[j+10]+","+motif_six_list[j+11] 
+"," 
    motifs_string += motif_six_list[j+12]+","+motif_six_list[j+13] 
+"," 
    motifs_string += motif_six_list[j+14]+","+motif_six_list[j+15] 

    for i in range(0,28): 
        subprocess.call(["python","runmulti.py", 
            
motifs_string,str((i*10000000)+1),str(((i+1)*10000000)+1)]) 
        subprocess.call(["python","runmulti2.py", 
            
motifs_string,str((i*10000000)+1),str(((i+1)*10000000)+1)]) 

runmulti.py

import sys 
import psycopg2 
import multiprocessing as mp 
def findCount(motif,start,end,cursor): 
    sql = "select * from sequences where aligned_query like '" + motif
+ "' and " 
    sql += "id>=" + str(start) + " and id < " + str(end) 
    cursor.execute(sql) 
    results = cursor.fetchall() 
    #print results 
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    #return results 
    outfile = open(motif[:7] + ".txt","a") 
    unique_set = set() 
    for result in results: 
        unique_set.add(result) 
    for item in unique_set: 
        for k in range(0,len(item)): 
            outfile.write(str(item[k])) 
            if k < len(item) - 1: 
                outfile.write("\t") 
            else: 
                outfile.write("\n") 
    outfile.close() 

def findCount2(motif,start,end,cursor): 
    sql = "select * from sequences where aligned_target like '" + 
motif + "' and " 
    sql += "id>=" + str(start) + " and id < " + str(end) 
    cursor.execute(sql) 
    results = cursor.fetchall() 
    #print results 
    outfile = open(motif[:7] + ".txt","a") 
    unique_set = set() 
    for result in results: 
        unique_set.add(result) 
    for item in unique_set: 
        for k in range(0,len(item)): 
            outfile.write(str(item[k])) 
            if k < len(item) - 1: 
                outfile.write("\t") 
            else: 
                outfile.write("\n") 
    outfile.close() 
    
def rev_complement(text): 
    list1 = list(text) 
    for i in range(0, len(list1)): 
        if (list1[i] == 'C'): 
            list1[i] = 'G' 
        elif (list1[i]== 'G'): 
            list1[i] = 'C' 
        elif (list1[i] == 'T'): 
            list1[i] = 'A' 
        elif (list1[i] == 'A'): 
            list1[i] = 'T' 
    list1.reverse() 
    return ''.join(list1) 
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motifs_string = sys.argv[1] 
start = int(sys.argv[2]) 
end = int(sys.argv[3]) 
motifs = motifs_string.split(",")  
conn_string = "host='localhost' dbname='we_um100_d0_db' user='taryn' 
password='*****'" 
conn = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn2 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn3 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn4 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn5 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn6 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn7 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn8 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn9 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn10 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn11 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn12 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn13 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn14 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn15 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn16 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
cursor = conn.cursor() 
cursor2 = conn2.cursor() 
cursor3 = conn3.cursor() 
cursor4 = conn4.cursor() 
cursor5 = conn5.cursor() 
cursor6 = conn6.cursor() 
cursor7 = conn7.cursor() 
cursor8 = conn8.cursor() 
cursor9 = conn9.cursor() 
cursor10 = conn10.cursor() 
cursor11 = conn11.cursor() 
cursor12 = conn12.cursor() 
cursor13 = conn13.cursor() 
cursor14 = conn14.cursor() 
cursor15 = conn15.cursor() 
cursor16 = conn16.cursor() 
p1 = mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[0],start,end,cursor)) 
p2 = mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[1],start,end,cursor2)) 
p3 = mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[2],start,end,cursor3)) 
p4 = mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[3],start,end,cursor4))  
p5 = mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[4],start,end,cursor5)) 
p6 = mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[5],start,end,cursor6)) 
p7 = mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[6],start,end,cursor7)) 
p8 = mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[7],start,end,cursor8)) 
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p9 = mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[8],start,end,cursor9)) 
p10 = mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[9],start,end,cursor10))
p11 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[10],start,end,cursor11)) 
p12 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[11],start,end,cursor12))  
p13 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[12],start,end,cursor13)) 
p14 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[13],start,end,cursor14)) 
p15 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[14],start,end,cursor15)) 
p16 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount,args=(motifs[15],start,end,cursor16)) 
processes = [p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8,p9,p10,p11,p12,p13,p14,p15,p16] 

for p in processes: 
    p.start() 
for p in processes: 
    p.join()

runmulti2.py

""" 
runmulti.py 
""" 
import sys 
import psycopg2 
import multiprocessing as mp 
def findCount(motif,start,end,cursor): 
    sql = "select * from sequences where aligned_query like '" + motif
+ "' and " 
    sql += "id>=" + str(start) + " and id < " + str(end) 
    cursor.execute(sql) 
    results = cursor.fetchall() 
    #print results 
    #return results 
    outfile = open(motif[:7] + ".txt","a") 
    unique_set = set() 
    for result in results: 
        unique_set.add(result) 
    for item in unique_set: 
        for k in range(0,len(item)): 
            outfile.write(str(item[k])) 
            if k < len(item) - 1: 
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                outfile.write("\t") 
            else: 
                outfile.write("\n") 
    outfile.close() 

def findCount2(motif,start,end,cursor): 
    sql = "select * from sequences where aligned_target like '" + 
motif + "' and " 
    sql += "id>=" + str(start) + " and id < " + str(end) 
    cursor.execute(sql) 
    results = cursor.fetchall() 
    #print results 
    outfile = open(motif[:7] + ".txt","a") 
    unique_set = set() 
    for result in results: 
        unique_set.add(result) 
    for item in unique_set: 
        for k in range(0,len(item)): 
            outfile.write(str(item[k])) 
            if k < len(item) - 1: 
                outfile.write("\t") 
            else: 
                outfile.write("\n") 
    outfile.close() 
    
def rev_complement(text): 
    list1 = list(text) 
    for i in range(0, len(list1)): 
        if (list1[i] == 'C'): 
            list1[i] = 'G' 
        elif (list1[i]== 'G'): 
            list1[i] = 'C' 
        elif (list1[i] == 'T'): 
            list1[i] = 'A' 
        elif (list1[i] == 'A'): 
            list1[i] = 'T' 
    list1.reverse() 
    return ''.join(list1) 

motifs_string = sys.argv[1] 
start = int(sys.argv[2]) 
end = int(sys.argv[3]) 
motifs = motifs_string.split(",")  
conn_string = "host='localhost' dbname='we_um100_d0_db' user='taryn' 
password='*****'" 
conn = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn2 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
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conn3 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn4 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn5 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn6 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn7 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn8 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn9 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn10 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn11 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn12 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn13 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn14 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn15 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
conn16 = psycopg2.connect(conn_string) 
cursor = conn.cursor() 
cursor2 = conn2.cursor() 
cursor3 = conn3.cursor() 
cursor4 = conn4.cursor() 
cursor5 = conn5.cursor() 
cursor6 = conn6.cursor() 
cursor7 = conn7.cursor() 
cursor8 = conn8.cursor() 
cursor9 = conn9.cursor() 
cursor10 = conn10.cursor() 
cursor11 = conn11.cursor() 
cursor12 = conn12.cursor() 
cursor13 = conn13.cursor() 
cursor14 = conn14.cursor() 
cursor15 = conn15.cursor() 
cursor16 = conn16.cursor() 
p1 = mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[0],start,end,cursor)) 
p2 = mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[1],start,end,cursor2)) 
p3 = mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[2],start,end,cursor3)) 
p4 = mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[3],start,end,cursor4)) 
p5 = mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[4],start,end,cursor5)) 
p6 = mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[5],start,end,cursor6)) 
p7 = mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[6],start,end,cursor7)) 
p8 = mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[7],start,end,cursor8)) 
p9 = mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[8],start,end,cursor9)) 
p10 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[9],start,end,cursor10)) 
p11 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[10],start,end,cursor11)) 
p12 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[11],start,end,cursor12))  
p13 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[12],start,end,cursor13)) 
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p14 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[13],start,end,cursor14)) 
p15 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[14],start,end,cursor15)) 
p16 = 
mp.Process(target=findCount2,args=(motifs[15],start,end,cursor16)) 
processes = [p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8,p9,p10,p11,p12,p13,p14,p15,p16] 
for p in processes: 
    p.start() 
for p in processes: 
    p.join()

findUnique_all.py

import sys 
import psycopg2 

def makeFileList(): 
    alphabet = ['A','C','G','T'] 
    motif_six_list = [] 
    for i in range(0,4): 
        for j in range(0,4): 
            for k in range(0,4): 
                for l in range(0,4): 
                    for m in range(0,4): 
                        for n in range(0,4): 
                            seq = alphabet[i] + alphabet[j] + 
alphabet[k] 
                            seq += alphabet[l] + alphabet[m] + 
alphabet[n] 
                            motif = seq + '%'+".txt" 
                            motif_six_list.append(motif) 
    return motif_six_list 
   
def findUnique(filename,infilepath,outfilepath): 
    infile = open(infilepath+filename,"r") 
    lines = infile.readlines() 
    aligned_seq = [] 
    aligned_seq2 = [] 
    for line in lines: 
        tokens = line.split("\t") 
        query_id = tokens[1] 
        target_id = tokens[2] 
        score = int(tokens[3]) 
        aligned_query = tokens[4] 
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        aligned_target = tokens[5] 
        qdtss = int(tokens[6]) 
        tdtss = int(tokens[7]) 
        
aligned_seq.append([aligned_query,query_id,len(aligned_query),qdtss]) 
        
aligned_seq.append([aligned_target,target_id,len(aligned_target),tdtss
]) 
        aligned_seq2.append((aligned_query,query_id,
(len(aligned_query)-12),qdtss)) 
        aligned_seq2.append((aligned_target,target_id,
(len(aligned_target)-12),tdtss)) 

   
    sorted_seq2 = sorted(aligned_seq2, key=lambda x: (x[2],x[1])) 
    unique_sorted2 = [] 
    unique_sorted = set() 
    outfile = open(outfilepath+"unique_sorted_"+filename,"w")    
    for item in sorted_seq2: 
        mytuple = (item[0],item[1],item[2],item[3]) 
        if mytuple not in unique_sorted: 
            unique_sorted2.append(item) 
        unique_sorted.add(mytuple) 
    for item in unique_sorted2: 
        newItem = str(item).replace("(","") 
        newItem = newItem.replace(")","").replace("'","") 
        newItem = newItem.replace(" ","") 
        outfile.write(str(newItem)+"\n") 
    outfile.close()    
infilepath = raw_input("Enter infilepath: ") 
outfilepath = raw_input("Enter outfilepath: ")    
#infilepath = sys.argv[1] 
#outfilepath = sys.argv[2] 
make_six_list = makeFileList() 
for motif in make_six_list: 
    findUnique(motif,infilepath,outfilepath)    

calc_information.py

import numpy as np 
import sys 
sys.path.insert(0,'/home/taryn/Dropbox/masters-
taryn/masters_python_current/final_source') 
import input_helpers 
def background_frequencies(seq_filename,range_filename): 
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    main_seq = input_helpers.openSeqFile(seq_filename) 
    seq_list = input_helpers.openRangeFileWE(range_filename,main_seq) 
    temp = '' 
    for item in seq_list: 
        temp += item.sequence 
    countA = 0 
    countC = 0 
    countG = 0 
    countT = 0 
    for i in range(0, len(temp)): 
        letter = temp[i] 
        if (letter == 'A'): 
            countA += 1 
        elif (letter == 'C'): 
            countC += 1 
        elif (letter == 'G'): 
            countG += 1 
        elif (letter == 'T'): 
            countT += 1 
    freq_d = {} 
    freq_d['percentA'] = 1.0*countA/len(temp) 
    freq_d['percentC'] = 1.0*countC/len(temp) 
    freq_d['percentG'] = 1.0*countG/len(temp) 
    freq_d['percentT'] = 1.0*countT/len(temp) 
    return freq_d 
    
def make_matrix(mylist): 
    matrix = np.array(list(mylist[0])) 
    for i in range(1, len(mylist)): 
        row = np.array(list(mylist[i])) 
        matrix = np.vstack((matrix,row)) 
    return matrix 
    
def get_freq_array(mylist): 
    mymatrix = make_matrix(mylist) 
    rows,cols = mymatrix.shape 
    for j in range(0, cols): 
        countA = 0 
        countC = 0 
        countG = 0 
        countT = 0 
        countGap = 0 
        for i in range(0, rows): 
            if (mymatrix[i][j] == 'A'): 
                countA += 1 
            elif (mymatrix[i][j] == 'C'): 
                countC += 1 
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            elif (mymatrix[i][j] == 'G'): 
                countG += 1 
            elif (mymatrix[i][j] == 'T'): 
                countT += 1 
            elif (mymatrix[i][j] == '-'): 
                countGap += 1 
        total = countA + countC + countG + countT + countGap 
        freq_col = np.array([1.0*countA/total,1.0*countC/total, 
            1.0*countG/total,1.0*countT/total,1.0*countGap/total]) 
        if (j == 0): 
            freq_matrix = freq_col 
        else: 
            freq_matrix = np.vstack((freq_matrix,freq_col)) 
    #print np.transpose(freq_matrix) 
    return np.transpose(freq_matrix) # transpose to put into same 
format 
    
def calc_P(mylist,frequency_dict): 
    #frequency_dict['percentA'] = 0.25 
    #frequency_dict['percentC'] = 0.25 
    #frequency_dict['percentG'] = 0.25 
    #frequency_dict['percentT'] = 0.25 
    mymatrix = make_matrix(mylist) 
    rows,cols = mymatrix.shape 
    prob = 0 
    for i in range(0, rows): 
        p1 = 1 
        for j in range(0, cols): 
            temp = mymatrix[i][j] 
            if (temp == 'A'): 
                p1 *= frequency_dict['percentA'] 
            elif (temp == 'C'): 
                p1 *= frequency_dict['percentC'] 
            elif (temp == 'G'): 
                p1 *= frequency_dict['percentG'] 
            elif (temp == 'T'): 
                p1 *= frequency_dict['percentT'] 
        #print "p1",p1 
        prob += p1 
    return prob 
    
def information(freq_mat,frequency_dict): 
    #frequency_dict['percentA'] = 0.25 
    #frequency_dict['percentC'] = 0.25 
    #frequency_dict['percentG'] = 0.25 
    #frequency_dict['percentT'] = 0.25 
    back_freq = 
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(frequency_dict['percentA'],frequency_dict['percentC'], 
        frequency_dict['percentG'],frequency_dict['percentT']) 
    #print frequency_dict 
    rows,cols = freq_mat.shape 
    #print "rows",rows,"cols",cols 
    info = 0 
    for j in range(0, cols): 
        temp = 0 
        for i in range(0,rows-1): 
            val = freq_mat[i][j] 
            if (val > 0): 
                temp += val*np.log(val/back_freq[i]) 
        if (freq_mat[rows-1][j] > 0): 
            temp += freq_mat[rows-1][j]*np.log(freq_mat[rows-1][j]) 
        #print "temp",temp 
        info += temp 
    return info 
    
def make_letter(col): 
    alphabet = ['A','C','G','T','-'] 
    for i in range(0,5): 
        if (col[0] > 0.5): 
            return 'A' 
        elif (col[1] > 0.5): 
            return 'C' 
        elif (col[2] > 0.5): 
            return 'G' 
        elif (col[3] > 0.5): 
            return 'T' 
        elif (col[4] > 0.5): 
            return '-' 
        elif (col[0] == 0.5 and col[1] == 0.5): 
            return 'M' 
        elif (col[0] == 0.5 and col[2] == 0.5): 
            return 'R' 
        elif (col[0] == 0.5 and col[3] == 0.5): 
            return 'W' 
        elif (col[1] == 0.5 and col[2] == 0.5): 
            return 'S' 
        elif (col[2] == 0.5 and col[3] == 0.5): 
            return 'K' 
        elif (col[3] == 0.5 and col[1] == 0.5): 
            return 'Y' 
        elif (col[0] > 0 and col[2] > 0 and col[3] > 0 and col[1] == 
0): 
            return 'D' 
        elif (col[0] > 0 and col[1] > 0 and col[2] > 0 and col[3] == 
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0): 
            return 'V' 
        elif (col[0] > 0 and col[1] > 0 and col[3] > 0 and col[2] == 
0): 
            return 'H' 
        elif (col[1] > 0 and col[2] > 0 and col[3] > 0 and col[0] == 
0): 
            return 'B' 
def printFreqArray(freq_array): 
    rows,cols = freq_array.shape 
    for i in range(0,rows): 
        for j in range(0,cols): 
            print "%0.2f" % (freq_array[i][j]), 
        print "" 

def consensus(freq_array): 
    #printFreqArray(freq_array) 
    return np.apply_along_axis(make_letter,0,freq_array) 
   
def process_file(filename,back_freq_d): 
    infile = open(filename) 
    lines = infile.readlines() 
    infile.close() 
    if (lines < 2): 
        return None 
    else: 
        motifs_d = {} 
        motifs_set = set() 
        for i in range(0, len(lines)): 
            tokens = lines[i].strip().split(',') 
            seq = tokens[0] 
            gene_id = tokens[1] 
            gap_size = int(tokens[2]) 
            dtss = int(tokens[3]) 
            #unique_set = set() 
            #unique_list = [] 
            #mytuple = (gene_id,gap_size,dtss) 
            if (gap_size not in motifs_set): 
                motifs_d[str(gap_size)] = [] 
                motifs_d[str(gap_size)].append(tokens) 
            else: 
                motifs_d[str(gap_size)].append(tokens) 
            motifs_set.add(gap_size) 
        #outfile.write("motifs_set ",motifs_set) 
        gap_sizes_list = list(motifs_set) 
        gap_sizes_list.sort() 
        new_list = [] 
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        for gap_size in gap_sizes_list: 
            #outfile.write(str(gap_size).strip()+"\t") 
            row_list = [] 
            row_list.append(gap_size) 
            seqs = [] 
            genes_dtss = "" 
            myset = set() 
            for item in motifs_d[str(gap_size)]: 
                #outfile.write(item[0]) 
                #print item[0] 
                mytuple = (item[1],item[2],item[3]) 
                if mytuple not in myset: 
                    genes_dtss += (item[1]+"("+item[3]+");") 
                myset.add(mytuple) 
                seqs.append(item[0]) 
            frequencies = get_freq_array(seqs) 
            cons = consensus(frequencies) 
            #print ''.join(cons) 
            #outfile.write(''.join(cons).strip()+"\t") 
            row_list.append(''.join(cons)) 
            info = information(frequencies,back_freq_d) 
            D = calc_P(seqs,back_freq_d) 
            #outfile.write(str(info).strip()+"\t") 
            row_list.append(info) 
            #outfile.write("%e%%" % (100.0*D)+"\t") 
            row_list.append(100.0*D) 
            #outfile.write(genes_dtss+"\n") 
            row_list.append(genes_dtss) 
            #outfile.write(str(gene_id)+"\t") 
            #outfile.write(str(dtss) +"\n") 
            new_list.append(row_list) 
        return new_list 
        
def makeFileList(): 
    alphabet = ['A','C','G','T'] 
    motif_six_list = [] 
    for i in range(0,4): 
        for j in range(0,4): 
            for k in range(0,4): 
                for l in range(0,4): 
                    for m in range(0,4): 
                        for n in range(0,4): 
                            seq = alphabet[i] + alphabet[j] + 
alphabet[k] 
                            seq += alphabet[l] + alphabet[m] + 
alphabet[n] 
                            motif_six_list.append(seq) 
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    return motif_six_list 

def reverse_complement(s1): 
    mylist = list(s1) 
    newlist = [] 
    for i in range(0, len(mylist)): 
        if (mylist[i] == 'A'): 
            newlist.append('T') 
        elif (mylist[i] == 'T'): 
            newlist.append('A') 
        elif (mylist[i] == 'G'): 
            newlist.append('C') 
        elif (mylist[i] == 'C'): 
            newlist.append('G') 
    newlist.reverse() 
    return ''.join(newlist) 
            
def isPalindrome(s1): 
    head = s1[:6] 
    tail = s1[-6:] 
    if (reverse_complement(head) == tail): 
        return True 
    else: 
        return False    

       
outfile = open("we_um100_d0_complete_palindrome_IC-2.txt","w")  
outfile.write('Gap_size\tMotif\tInfo\tD\tGene_ID w/dtss\n') 
outfile2 = open("we_um100_d0_complete_exactPalindrome_IC-2.txt","w") 
outfile2.write('Gap_size\tMotif\tInfo\tD\tGene_ID w/dtss\n')        
file_path = '/home/taryn/Dropbox/masters-
taryn/masters_python_current/' 
seq_filename = file_path + 'fasta_files/ana.fasta' 
range_filename = file_path + 'range_files/' 
range_filename += 'ana7120_um100_d0_ranges.tab.txt' 
back_freq_d = background_frequencies(seq_filename,range_filename) 
#outfile.write(str(back_freq_d)) 
file_list = makeFileList() 
file_path2 = '/home/taryn/Desktop/we_um100_d0_complete/corrected/' 
big_list = [] 

for filename in file_list: 
    filename = file_path2+'unique_sorted_'+filename+'%.txt' 
    new_list = process_file(filename,back_freq_d) 
    for item in new_list: 
        big_list.append(item) 
big_list = sorted(big_list, key=lambda x: (x[0],-x[2])) 
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for item in big_list: 
    temp = str(item[0])+"\t" 
    temp += item[1]+"\t" 
    temp += str(item[2])+"\t" 
    temp += str(item[3])+"\t" 
    temp += item[4]+"\n" 
    outfile.write(temp) 
    if (isPalindrome(item[1])): 
        outfile2.write(temp) 
    
outfile.close()    
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